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Method to Translate Human Feelings into Agruments

by Hans Arnold, GKN, Netherlands

Introduction

nuclear energy is a normal means of generating electricity for
base load. as is natural gas. coal and oil

renewable energy resources alone are insufficiently eliable with
respect to base load

energy conservation is an inadequate measure

to ensure sufficient esources in the first three to four decades,
nuclear power usage must be 2112 times Hs present level
(WEC - Madrid conclusion)

Characteristics of the Netherlands

overpopulated

high average age of population

high level of social welfare

consensus oriented

over-organised

model country

environmentally aware

Electricity in the Netherlands 1992)

natural gas 48 1
coal 31 %

a Demand 70 000 GV/h import 12 %
nuclear 5 %
from industries 4 %

b nstalled capacity 1 600 MW

c Winter peak load 10 600 IAW

cl clol production costs
(Nalional Basic 7afiff) almost DFL 6 billion

10 IlIquency I YOOt

Limits regarding group risk

lo
unacceptable

lo

numbef W O*W Poisons

10 1 �'3 1 OC'OAl La- As ROOSOnCttf Achosionjo



Nuclear energy in the Netherlands (social)

emotional pproach on Ine part of supporters and opponents

not open to rational argument

objective information of no avail

lack of public support (80% gainst)

Government undecided

Conclusion: nuclear energy is a eep-rooted emotional conflict.
prospects of offering the shuation are bleak

Nuclear energy in the Netherlands (technical)

I pessurised-watei reactor of 449 MW (Borssele)
I boiling-water reactor of 56 MW Dodewoord)

1974 the Lubbers'Elechicily Bill
(3.000 MW nuclear energy in 1985)

1980 - 1985 widespread social debate
1986 decision to postpone construction of two units

(as a result of Chernobyl)
up lo May 1994: no ecision eached by uling government

Opinions on nuclear energy greatly influenced by society

politica cnvictions

religion (90% of firm-believers are for nuclear energy)

age (80% of population born before 1948 are lot

nuclear energy; 80% of population born otter 1948 are against)

life-style ("cultural'. mainly against. "economic". mainly for)

Conclusioni opinion lot or against nuclear energy can be predicted
on the basis of elementary biographical eatures

Nuclear: safe and geHing safer

Promote the idea hat nuclear power plants ate sale and
will become even safer in the future as a result of
continuous evoluction

Fruit of the loom underwear

Why does the American male wear this type of underwear?

he needs it

if is good value for money

it comes with on unconditional guarantee

it protects rits vital Parts

Dilferent crget groups have diffe,,ent approaches

lo nuclear energy

politicians

industrial sector

man in Inte streel
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Changeover ft.,) nuclea eergy

electricity is a necessity

it is economical

safety is guaranteed

it projects the environment and conserves other

resources

Changeover per target group

politicians date not teach a decision in the face of
public opposition

industry focuses on economic issues. strategic planning.
alongside eliability of nuclear power should e the basis

influence the man in he seet

Example: video clip

nuclear energy is normal

electricity is a necessity

nuclear energy is safe



PIME '95 CASE STUDY XA04CI406
By Martin J. Kay

'Decommissioning Trzwsfyn�dd: how pubric consultation shaped the strategy

Slide I Why consult he public on decommissioning?

$ride Pic of Trawsfyriydd

BACKGROUND
When Trawsfynydd power station in North Wales closed
down in July 1993, Nuclear Electric's strategy for
decommissioning its stations was not clearly defined.

The company had altered its corpor2te policy on
decommissioning fro he strategy referred to as the
'Reference Case'. which had been approved by the
Government, tothe prefarred'Deferred Safestore'strategy,
which ws waiting Government approval,

Deferred S.-festore is preferred as it simplifies the
engineering work. involved by capitarising an the basic
strength and integrity of the reactor building. It minimises
thd radiation exposure to workers and radioactivity released
to the environment, reduces the amount of radioactive wste
produced and significantly cuts the'rotal decommissioning
com.

Slide 3 Pic of Berkeley

At the same time, Berkeley power station in the South West
of England was already in the first stages of
decommissioning - following a variation of the 'Deferred
Safestore' strategy.

Slide 4 Circurnstainces at Trawsfynydd

The closure and the dcommissioning of Trawsfynydd power
station was a sensitive issue as:

The sion fies Within a Nonal Park of
outstanding beauty

The economic circumstances in the re* are such
%hat employment opportunities are very limited

At a cucial time when the company was approaching a
Government review which would decide its future, Nuclear
Electric could not afford to lose any credibirity,

The company needed to be seen to be adapting a cear 
well dfined decommiseioning strategy. Openness is a key
part of the company's communications strategy and it was
believed Nuclear Electric should consult widely in the
Trawsfynydd region.

Slide What did the public consultation rnvolve?

A public consultation programme was launched in the
vicinity of the power sation To gauge the reactions f The
public and elected local government bodies to a series of
decorrirnissioning opTions



Slide 'The Opxlans

Nuclear Eectfle presentedthree main ptions With details on
the employment appominixicsthe costs, and the lorry loads

of material involved with each.

Early Site Clearance
Saftstore - early or deferred
Mounding - early or deferred

Slides 7 10 Artisu impre"ions showing wtaition.

L As t is

H. As green field site
M. During safestore (normal height

W. Under mound

Slide II Pie of Consultation area

We identified the people on whom decommissioning

Trawslynydd power station is likely to have an

environmental or socioeconomic iMpaCL

Slide 12 The Audience

People riving win an approximate 2S/30km

radius of the station

Three locally elected county/distfict councils and
the statutory body responsible forthe Snowdon113

National Park

Trawsfynydd station employees and rade union
representatives

Slide 13 The Deliverables

0 Brochure outlihingthe optionsillusirated withertist

impressions
9 Video explaining 'the options using a raphics

sequence
0 Mobile and vsitor centre exhibitions explaining the

options
9 Full page adverts in the local press detecting the

iouring oxhibWon
a Questionnaire to gouge the opinion of local people

Supporting technical brief

(Slot to show footage of vdea graphics - 2 min)

Slide 14 The Strategy

Announcement of the public consultation at a
specia stion eeting wh representatives of

local authorities and the media
A three-week touting exhibition vsiting 13 local

venues, supported by fully briefed Nuclear Electric
technical and viritor centre sft

Separate managerial presentations to the tree

county and district counc-ils. including
representatives of the Snowdonia National Prk

Questionnaires aailable to the local public at the
visitor centre and mobile Exhibitio - design and
analysed independently
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wrier were the results?

Slide 1 'The Feedback

Nuclear Electric received fedback in two ways.
Formal feedback from the local cuncils
Independent analysis of the completed
questionnaires

Sride 17 AspectsviewedasmosTimparTantbythe
public

The number of questionnaires completed by the public 24
out of 1300 visiting the exhibition) seemed sall but in fact
this level of co-operation in a survey such as this was
viewed as very satisfactory. The views reflected in the
questionnaires therefore represented a significant response

78% Job creation for local people
76% Visual impact of the site in the longer

term
70% Amount of radficactiwity dealt with by

dismantling workers
61% Returning the site to its rginal state
Bs Oic Height and shape of safestore structures
53% Leaving radioacti,6rity to decay for as long

as possible
4S 11/6 How soon the process can start
40% How long the process Will take
27% Cost
21% Amount of site clearance traffic
16% Visual impact of site during smantling
1411/0 Job creation for non local people

Slide IS interpreting the results

The company was wholly committed to a meaniingful
consultation. We prornised to listen tothe views of those
consulted and took these Views into very careful
consideration before identifying a strategy.

One local council, -the trade unions and the
majority of these who completed questionnaires
favoured the Early Safestore option
They also expressed a strong desire to reduce the
visual impact of the site
Two local councis Cincludiing the Snowdonia
National Fork) favoured Ely Size Clearance

Slides 19-21 Artiste impressions of am-don:

I. As it is
U. During normal height
M. Reduced height Safestore

S111de 22 The compromise

Nuclear Electric odified its corporate decommissioning
strategy (Deferred Safestore) for rr.-wsfynydd in direct
recognition of public pinion and the view of local
government bodies.



The company w undertake additional measures to reduce
the visual impact Uthe station by lowering the height of the
safestare structures by almost half - a significant amount of
work over and above that panned.

Commitment was also gven to the issues that the
questionnaires indicated were viewed as mportant by the
public-

Wdes 23-24 Two dagrams howng extent of height
reduction

Slide 25 Feeding back the results intothe

community

Announcement of the results at a special station
meeting With representatives of local authorities
and the media
Brochure outlining the results and the modified
strategy
Exhibition in visitor centre rafleming the brochure
Full page advertisements in the local press
outlining the rsults and availability of brochure
and exhibition
Detailed report an idependent questionnaires
analysis
Letter -co all questionnaire respondents with copy
of brochure

Slide 26 The Conclusion

Before consultation
Nuclear Electric set out with a preferred corporate strategy
but presented three feasible decommissioning options for
Trawsfynydd

After consultation

There ws clear evidence that the local community,
a recognised the significance of radiation dose to workers,
storage of ws and the conomics
-supported he Nuclear Electric approach, but with two
caveats that resulted in a modified strategy
i. early instead of deferred safestore
ii. reduced instead of fun height meturss

Slide 27 ultimat� Outcome

By practiing its policy of openness, Nuclear Electric gained
the acceptance of te public and is now able To proceed with
decommissioning Trawsfyrrydd unhindered, safe in the
knowledge that the chose strategy represents the wishes of
'the local community
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Case Study - Paper Title: The 'nuclear industry's communication fforts
viewed from outside the industry.'MoiBy ra Tuck
Director of Oper�tionv. AMGS

Our company specialises in behavioural; communication. We act in that- capOcity for
a broad client base. That client base-includes the world's largest coal exporter, the
worlds leading producer of ferroalloys, its largest supplier of titanium dioxid'
fe6dstock, ts second largest producer of platinum group metals, its third largest gold
producer, the southern hemispheres biggest banking institution and the southern
hemisphere's single biggest electricity utility.

So, as you can see, we are not employed exclusively by the nuclear power industry.
Only one of our clients has a nuclear interest and that is Eskom, South Afrida'4
electricity utility which runs 21 active laiwer stations of which 13 are fossil-fueled, 2
hydro 2 pump storage stations, 3 gas turbine stations and I nuclear.

You will appreciate therefore that by reason of the wide angle view we are oblig6 to
have on the industrial world at large our opinions of the nuclear power industry are
necessarily objective.

As a result e are not evangelists in:the cause of nuclear. We are, hoWever, -firm
believers in the nuclear energy option for some very practical reasons and'one or
two abstract reasons.

The pctical reasons are the ones w all know elk the world needs eiver-
increasing amounts of base oad energy in order to increase the quality -of 'life -and
the abift to create wealth of all the human inhabitants of this planet The world,
also' needs clean energy so that the planet can be preserved. beyond the hext
generation.

The. abstract reasons are- perhaps "not so often 'thought about by nuclear,
communication practitioners: in harnessing nuclear energy for the ervice of
mankind humans have captured a miracle. The harnessing 6fnuclear energy is a
mark -of man's ability to think conceptually, to walk in the realms of the unseen'and
bring back from those realms a tod. of. progress. It is miraculous, is it'n6t, that
mankind has the ability to light and put out stars here on earth at will?

In more prosaic terms, the loss of'nuclear expertise would, er
retrogression of the human race. v y sir6ply, be a

As behavioural communicabon specialist it s our job to find ways for our.clients to
speak truthfully about their endeavours tothe hearts of their audience. It is not our
job to (nor will we) either lie or cover up for our clients. That which is. %Tong is'
wrong and cannot be painted right'by spoken words or clever videos or ingenious
advertising. I

But, you wll say, everyone. in thi's room has. the same belief in the industry as' me:
have.



We �&sre disillusioned to find out thatt-his is not so. When we began our work'on
the South African nuclear industry at the beginning of 1993 we felt that wmt6, needed
to got an international perspective on how the nuclear industry was communicating
to particular audiences in all sorti of environments world.wide. And so during the
last 4wo years we have visited nuclear power installations and institutions and
attended conferences on nuclear communication n places such as Germany,
Russia, France, England, the United States and here in Switzerland. We also
visited INPO and WANO in Atlanta and the Nuclear Regulatory Council in
Washington.

And we. were appalled to find that, in -the battle of nuclear opinion forming the
ascendancy has been grabbed by the anti-nukes. In individual countries the pro;-
nuclear effort may vary slightly in degrees of enthusiasm, but by and lrge,' the
industry is despondent. The pro-nuclear contingent appears to be bent on trudgin'
manfully through the sludge of negative public opinion, bravely holding up tattered
banners proclaiming that nuclear energy is not as bad as it seems.

We keep hearing words, no matter here we go, such as: "Greenpeace -are so
profeisional. They communicate effectively. Their people act together and all put
out the same messages- They get coverage for their own point of view beforeAe
can get our messages out. They only need to tell half the story andpiaop 16 believe
them. No-one questions their point of view..." And other words to the same effect.

Well, after we'd heard these things sald in country after country it seemed to -us that
if Greenpeace were so professional and capable - so admirable in the VMrds'and
view of the pro-nuclear contingent - e should all go and work for Greenpeace.
Because our on industry's a" of Greenpeace makes those of us promoting -the
confj look as though we are a collection of mickey mouse, bumbling, slow,

d, ill-informed and inactive organisations who are trying to make money out
of some unspeakable.but unspecified activity.

At a'seminar in Washington we heard-pro-nuclear communicator say:. Just. find 'a
o get through the day without too much trouble from thdother sidd�'. The words

rdayrilage limitation" crop up all the time. We have heard people say to us, when we
have quoted the success of the French nuclear programme to them:. Ah but the'
French are different from us. Here in Switzerland, or here in Germany,. gr here in
Utah people are different..."

We 'say why? Why are people so different that something -that is good for the
qua�iy of life for one nation is not good for another?'How is it that electricity is good
for eryone, but only for the French s electricity sourced from nuclear good and foe
people in Germany it is bad. Are the French particularly dim-wifted and the
Germans particularly far-sighted'or is it the other way round? Or is the French
nation hell bent on a collective suicide pact?

Or is' it that the story of nuclear has been told differ6ntl� to the'Frehch people from
the way it has been told to the Germans?

For illustration I have picked he two countries which are very obviously and'
ir approach to the issues of nuclear energy. But the ack of
has been apparent ev" where else. we have travelled in
wisdom in terms of.nuclear communication.
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And -what we have found has been not so much wisdom as worry.

The international' nuclear energy industry is'so used to firiding fault with itself in an
attempt to show its transparency and its integrity that it no longer believes in tsel at
a force for good.

In South Africa we have a type of ape alled a baboon. If a baboon is shot in'the
stomach and the shot doesn't kill it, it will sit down on the ground, pull its entrails. out
onto the sand and examine them, crying -and -screaming.

It seems to us that this industry is sitting Ymunded in its own entrails, whimpering
while it waits to be finished off by the hunters.

So,. you will say, what do. we as communicators do 'about this pervasive attitiude
which so many of us are not even award that we contribute to?

We need to change our own atdtud,�i3 to. the industry. We need to takeback, the
moral high ground that the anti-nukes h ave taken from our unresisting hands. 6
need to believe that we are not evil people popagating a crime against humanity.
We need to remember that we are reasonable and decent people. None of us
would actively choose to irradiate the planet and fry millions of people. What right
do people have to assume that we would?

We need to remember that reasonableness and decency will communicate itself in
all societies regardless of ethnic or cultural differences. Etire societies are
prepared to send their sons and daughters to die in order to maintain
reasonableness here' for instance in Iraq, hat some of you might describe' as
unreasonableness threatens the rest of us.

How can this be madeto work for the huclear idustry? Our.organisation is working
on a nuclear communication strategy fot the South, African nuclear energy industry
and we are making reasonableness work for the industry.

S661th Africa has a political and social -environment dominated by a largely illiterate
and unskilled population of 37 million people. The economy is dominated by mining
activities in hich the National Union' of Mine Workers -forms one of the largest
unions in the country and is militant. Most of its members wofk in coal mines.' South
Africa is a country with some of he ldrgest'and cheapest coal sources in the
world. Supporters of the African NaUonal Congress, the political party with a two-
thirds majority in our government of national UnO, -have. said that nuclear energy is
undemocratic. Our nuclear power. station, Kdeberg, was built.under the apartheid
regime at a fime hen the country was at war with all its neighbours. Ko6berg was
licensed under an Act of Parliaftient whichenforced the strictest secrecy regarding
Koeberg's activities.

And: Koeberg still sources some of its -fuel from -the South African tomic Energy
Commission, now known to have built -at least six nuclear devices.. We are one of
only six countries in the world with e richment capabilities. It is as complex a
communication environment as you will find anywhere.



But we have -reminded Our -nuclear energy industry spokesmen of thel� own decency 
as mothers, fathers.. sons and daughters nd f the extreme'care.-the' ake a's
guardians of the health of our; people. We hav tained them in -the creation -of an
atmosphere in which reasonable'debate can take place. In so doing m have b6en
able to achieve a number of quite remarkable breakthroughs.

Until June f last year representativ0s of the union would not-stay in a room.in wbich
nuclear energy was eing dis6ussed.'16ince our intervention our client kesmen
have been invited to address the Ekedutive'C mmittee of the National Uni96 of Mine
Workers in order -to put the case fornuclear'energy.

We -have staved cff an attempt by the anti-nuclear contingent to prove that Affiia's,
only'nuclear power station is t6o expensive and too hazardout to operate.

And our clients have been invited to hlp write a report'on the local nclear industry.
That report will be used by or ANC-dominated government to assesg the: need to
maihtainthenuclearenergyindustryih-SouthAfrica. Thisisaworkstillinprogress.

But... in all cases ur advice tb our clients has been to assume that peoplewill not
argue against the greater good of humanity. And thei�e is much about nuclear power
that -contributes to the greater igood::of humanity. 'That is the factor that, is common
to all'of us in this room today 'an d all our colleagues in the industry. W haVe"'nly
to tell the truth with words that our target audiences can compr6hend'-within their
framework of reasonableness. The:'words may need to be adapted from culture to
culture. But the communication principle is the same at all times and in all cases.
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George Pethes

(Hungarian Atomic Energy Commission)

Improving communication between nuclear communities

With the coincidence of the Chernobyl accident followed by the end of the Soviet Empire, anti-
nuclear activities directed from the Western countries were accelerated. This is especially true
for the most recent years. A well coordinated action by anti-nuke groups in these countries
abused the fact that some of the Soviet-designed NPPs don't match up to the safety requirements
and the fact that the former regimes often withheld from the public substantial information on
safety at their NPPs.

In Hungary, recently at many roadside petrol stations one got free leaflets entitled 'Nuclear
Power - Why East Europe must reject it'. This brochure [Ecoropa Information Sheet 20] issued in
English, Czech, Hungarian, Russian and Polish, raised 15 questions, giving 'answers' on why to
reject nuclear power.

But the facts in Hungary speak for acceptance! Hungary's Paks NPP, meeting almost half of the
electricity demand of this energy-poor country, is ranked by many international expert missions
and advisory groups as being amongst the safest NPPs.

What then can be the concrete tactics used by Hungarian opponents of nuclear energy?

The opponents adopt a two-pronged approach: namely to block the return transport of spent N-fuels
to Russia and/or to block the construction of an interim repository in Hungary. Both 'solutions'
would ultimately result In closure of Paks NPP.

In 1994 the Russian Prime Minister signed an agreement, confirming that - as previously - spent
N-fuels will be sent back to Russia. On the morning following the agreement, anti-nuclear groups
in Moscow, likely directed from abroad, protested successfully against the decision to 'import
foreign radwaste'.

Back in Hungary, in the town Paks, an anti-sarcophagus group was founded - its title alluding to
the entombment of the wrecked Chernobyl reactor. Initially this group posed a very difficult
situation for the management of Paks NPP.

But the anti-sarcophagus group action was successfully countered by the help of an agreement
between Paks Nuclear Power Station and several mayors of neighbouring villages. The mayors formed
an Association for Social Control and Information, called in Hungarian TEIT. Steady flow of
information on the plant reaches these villages. A round-the-clock background radiation
monitoring station was also set up for the public in the near downwind town of Kalocsa, showing
the situation every 10 minutes.

Another anti-nuclear approach is to build up a 'Pavlovian type of conditioned reflex' in the
population to make them afraid of nuclear energy. For example, Hungary is far from the sea, has
no real nuclear problems, but you will find in Hungarian papers news on a sunken Soviet
submarine. While not overlooking and underestimating the danger of such sunken submarine(s) it
is worth mentioning that, such reports in our press in 1994 were three times greater than in
1992!
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It is important to recognize that in the former Soviet-influenced areas there are no basically
professional nuclear communicators as compared to the Western countries.

Therefore, I suggest, that a communication system be created by the nuclear community, probably
named WANIS, World Association of Nuclear Information Specialists. A two-way International
electronic mail system - built up similar to those run by the anti-nuclear forces - should help
nuclear communicators of Central and Eastern Europe to exchange arguments and tactics against
everyday arguments raised by anti-nuclear militants. In other words, a common armoury of
arguments, I call 'Intedingua Nucleare', should be created within the nuclear community to
improve the countering of misleading, hostile statements and actions.

In Hungary, the Hungarian Nuclear Society has launched a corrective programme. If very severely
distorted opinions on nuclear electricity production or on nuclear techniques or on radiation
appear in the media, the concerned Learned Societies (e.g. Energy, Nuclear Medicine, Food
Science, Radiation Protection, Radioecological, etc.) raise their voice and ask for correction.
Hopefully this will lead to a more balanced response by the opinion leaders and by the public.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the tactics of the anti-nukes are similar to those against
animal experimentation and against genetic engineering. Often the same persons are involved in
the various anti groups, as can be easily shown in Hungary.

The opinions expressed in this paper reflect the author's personal views.
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'A lot of happy faces and a lot of hard work'

PEME 95 Case Study Presentation
Bob Williams, Head of Corporate Affairs, BNFL, England.

All over the world the pace of change in business today is immense. Business is selling in ever more
competitive markets, under continuous pressure to innovate, improve quality, reduce costs. The
nuclear industry is of course no exception to this change, and many of you here this week are
responding to this challenging environment with fresh thinking about how best to structure your
business and use its resources to secure competitiveness and build trust.

Over the next few days you will hear from one of my colleagues how, as part of a major review of its
corporate communications strategy, the public relations team at BNFL is responding to change with
fresh thinking about Company's corporate identity.

Our 'thinking' has also considered the role of our business in the community and how that 'corporate
citizenship' contributes to building a successful business - a business that can be trusted.

At BNFL we have always believed that we have a responsibility to support the community -
especially in those areas where we are a major employer. It is a tradition that has widened in scope
and participation over the years.

During 1994, BNFL continued to demonstrate this support and commitment to the community
through a range of corporate, divisional and site initiatives, amounting to a spend of some f5m. This
funding was spread across education and university links, employee secondment, community
involvement and sponsorship and urban regeneration.

However during the last year our 'thinking' prompted us to carry out a review of-our community
involvement and sponsorship strategy in order to more closely reflect the Company's business
philosophy.

The objective of our community involvement and sponsorship activities is to play a key role in
helping the Company to gain acceptance from key constituencies in order to retain our 'licence to
operate' and so achieve company business objectives.

The intention of our strategy review, was to continue to delegate as much local community activity as
possible to a 'site' level, but adopt a more focused/consistent Company-wide policy for community
involvement funding and sponsorship. This, in time, will strengthen not only the level of local and
regional attribution, but will also increase the national attribution, which the Company receives for its
activities. So let's take a look firstly at community involvement.
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The commercial activities of BNFL support jobs and generate income which benefits both local and
national communities. However, the Company acknowledges that in order to play its full part as a
good corporate citizen, it should put something back into the communities from which it draws its
workforce and licence to operate. Thriving local, regional and national communities are good for
BNFL, in terms of long-term survival, short-term income generation, general well-being and for staff
recruitment retention and motivation. Community involvement activities should, therefore, be
viewed as "enlightened self interest'.

Against this background, the first action from our strategy review is that the prime area for
community involvement will be the North West of England as a whole, with the areas in which we
operate as a major employer targeted for specific action.

All programmes will be primarily aimed at local and regional communities, local and national
politicians, academics and educationalists, local, regional and national media, customers, opinion
formers, business leaders and the financial community.

It is recognised that any community programme should be wide ranging in its scope of involvement.
However, as I said earlier, we were looking to develop a strategy that would more closely reflect the
Company's business philosophy. We therefore developed a theme for our programme which reflects
that philosophy.

BNFL's core competency centres around the management of difficult substances - radioactive
materials. We are managing these substances so as to make them safe for future generations. By
recycling spent nuclear fuel we are also creating a useful commodity from something which is seen
by some as a liability. The alternative of course is to ignore the issue and existence of nuclear waste
and leave it for future generations to handle. This is not an option acceptable to BNFL. A basic
belief of BNFL's business philosophy is that all industries should be managing their waste issues
today rather than deferring such issues for future generations.

Within society itself, there are also issues which should not be deferred - inner city decay,
unemployment, drug abuse, homelessness, teenage crime, etc. As a company BNFL has therefore,
chosen these as a priority for action. Although they are difficult� they require action today and this
coincides with BNFL's corporate stance on the issue of waste and environmental clean-up. They are
not glamorous or popular, but are key issues which society cannot afford to leave for future
generations to handle. The aim of the Company's community involvement programme is to help
towards alleviating some of these social issues.

Our programme is therefore endeavouring to support organisations/charities concerned with;
community and economic welfare, health issues, and sports, renewal and cultural activities.

In general, funding is now being given to initiatives which represent value for money in terms of
building benefit for society and which give BNFL adequate acknowledgement.
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During the year, BNFL has therefore become involved with a number of initiatives which reflect this
change in strategy. These have included involvement with the major British charity CRISIS in their
'furnished homes' project in support of young homeless people in the North West; 'Inside Stories', a
magazine produced, with the support of the Prison Service, by young offenders for young offenders;
ARCH, an initiative concerned with the rehabilitation of drug abusers in the Liverpool area and most
recently the Granada Community Challenge, organised by Granada Television. Here, BNFL,
toaether with four other leading North West companies, have been given just nine months to brine,
about tanaible and lasting benefits to five communities in the North West. BNFL's challenge is to
provide sports facilities for the young people of the Medlock district of Manchester - a deprived, run-
down inner-city area.

We have provided five managers who are donating time, energy and enthusiasm to the project, as
well as using the Company's business contacts to fund the project.

Turning to sponsorships; both inside and outside the Company, sponsorship is often confused with
Community Involvement. Rather than providing a cheque in response to a funding request, or
providing 'in kind' support� sponsorship is a business relationship. It is an agreement between the
Company providing funds, resources or services and an individual, event or organisation which
offers, in return, rights of association which can be used to the Company's advantage.

Within BNFL, sponsorship has previously been treated as a totally separate activity to community
involvement. However, future policy will endeavour to promote synergy between certain
sponsorship and community involvement activities, in order that both serve to win increased
attribution and, therefore, strengthen our corporate presence.

In order to achieve this aim, a proportion of BNFL's sponsorship activity now concentrates on those
cultural activities which also brin a wide social benefit to both the participants and/or audiences.
Youth sports or artistic endeavour aimed, for example, at keeping children off the streets" feature, in
order to reinforce the community involvement programme.

Overall, the corporate sponsorship programme has two aims. Firstly, to develop low cost North West
initiatives and, secondly, to promote BNFL as a quality Company. Examples of this activity over the
last twelve months includes: the BNFL Greater Manchester Youth Games which brouaht toc'ether
some 4000 school children and 25,000 spectators for four days of sporting endeavour; and the
Northern Wheelchair Tennis Championships where the best wheelchair-bound tennis players came
together; I have to say with performances that were absolutely brilliant.

We have aimed to develop this community involvement and sponsorship strategy in two key
directions, namely attribution and branding.
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I have mentioned the need for attribution a number of times. More and more companies are now
lookina for a visible return on their community investment through positive media relations. When
we embarked on this strategy we decided for the first time, to appoint an outside PR company to
handle the media relations support, so leaving our internal press relations personnel to continue to
deal professionally with core business related activity.

We have also developed a branding for the programme with the copy line Energetic Support in the
Community' and a supporting visual image, reflecting the areas of activity.

So, is this commitment to the community, and refocusing of strategy generating a return on the
investment, for BNFL?

We have definitely seen an increase in positive 'community related' media coverage in the press, on
radio and TV.

Our involvement with the Granada Community Challenge has helped to develop positive working
relationships with senior executives at Granada TV. The Challenge and the Greater Manchester
Youth Games have brought us into contact, and dialogue, with all levels of council personnel from
the City of Manchester - a very positive development considering Manchester is a nuclear-free cit

Cy _y

ThrouLyh this community involvement and sponsorship programme we are aiming for BNFL to be
recognised as a quality company engaged in a partnership for progress - to the benefit of the
organisations involved, the communities, and BNFL.

We are now being seen by many as a caring, responsible company prepared to et involved with the
social issues/projects many companies choose to ignore.

We firmly believe that our commitment to, and strategy for, community involvement and sponsorship
is playing a key part in working to achieve at least two of our overall company objectives;
normalisinc BNFL's profile and relationships with the media, politicians and opinion formers;
retaining the Coppany's licence to operate amongst the communities surrounding its sites and

0 -
amongst key regional, national and international constituencies, so helping to achieve Company
business objectives.

Finally, I would like to return to the Granada Community Challenge and a recent screening of the
Granada station's evening news programme, highlighting our involvement in the Challenge. The
presenter ended the coverage with a phrase which I think not only sums up that specific initiative, but
also the involvement in, and commitment to, the community by BNFL. He said, quite simply "A lot
of happy faces and a lot of hard work."

Thank you.
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Paper by Corinne Souwer
communication officer of the Energy Research Foundation (ECN), the
Netherlands, member of WIN's leading group, Dutch member of the NucNet
board, delegation member of the European Task Force Group - 0th
Anniversary of Chernobyl.
Director of Communications Consultancy Group Balance International, the
Netherlands.

This paper is based on a study for which the research has been conducted by
Esther van der Draai, trainee at ECN - Nuclear Energy.
The complete study is presented to WIN, and is available there.

Commrunication in different keys

In moral dilemmas men go by a sense of justice: they solve a dilemma by
weighing the pros and cons on the basis of which they make a rational
choice.
Women go by a sense of concern: they deal with a dilemma by improving
communication between the parties concerned in order to find a common
solution.

Example: the Heinz dilemma.
Heinz' wife suffers from a specific type of cancer and is near death.
However, according to the doctors there is a very expensive medicine which
might save her life. Heinz tries very ha 'rd to scrape up the money but only
succeeds in getting half of the required amount. He takes the money to the
chemist and tells him that his wife is terminally ill, that he wants to buy
the medicine but can only pay half the price. The chemist refuses to sell
it to him for half the price. Heinz is so desperate that he breaks into the
pharmacy to steal the medicine.
The question is: may Heinz steal the medicine?

This moral dilemma was presented to Amy and Jake. Their solutions show in
which respect men and women are different.

Jake regards the dilemma as a conflict between life and right of ownership,
which can be solved by reasoning: life means more than money, so Heinz may
steal the medicine. He ignores the personal aspect and reduces the problem
to an unpersonal legal conflict.

For Amy the dilemma is not a kind of mathematical problem but a relational
problem. For her the world consists of relations and not of individuals. It
is not regulated by rules but by human relations. That is why she
interprets the problem as a lack of helpfulness on the part of the chemist.
She would solve the problem by activating mutual relations by increased
communication.

Both see -the need of agreement but they aproach the problem in different
ways. Jake's approach is impersonal, achieved by means of reasoning and
law, Amy's approach is personal by means of communication.
The general conclusion is that men are guided by 'justice', while women go
by 'concern'.

What is the effect of these differences between men and women in their
attitudes to risk-bearing activities, such as the use of nuclear energy?
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The acceptance of risk-bearing activities does not only depend on the
judgement of the risk but also on the expected advantages.
How the risk is weighed against other aspects depends on how the choice is
framed.
The decision process concerning nuclear energy (a.o.) shows four frames:

1. Technology
The decision process is technical which means that experts are taken at
face value because they are supposed to make rational decisions. The public
does not play an important part because it is not considered competent to
deal with these matters; emotional reactions are ignored or disposed of as
non-rational.
This frame is to be found in formal risk analysis.

2. Market
The pros and cons of an option are weighed in a process of negotiation
(strategy of compensation). One party tries to convince the other of the
advantages of an option; less attractive aspects have to be compensated by
aspects that are commonly considered positive (e.g. health risks against
employment).
The problem of this approach is that concerned citizens are inclined to
interpret it as bribery, as bargaining their health or the environment.

3. Justice
The decision process takes place according to procedures established
beforehand: the costs and benefits of all options are compared. As
procedural aspects are being focussed on there are no direct negotiations
between the parties concerned.

4. Participation
The essential problem is regarded as a problem of consensus which has to be
solved by consultation. When all parties concerned agree the decision
should be more acceptable.
The problem is that the public can not participate in the decision process
because of its lack of scientific and technical knowledge.

On the basis of the theory about the differences between men and women two
assumptions can be made:

1. Men will supposedly be more attracted by f ame 3 costs and benefits are
weighed against each other without direct negotiations between the parties
concerned This agrees with Jake's solution of the Heinz dilemma (he weighs
the pros and consand reduces the problem to an impersonal conflict).

2. Women are expected to be more attracted by frame 4 problems can be
solved by communication. Amy comes forward with this solution in the Heinz
dilemma.1
A problem, however, is -that, in general, women are less acquainted with
technology than men; a former Dutch study showed that this mainly explained
why women disapprove more strongly of nuclear energy than most men.
therefore it would be favourable if women would become more acquainted with
technology, which could be achieved if more women would choose a technical
profession, for example.
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How to attune communication to the target group

One of the most important conclusions of the research into the different
views men and women have is that the different frames have to be taken into
account during the communication process.
The communication model required is shown in the chart below:

A - SENDER B RECEIVER

The frame results feedback Changed attitude and
in an attitude and communicative behaviour
communicative behaviour

11 I
HOW TO WORD THE EVALUATION
MESSAGE

L--,;, CODING MEDIUM DECODING

In this model we see how sender A acts to change the opinion of receiver B.

First sender A formulates a message meant to convince receiver B. The
message is coded and adjusted to one of the four frames on which B founds
his opinions according to A.
The codes can even be changed when the message is sent, for example. if A
concludes from B's direct reaction that another frame would be more
effective.
The coded message is then transmitted to B by means of a medium (man,
radio, television, paper, etc.). If B can decode the message and accepts it
after evaluation a change in attitude may be effected.

A can be informed of these changes. If A succeeds in breaking through B's
decoding and evaluation barriers, the communication process has succeeded.
The better the frame is interpreted, the better the message will be
understood.

The study justifies the assumption that men and women not only think
differently but also talk differently. They think they use the same
language because they use the same formulations. The language of men and
women covers their own vocabulary of ethics. That is why the one tends to
misinterpret systematically the words of the other, which leads to
misunderstandings-hindering communication and cooperation. Concern (the
link between relation and responsibility) can be heard in the language used
by women.

As the experience of men has been accepted as a standard for centuries, it
looks-as if there only is one view and one interpretation. By introducing
more views human experience gets more complicated in which the true
features of men and women come to light.

In language we can distinguish digital and analogue language. Digital
language has to do with content (verbal communication), while analogue
language engages with language on a relational level (non-verbal
communication).
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In communication theory analogue language does not only include the typical
non-verbal signals, such as eye contact, facial expression, gestures, etc.
but also smiling, blushing, sighing, clothing, smell. In short, analogue
language is always there and always influences other parties.

The advantage of analogue language. especially with respect to
participation, is that it is more appropriate for expressing relational
emotions. Body language often takes the task of (failing) words.

The key word in risk communication is confidence. This can only be gained
by breaking through the barrier of evaluation. One of the most effective
ways is by including female experience in risk communication. This results
in a new view of relations which can change the basic constructions of
interpretation. The difference between intent and interpretation can be
solved by the use of analogue language. Analogue language can be a
significant, rich ad powerful instrument of communication where words lack
force.
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Every issue has its defining event. No-one in this room will bein
any doubt that the single word which'now embodies that difficult-to-
express unease felt by many people about nuclear power is Chemobyl.

In this sense, April 26 1996 will be far more than an anniversary, just
as Chernobyl was far more than a ery serious accident which was
nonetheless largely localised in its effects. It will be used by a those
who wish I to the industry - the professional campaigners in the
Green movement - and those who see an opportunity to sell
newspapers or TV programmes - the professional exaggerators - to
spread that unease as far as possible.

The British Nuclear Industry Forum, which consists of seventy
member companies at the heart of nuclear power in the UK, has
convened a Task 'Force, with an international membership, in an
attempt to make sure that we are ready for the anniversary, and to
respond to the tactics of the opposition in as effective a way as
possible. What I would like to do in the next few minutes is to outline
the general principles which have so far emerged from our discussions.

There are two guiding principles to our approach.

The first is that no matter how good a story Is about Chernobyl, it
is stil a bad story. The very utterance of the word wil rkindle that
send of uease which has done the nuclear industry so much damage.
So nothing that we do should result in a story being written that
was not going to be written anyway.

But secondly, this anniversary will be big news whether we like it
or not, so we must make the best of it. In this sense laie event
brings with it opportunities to remind people of positive messages, on
fuel diversity, on environment, and on Western efforts to help to
improve the safety standards of the nuclear industry in the region, and
the health of the people near Chernobyl.

This leads to a position for the campaign which might appear
paradoxical. We must be proactive but low-profile. We simply
cannot afford to keep quiet and let the wildest claims about te effects
of Chernobyl be spouted unchallenged. This does not simply mean
generating responses to stories once they have been published It
means analysing press coverage of previous anniversaries to understand
how the media are lilxly to treat it; it means a lot of behind-the-scenes
work bringing journalists into contact with the true facts of the matter.
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I say 'bringing journalists into ontact. with the facts' quite
deliberately. One interesting conclusion from the analysis which BNIF
has done on press coverage of the fifth and eight anniversaries, using
CARMA International, is as follows.

'The clear perception of the journalists is that the nuclear industry
wants to minimise, the impact of reporting of negative aspects".

In fact, the industry has only ever sought to tell the truth as it sees it,
based on what few reliable data are available. 'nere is a remarkable
gap between the perception - that Chernobyl has already lolled tens of
thousands of people, especially children and 'liquidators - and the true
situation, which is that apart from the deaths at the time and the
worrying increa in thyroid cancer incidence in Belorussia, no health
problems can be found that are linked to radiation exposure - though
of course the overall health of people near Chernobyl is just as bad as
that of.many other regions of the former USSR.

There is now a considerable literature expLaining t1is phenomenon.
Undoubtedly the imagery of nuclear processes - the atom bomb, of
course, but also stories of 'my guns' and the perversion, or even
destruction of nature through misuse of science which significantly
predates nuclear fission (we have just had another film about
Frankenstein released in the UK) - led people to believe that a nuclear
disaster would be globally catastrophic. It happened and it wasn't.
But people are remarkably good at ignoring vast amounts of evidence
if it conflicts with deeply-ingrained beliefs.

If the nuclear power industry takes the lead in promulgating the data
collected by the World Health Organisation and others, we and the
information may well simply be disbelieved, and our own growing
credibility wl suffer..

It follows that the industry must identify independent, relevant
academics who are prepared to talk in pubUc about the true
situation and encourage the media to talk to them - even if such
academics do not always take the same pro-nuclear Une which we
would ourselves.

The body of research evidence on public attitudes and risk
communication, gathered by 3M and others, will be invaluable in
guiding our own pronouncements on the true situation, but these
should be used in the background briefings rather than in high-profile
press work.
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We must also address the problems of the region itself, and especially
the safety both of the operating stations, and of the Chernobyl
'sarcophagus', in many ways a more urgent danger. Ile nuclear
industry will run an ongoing campaign for money to be made available
- we want to help, we ought to help, but we can't afford to-help. This
sends two messages. First, that money has to be spent. This would
both generate business for our companies, and reduce the risk of us all
being closed down bemuse of Chernobyl 2% as another aident
would be caUed no matter where it happened. Secondly, that our own
nuclear stations are safe - it can't happen here - and that we want to
spread that safety more widely. In addition, as CARMA says, 'logical
scientific arguments, however aurate, are drowned out by more
emotive images'. We must put a human face on everything we do,
and not be shy of empathising with the undoubted agony of the people
in the region.

And finally, the wider arguments for nuclear power can be introduced
by comparing the disastrous environmental effects of the burning of
coal and other fossil ftWs in the iast= bloc, and maldng the point
that even accepting Chernobyl, nuclear power has brought the same
benefits to the East as it has to the West.

These principles must be turned into a campaign - an international
campaign, with each country presenting the key messages in a key
way. Chernobyl will not go away, so it has to be managed. The
techniques we develop for the tenth anniversary will have application
for many years to come.
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WHILE THE EAGLE SLUMBERS
A New Approach to Public Understanding Nuclear Energy

Alan E. Waltar

1. What Why? A new book has been prepared to build public trust in the
United States by reducing individual fears regarding nuclear energy.
Previous attempts have been largely unsuccessful because of one or more
of the following handicaps:

A. They are written to the scientist, rather than the lay public;
B. They tend to intimidate;
C. They don't come to grips with underlying fears and emotions;
D. They rely too much on facts, ignoring images and analogies;
E. They are too expensive for mass sales.

2. How Done? The criteria selected for this project were as follows:
A. Use eighth grade non-technical language (to the extent

possible);
B. Treat the reader as an intelligent person seeking to learn;
C. Get in touch with the gut issues, and address them sensitively;
D. Lighten up (include cartoons and user-friendly graphics);
E. Publish paperback edition to induce low price 'impulse buying".

The eagle, the national bird of the United States, is presented in cartoon
fashion to be in a deep slumber, depicting a country blissfully oblivious to
the long-term dangers being done by effectively destroying the nuclear option.
Our feathered friend appears several times throughout the book.

Each of the 10 chapters opens with a "common knowledge" statement, which
instantly signals the skeptical reader that his/her real concerns are
understood by. the author. The chapter address (in order):

1. Media the power of the media in shaping our thinking;
2. Need a clear relationship between electricity consumption

and the quality of life plus a sobering account of why new
energy sources are needed.

3. Choices -- an overview of where nuclear fits into the numerous
energy options (including conservation and solar);

4. Radiation -- what it is ... and isn't;
5. Safety -- actual vs perceived safety (including TMI and

Chernobyl);
6. Waste -- a treatment of both HLW options and transportation

issues;
7. Proliferation -- the tie (lack of it) between reactors and

bombs;
8. Risk -- the actualities of pursuing zero risk;
9. Environment -- how nuclear really stacks up in the environment;
10. Ethics -- the consequences to our children if we sit idly by.
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3. Target? This book is aimed at the 80% of Americans who recognize that
nuclear energy must be a significant part of their future, but who are
not at all comfortable with that reality. It is targeted for hight
school and college level supplemental reading, as well as for the general
public, the media, and community to better equip their interactions with
the public.

4. Testing? Draft #1 was critiqued by about a dozen members of the
scientific community and professional public relations personnel. Draft
#2 was "published" in a 'bound bookley format and reviewed by about four
dozen people from almost all walks of life. Draft 3 (present
attachment) was reviewed by a professional editor and used to seek a
publisher.

5. Results? A non-profit publisher has been secured and the book is
expected to be on the market in paperback for during spring of 1995.
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.RADIOECOLOGICAL EDUCATION AND PERCEPTION OF RADIATION RISK

IN THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

StavrovAndrej

Training, Research and Information Center on the problems of radiation

protection, power engineering and radioecological education (TRIC)

Republic of Belarus

As a result of catastrophe at the Chernobyl NPP almost the forth

part of the territory of the Republic of Belarus has been contaminated

with radioactive elements, near two billion people continue to live at

this territory. An enormous economic damage to the republic has been

caused, what affects all the population. The situation in considerable

extent is complicated by heavy energy crisis formed in Belarus as a

consequence of known historical reasons.

One of the main reason of the crisis is practically complete ab-

sence of fuel resources in Belarus ( its requirements are covered only

for 10.5% with output of about 2 million ton ofoil, 0.5 milliard cu-

bic meters of gas, some peat, etc.). That circumstamce made to return

back to the idea to create atomic power engineering in Belarus.

Coincidence in time of the events mentioned above has created the

situation when public opinion up to the recent time was negative with

respect to the construction of NPP in spite of availability of strong

enough reasonability for that. The reason is evident - Chernobyl NPP

accident.

Thus, traditional for all countries activity with public accep-

tance.of nuclear power engineering is going on in Belarus in a speci-

fic conditions among the people suffered from nuclear power enginee-

ring directly. That circumstance has required the development of nons-

tandard approach, composing both advertisement of positive features

and merits of NPP and radioecologic education of practically all popu-

lation of the republic to satisfy the measures on radiation protection

and overcoming the consequences of catastrophe.
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With that objective in 1993 a Republican Scientific-Training and

Information Center on the problems of radiation protection, power en-

gineering and radioecologic education has been created.

Since then its main directions of activity became radioecologic

education in the frame of training and upgrading the qualification for

the specialists busy in the programme of overcoming the consequences

of Chernobyl NPP catastrophe, informing the management bodies and po-

pulation on the problems of radiation protection, radioecology, nucle-

ar power engineering and consequences of ChNPP catastrophe.

Reasonability of composing of all mentioned activity in one cen-

ter was stimulated by the following reasons. For radiation protection

purposes a wide network of radiation control, consisting of almost 200

laboratories and providing the control of the content of radionuclides

in environment, food, goods, produced in zones of radioactive contami-

nation, was created. A numerous structures in management bodies busy

with fulfilling the State programme on overcoming the consequences of

Chernobyl NPP accident were organized. The main task of the center is

to provide these laboratories and organizations with highly qualified

personal, upgrading of their qualification. From another point of view

this category of specialists are working mainly on the territories,

.suffered from ChNPP accident and local population trust them. In this

way the pecialists mentioned are able to influence on respect of po-

pulation to the problems of radioactivity and nuclear power enginee-

ring.

Thus, composing of educational activity in the field of radiation

protection, preparation of special information materials and their

dissemination through the specialists, trained in the center, permit

effectively carry out the radioecologic education of population espe-

cially in the districts of radiation contamination.' That in its turn

permits to prepare the background for activity with public acceptance

of nuclear power engineering, which is defined in the National Power

Engineering Programme, approved by the Government in October 1992 In

accordance with this programme the first NPP unit with power 500-1000

MWt (electric) should be put into operation.

An experience of activity of BelTRIC has shown:
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- forming the public acceptance of nuclear power engineering in

Belarus can be provided only on the basis of general radioecologic

education and enlightenment of practically all population. only in

this case a correct comprehension of radiation risk, first of all as a

term which gives the estimation of perspectives of living at the con-

taminated territories' and consequences of.over-irradiation of popula-

tion as a result of accident at ChNPP, can be provided;

. - absence of proved information during the first years after ca-

tastrophe has formed from one side a distrust to local scientists and

specialists and non-correct understanding and comprehension of radia-

tion risk for the most pf population and representatives of management

and government bodies of different levels;

- creation of the radiation control network in the republic in

addition to the measures on radiation protection of populat on has

formed a specific category of specialists whom population trust rather

more then to the high professionals among the scientists;

- upgrading the qualification and training of mentioned specia-

lists in the field of radiation protection permits in the frame of

educational programme to form a correct understanding of radiation

risk, what in its turn makes easier a comprehension by them the idea

of nuclear power engineering development. That gives the possibility

to disseminate through them the background of radioecologic knowledge

among the population making psychologic stress of Chernobyl NPP acci-

dent less strong;

- during existence of the center over 4000 specialists were trai-

ned in it. Dissemination among them of information materials, recom-

mendations, etc. in addition to numerous publications in press, orga-

nization of special programs on radio and television has changed the

situation in the republic in considerable exten t. If several years ago

a discussion through mass media of the idea of NPP construction in Be-

larus was impossible and that has blocked all the activity in that fi-

eld, now an active calm discussion of the subject is going on and pre-

liminary actions of selection of the site for possible placing the NPP

and type and project of the future nuclear power station have been

started.
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"Building Trust with politicians -

Starting a new kind of ialogue It

by Sabine Knapp M.&, Ger7nany

In the search for consensus in Germany, nuclear energy is a subject which

enjoys high priority amongst political decision-makers. Yet, the attempts of

politicians and the corporate sector to plan Germany's future energy supplies on

a long-term level and to provide private enterprise with a sound basis for its

activities (in this context. the many short-sighted investments in Germany

including fast breeder, reconditioning plant and THTR come to mind) have

hitherto been thwarted by the issue of nuclear energy. Since the beginning of the

eighties the left wing has refused to accept the continued use of nuclear energy

or to consent to any form of compromise providing for even a temporary use of

nuclear energy. Thus, although attempts to seek consensus have failed to

produce the desired results, they have at least heightened political opinion-

makers' awareness of the necessity of tackling the unresolved energy problem. In

this way, politicians have again become an eminently important target group of

our public-relations activities.

But how can this target group be reached? Its members have little time as well as

a high need for information and shun lobbyists. This along with other

considerations gave rise to a new project: the idea of the 'Forum in the Press

House' was born. What we wanted to do was create an area for dialogue, a place

where politicians and the corporate sector could meet, offering both sides an

opportunity of contacting each other openly, quickly and free of any

complications and of providing each other with information. One important

aspect was that tis dialogue centre should be located centrally. As is the case

with all major establishments in Bonn, it had to be wthin wking distance for
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the political decision-makers. A room which had previously been used for storage

met all these requirements. After refurbishing work had been completed, we

opened our 'Forum in the Press House" in March 1994, at the very heart of the

Bonn governmental quarters in Press House II of the Federal Press Centre.

Once the premises had been found, it was important to draw up programmes

and define the target groups. On the basis of preliminary thoughts on the matter,

we selected 5,000 people from Bonn and ist surroundings, all of whom were

concerned with energy issues, including 2000 political decision-makers. This

group comprised members of parliament, junior ministers, ministerial officers,

journalists, representatives from the corporate sector and administrative bodies

as well as insiders. They were all sent information on the opening of the forum in

several stages.

Special attention was now given to drawing up the programme. With this target

group in particular it is especially important to cater to information requirements

as precisely as possible as these people are inundated with enormous quantities

of information. Very frequently, they are faced with a choice of three different

functions all taking place at the same time. In addition to basic Information in

lecture form, we therefore arranged discussion groups and round-table meetings

on topics of current interest. Moreover, the bilateral exchange of ideas was to be

held in pleasant surroundings, with alternating art exhibitions providing the

desired ambience, enhanced by good food.

And what were the events of the first year? We opened on February 28 with a

house-warming party at which we introduced our forum Itself and the underlying

ideas to our neighbours. After all, these neighbours belong to the core target

group, 1. e. the foreign journalists accredited with the Federal Press Centre. This

was followed by a function on March 2 at which we presented the forum to our

own staff. The official opening was held on March 3 Four members of the boards
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of various energy utility companies attended a discussion on 'Germany as an

Energy Hub" chaired by a well-known ournalist. Then, on March 7 the first

"MeMo", the 'Media Monday'. took place. This is a function to wich we regularly

invite all the journalists accredited with the Federal Press Centre to have a good

breakfast (or brunch) with us and to talk about current events. Each 'MeMo'

buffet has a particular motto. Thus, the first one was entitled "French land�house

style breakfast', followed by 'American breakfast' or 'summer breakfast-. We

also selected special slogans such as 'election breakfast' or -Christmas brunch'

when this was warranted by particular events. Journalists receive an Invitation

to 'MeMo' via press release on Fridays. At first, many came out of curiosity. In

the first few weeks, an average of 30 journalists attended the Monday meetings,

with ts number soon rising to 50. In the meantime, 'MeMo" attracts nearly 1 00

journalists, forcing us to set up additional tables. April 1994 saw a number of

large-scale functions. In May, members of WIN held their general meeting at the

FiP. In July, we welcomed Mr Stdbler a member of the board of directors of EVS,

and Mr Ott, a member of the World Energy Council, who both held lectures.

Thereafter, Fip's doors were closed for a two-month summer break. We started

up again in September with a lecture held by Dr. MbIler on 'CO 2 avoiding or

accepting it?". In October, a number of smaller functions as well as two press

conferences were organised, followed in November by a discussion panel

attended by international journalists - David March, Great Britain; Don F.

Jordan, USA, Jean-Paul Picaper, France and Karen Heemann, Germany. chaired

by Dr. Gerhard Fuchs, a well-known television host - on Germany as an

economic site'. In December, we held an Advent and Cristmas brunch primarily

forjournalists.

Between March and December 1994 a total of 48 functions were held in the

'Forum in the Press House'. Our lecturers included numerous board members

from energy utilities as well as respected scientists and well-known journalists.
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In this time, the "Forum in the Press House" has established itself, gaining high

acceptance. The list of participants shows that we are attracting precisely the

target group we are seeking. In the course of time, we have learnt that our guests

in Bonn wish to receive invitations at as short a notice as possible and that they

prefer good solid food to sophisticated Lucullan presentations.

Today. representatives from the corporate sector and politics meet at the "FiP'

and exchange ideas. Is there any better means of building confidence?
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The exhibition "Lurnibre d'Atomes" (Atoms light)

This exhibition has been conceived in order to show for everybody, whatever his
scientific level, the peaceful uses of transformations (natural or made by Man) and energetic
possibilities of the atomic nucleus.

The key-ideas of this exhibition were-;

- nuclear applications a world of high technology
- nuclear industry men as the others
- nuclear energy an energetic independence

6 themes were proposed

1- Atoms and radioactivity
2- the nuclear power stations
3- The nuclear fuel cycle
4- Surety and environment
5- The other uses of radioactivity
6- The french choice The world nuclear data

This exhibition that comprises information posters, paintings, demonstration models,
films and vid6o games, was shown for the first time in Paris in april 1991. From this time, it was
shown in many regional cities, with the help of SFEN members.

'Lumi6re d'Atomes' received in 1991 the SFEN price for its information on nuclear
energy
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IMATRAN VOIMA OY
Group Communications
Marke Heininen-0janperd 10 November, 1994

ENS PIME 95

BUILDING UP TRUST WITH FEMALE POLITICIANS
AND WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS

I THE MAIN PROBLEM

Since the Finnish Parliament by its decision on September 24, 1993, cancelled
or abandoned the option of a fifth nuclear unit for Finland, it has been difficult
to approach the politicians in terms of promoting nuclear energy.

Thus, our lacking of a concrete target, namely a scheme, a program or a
definite project, has brought about an opportunity to find new and innovational
forms of influence. As the future option of nuclear energy should be kept open
from the energy security point of view and because existing installations are in
operation with the consequently piling up nuclear waste, the dialogue should
continue in a balanced and constructive way. Moreover, the environmental
benefits of the existing and possible future units are always available.

This general condition, the lack of a visible objective, applies to both male
and female promoters, but it may be that men are more dependent on working
in society in line with their Big Project thinking whereas the ladies' social
roles have traditionally been more maintenance-oriented.

2 THE MAIN TECHNIQUE

The just described situation was also experienced by the Finnish WIN-
organization, the NS Energy Channel, which had since 1990 travelled along
with the general expectations and activities related to the anticipated fifth unit.

By chance, we had received an invitation - already before the Parliamentary
decision - to attend a real Mega Project at a female grass-roots level, the
Nordic Forum 1994 in Turku, Finland. This event was initially entitled
"Women's Life and Work - Joy and Freedom". The event was connected with
the United Nations World Conferences on Women, of which the first one was
held in Mexico City 1975), the second in Copenhagen 1980) and the third in
Nairobi 1985).
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All this had been a process of building up a worldwide women's network with
the next signpost being Beijing 1995) to provide a framework for promoting a
greater equality and an opportunity for women based on the three objectives of
the UN Decade for Women - equality, development and peace.

After the Nairobi conference the women of the Nordic countries wanted to
arrange a conference of their own with the target of emphasizing the
Scandinavian view for the next worldwide event. It was held in Oslo in 1988
and the Turku conference was the second one in this chain.

The Nordic Council of Ministers was responsible for the financing and
coordinating of this gigantic event offering an opportunity for citizens'
organizations to work together with politicians. The organizing committee was
manned with top level female politicians and opinion leaders.

The FNS Energy Channel, the small scientific female group, decided to attend
the Turku event expecting new experience from the 900 seminars, 200 theme
lectures, 400 presentations and diverse cultural and sports events - altogether
more than 2000 events.

Our working group set up an exhibition stand featuring two major themes, viz.
household energy use and conservation and the sources of radiation, in
particular radon in houses and drinking water. In addition, two lectures on
these issues were given at the Themes' Square". 14 of the 45 members of the
FNS Energy Channel occupied the stand by taking turns and discussing these
issues with interested visitors. Moreover, each of them was moving about
visiting other stands of the Forum and actively attending discussions in such a
way as to meet people and make contacts. Press releases on our major
lectures/issues were also provided.

3 THE MAIN SOLUTION

Our main target groups, in addition to the general participants at the Forum,
were particularly the female political oganizations, environmental organizations
and anti-nuclear groups with or without an affinity to opposing nuclear
weapons.

With reference to first-hand results, it may be mentioned that our messages
appeared to be well chosen. 'Me issues were directly from womens' everyday
life and inspired many participants. The modesty and "homespun" appearance
of our stand with professional women of different ages promoted an affinity
between visitors and us.
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We became approachable and had long discussions with many people, usually
hard to approach, such as members of health care organizations and nuclear
dissidents. There was a lot of information exchange and many visits to power
plants were agreed upon. Moreover, the members of the NS Energy Channel
gained practical experience in dealing with difficult questions.

As for our "main problem", the Forum really appeared to be one way to reach
for female politicians and members of womens' organizations. A higher profile,
however, would have brought simultaneous results at a higher level; if we had
been involved with the organizing committee itself, we might have generated a
stronger influence. Considering the immensity of the fair, it might also have
helped, if we had presented a more visible performance or been there in greater
numbers (about 16 000 attended throughout the week - 40 000 are expected to
Beijing).

4 WHAT IS NEW?

The first novelty found at the exhibition was the fact that the Finnish Nuclear
Society had never before participated in this kind of event. Consequently, the
FNS was unknown in spite of its being in existence for over 20 years.
Therefore we had to explain many times who we were - a branch of a
scientific society - and that most of our members are working in jobs related to
radiation and nuclear energy. Our "hands-on" experts and professionals from
e.g. the Isotope Department of the Helsinki University Central Hospital, the
Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety, the Department for Radiation
Chemistry in University of Helsinki and Loviisa and Olkiluoto nuclear power
plants, were also clearly substantiating our veracity.

As for the credibility side of our occupational challenge, we could observe that
we were accepted without any prejudice to the general framework of all other
organizers, attendants and participants in the neighbouring stands, which were
occupied by e.g. natural healers, hair analysts, nurses, the Grandmothers against
Nuclear Weapons, the Green Women, meditators etc.

One logical explanation for all this could be that our exhibition stand was
practically self-made and miniature size as opposed to the usual professional
frameworks for business promotion. The illogical female answer is, of course,
that we were truly at an equal floor-level with all the others flowing and
stopping by.
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On the other hand, our credibility may be a natural outcome of the fact, that
like most of the women approaching us, most of us had to manage on private
resources and on our own time, e.g. annual leave, as our employers are still not
able to allocate their resources for this kind of activity. Too often we learned
that many of us had been discouraged to attend this major event, although the
company brochures on our desk appeared to be in high demand, finding their
way to the handbags carrying them to e.g. schoolchildren at home. The few
men visiting the stand seemed to be fascinated by the copper capsule model
standing in the comer and presenting the common Scandinavian way to deposit
spent nuclear fuel.
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ENE-MATES --- A Public Information Program For Women

Kyoko Nagashima

Office of Public Relations,

Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC)

1. Preface

In 1966 the first nuclear power plant started commercial operation in

Japan. Since then the development of nuclear power has made great

progress. Now nuclear power contributes to 10 percent of the primary

energy supply and nearly 30 percent of total electricity supply in Japan.

Japan depends on import for more than 0 percent of its total energy

supply. Nuclear energy is one of the most promising alternatives to oil.

It plays a significant role for energy supply in terms of reliability,

economic viability and reduction of C02 emissions.

In order to secure needed capacity, the Government concentrates its

efforts on acquiring public acceptance of nuclear power as well as ensuring

the safety of plants and improving plant capability and reliability.

An opinion poll, done by the Japanese Government in Sep. of 1990,

showed that 73.3 percent of males and 57.4 percent of females think that

nuclear power is necessary to a secure energy supply.

In order to obtain public acceptance of nuclear power generation,

it is indispensable to respond to people's inquiries, providing them with

correct information about it.

2. PA Activities of NUPEC

Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) employs various methods

for information services arid, in particular, electric power generation

including nuclear with an assignment from the Japanese Goverment.

Public information activities by the Nuclear Power Engineering

Corporation (NUPEC) are as follows.

a) Telephone Q A service to respond to public inquiries

b) Publishing the 'Nuclear Newsletter" monthly and various brochures

c) Information service by personal computer network Atomnet concerning
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energy in general, and operation/trouble informations of nuclear

plants

d) Distribution and service of personal computers (named "ENEPYLJTA'

with game software) to local governments offices/museums, etc., for

users ranging from children to adults to gather nuclear associated

information

e) Organization of female monitors "ENE-MATES" to have lecture

meetings and site tours

3. ENE-MATES---A Public Information Program For Women

As a 1990 opinion poll shows, women's feelings about nuclear energy

differ from that of men. Women are more sensitive and anxious than men on

nuclear energy issues. To improve this situation several programs for women

have been planned and implemented."ENE-MATES' program is one of these cases.

Purpose To enourage women, centering around house wives, to have

unbiased understanding of energy-related issues.

Target : General women

Term : I year (fiscal year)

Contents: To organize ENE-MATES, a women's group is chosen from those

interested in energy issues who were publicly invited to a

nationwide screening. They are offered various occasions for

considering energy issues with them such as site tourslecture

meetings, panel discussions and roundtable discussions.

Activities in 1993 F/Y

Applicants 2334

Selected members 400 Age structure

20--29 13.5 30--39 28.8 

40-49 29.8 50--59 19.3 

60--69 8.3 70-- 0.3 

More than 90 of members have some experience in activities

such as Consumer Life Monitors, executives of PTA.

Out line of activities 

1) Meetings and site tours % of attendance

a) Ist meeting -- Orientation and lectures, held
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at 2 places (east and west Japan)

: half a day on weekday 75 

b) Site tours including lecture meetings, discussions

-- Divided into 6 areas (total 11 times), one

nuclear power station and two other energy

facilities, such as thermal power,.

geothermal power, pumped storage power,

solar energy and so on

: 2-day tour on weekday 59 

c) Last meeting--Lectures and panel discussiosns, held at

2 places (east and west Japan)

one day on weekday 53 

2) Distribution of public information materials

a) "Ene-mate CluV',a bulletin on the ENE-MATES, which was published

three times in FY 1993, introduces activities such as lecture

meetings and site tours, opinions, and impressions of the

ENE-MATES as well as descriptive articles to promote essential

knowledge of energy

b) 'Nuclear Power Generation--Its Necessity and Safety",

'Newsletter on Nuclear Energy" and other information materials

3) Test of the product--Questionaires to ENE-MATES

1st survey--before Ist meeting

2nd survey--after last meeting

a) On necessity of nuclear power generation

Ust survey) (2nd survey)

Necessary 71.9 81.2 

Unnecessary 13.9 6.8 

No c lear opinion 14.2 12.0 

b) On safety of nuclear power generation

(1st survey) (2nd survey)

Safe 34.9 63.9 

Unsafe 36.4 18.2 

No clear opinion 28.7 17.9 
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4. Conclusion

ENE-MATES activities are very effective to promote better

understanding on safety of nuclear power generation.

Many ENE-MATES want to utilize their experience and knowledge which

were obtained during their activities. Therefore, it is useful to prepare

and supply various information materials (video tapespamphlets etc.).

To extend the circle of ENE-MATES, implementation of former members'

activities is a matter of importance. In this year a new 'attempt for former

members has been made. The program consists of an intensive lecture meeting

with site tour to the adioactive waste disposal facility.

In general, a face-to-face communication program like ENE-MATES is

very effective and worth to continuing.
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PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE OF NUCLEAR ENE RGY IN INDONESIA
A Traditional Puppet Show for NPP in Java

by
Soeliarno Suyudi

Introduction

In Indonesia, activities on public relation have been carried out since the
establishment of the agency responsible for research and development of aton-&
energy in 1958 (which later in the year 1964 became Batan, National Atomic
Energy Agency), wile activities on public acceptance started 'at the end of
1985.

After the Government indicated that it has to look seriously into the
construction of the NPP, as from 1990, the public acceptance (PA) activities
have been intensified in anticipation of the construction of thefirst NPP An
important part of the preparatory activities for the construction,-.-of the NPP is
preparing the people, particularly those who live near the NPP site, to acceptand
to support the NPP program. The interdepartemental team has bee eablished
in August 1990 consisting of representatives of several institutions, namely

- Ministry of Information
- Ministry of Domestic Affairs
- Ministry of Defense
- Land Utilization Agency
- State Electricity Corporation
- Officeof the Minister for Population and Environment, and
- Batan

This team, called the "Team on Public Acceptance of NPP", has the
main task p roviding extensive information to the public concerning the
government plan to construct nuclear power plants in Indonesia.

From 1990 thrbujh the middle of 1994 the activity of the Team on
Public Acceptance of NPP was focused on providing information ''on te NPP
progarn to the local community leaders and the public, particularly i the
dkfric-tq nf tho- NPPqite- in thn Mmia PetninsmIn ri-ginn. Tts main ]�tirpnsa wa to
precondition the pcoplc.%vbo live near the NPP site so as to acc'e'�t the NPP in
their. fieighboVrhood without fear.

0) PresentedinENSPIME'95,7thlntemadonalWo&-hoponNuclearPubEcIn-omi-ationin
Pracdce January 29 to February 1 1995, Luceme, Switzerland

10) Bureau for Public Acceptance and Coopcration on Science and Technology, Batan
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be able to change his voice to play the character of puppets there-of, to make
them as if they were alive.

Tbe performance is generally divided into several sessions.' -The message
of the use and the danger of the nuclear technology could be inserted in one of
these session especially in midnight session (the joke-session), Aich is usually
of interest to most of the audience.

4. EVALUATION OF THE PA RESULT

The product of te activities of the public acceptance culd be tested
after the education and or meeting has been completed.

In the final session of every education and or ineetingprograms, are
allocated are the product test of the activities, namely the simulation session.
During the simulation a group of Jupen practice there from the knowledge
received during the education and or the meeting. And trough these
simulations they give iformation about nuclear technology; the use and the
dangers, etc.

Especially for the wayang, there they perform the real show, and the
NPP PA Team could evaluate their nderstanding about nuclear technology.

Based on the simulation and show performance NPP PA Team could
assess, evaluate and comrrient acir i,vwicd9r P_4icd aor tho education and or
participation the meeting. The comments of the Team usually a: given at the
closing of the eduation and or meeting activities.

The results of the activities of the public acceptance cou Id be seen after a
few month following the education and or meetings that have been compleW.
The Jupen gives information to the general public in more popular way and in a
language easy to understand based on the knowledge received during the
education and or the meeting with the NPP PA Team.

The short courses on nuclear technology for the general: public were
conducted in a oe-two 04Y courses and have been carried out ii five districts
near the NPP site. After the course have been finished, the Jupeft report to the
NPP PA Team. And the results show how the general public in the districts near
the NPP site understand about the nuclear technology and how tey support the
construction of the NPP.
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e. Me eting with te puppet shadow players

The Team on Public Acceptance of NPP use a puppet kiadow play to
help in explaining nuclear energy to people near potensial sites of the NPP in
Java. The puppet shadow show, -so called the Wayang, is the traditional
public show in Indonesia, particularly in Java, which until now is still a very
popular entertainment aong the Javanese.

'Me meeting and discussion between the Team on Public Accep6nce
of NPP ana local traditional artists consisting of the puppet shadow players
(the Dalang), singers and actors/actresses were conducted in two days, in
Wonogiri , Central Java. About one hundred persons participated in two-day
discussion. 'Me aim, of the discussion is to make the artists insert an
appropriate scene about the advantages of nuc.lear technology in their shows.

f Preparing and distribute publication materials on uclear technology
particularly on nuclear power plants which consists of magazines, bull�,tins,
information sheets, booklets and leaflets.

g. Production of scmi documentary flms on nuclear technology rush as nuclear
power plant, nuclear for the health and nuclear for te industry.

3. TRADITIONAL PUPPET SHOW FOR NPP IN JAVA

The traditional puppet show called the Vqya�g is one of the ancient
Indonesian cultures wich hides ethical teachings and constitutes a medium of
communication capable of acting as an agent adjusting social life to the modem
world of Indonesia.

'Mere are various kinds of wayangs in Indonesia with its6,wm uniquenes
but the most pupuler of all is the Wayang Pumw.

Most of the wayang stories are drawn from the ancient Indian epics such
as "Ramayana and Mahabarata" which possesses a very high 'philosophical
value, and makes significant contributions to human life.

The wayang p6rformarice is animated by the accompaniment of the
gamelan (Javanese musical instrument), played by the niyagas (musicians) and
the women -singers pesinden. Te dolang (leading artist) plays. an important
role in the etire performance. He speaks for all the puppets he uses, and must
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b. Meeting with ndlitary officials in Java

One of the most important aspects inthe preparation of NPP is the
participation of military. The military wifl be involved very much not only in
the preparation but also in construction and operation of the NPP (in case of
the emergency preparedness), therefore, information of the NPP program
must be provided to military officials as early as possible.

c. Educate the Public Information Agents

These Public Information Agents (Jupen) are designed in every sub-
district throughouut Indonesia in very remote villages. Thesie Jupen have
been trained to commun�icate with the people ad in charge of giving
information to the public on the government program and to clarify any rn�is-
informed issues. It'is expected that these agents can talk to the public in a
more popular way and in a language easy to understand. The short courses
on nuclear technology for the Jupen were conducted in three days and have
been carried out in five districts near The NPP site (the first ine districts)
inolvade: JQpara, Pati, lloxnbanS, Kudua and Demalt. Each aouroa wao
attended by 50-55 participants. Beside the Jupen these courses Nvere also
attended by religious leaders, members of the women's association, members
of the youth organization and other personnel who have the task of giving
information to the public.

Because the numbers of the Jupen i each districts are large, the
courses must be conducted several times. Until the middle -of 1994, the
course has been conducted twice. Besides the irst line districts, we have
carried out also in the second line districts which include Semarang, Blora
and Grobogan. After the courses, the participants had and opportunity to visit
Batan facilities in Serpong (near Jakarta) to increase their knowledge about
nuclear technology, particularly nuclear safety aspects ad' the reactor
system.

d. Chief Editors'Meetfiig-.

In order to ensure support from the press, the team arranged the

meeting with local chief editors in Central Java, East Java, West Java and
Yogyakarta. Te national press coverage had been conducted2--through the
Chief Editors'Meeting arranged by the Ministry of Information. The meeting

was attendqd by the Director General of the Press and Graphics, the Ministry
of Information and Director General of Batan.
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The information provided to the public re-quires certain methodology so
that people will accept the information easily. Information dissemination is done
through local agents of the Ministry of Iformation called the Public
Information agents or the Juru Penerang (Jupen). These agents conduct
activities in subdistricts throughout the country. Tey are trianed to
r.nmMlInirnfe wtfi nwnie and are in charee of eivine information on the
goverment program and to clarify isinformed issues. It is expected that they
would be able to talk to the public in a ore popular and understandable
language.

2. ATMTIES OF THE PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

The Team on Public Acceptance of NPP has carried out activitties suchas

a. Meeting with local leaden

The purpose of this meeting is to inform them about gov�'rnment plan
on NPP. he meeting was presented in the form lectures on subject covering
- The Government Policy on NPP Program
. Energy Policy
- Preparation of NPP Project

Each meetin' is attended by about 150 persons consisting of local
leaders (government and non-government), community leaders, religious
leadres, member-, of the wom&s assocation, meinbers of youth organizations
and the local press. Allocations of these meetings were in the povinces of
- Central Java
- East Java
- West Java
- Yogyakarta

Principally t1fe. local leaders welcomed enthusiastically the
government plans on I�PP and are willing to support the program in their
villages, In the provinces of Central Java five local NPP PA Team have been
established. These Teams will infon-n directly to the people in regular
meetings.
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A Review of Countermeasures against
Antinuclear Campaign in Korea

HoHurl Ahn, Manager public Relations

Organization for Korea Atomic Energy Awareness

Characteristics of antinuclear groups
In practical terms, the first antinuclear movement in Korea was initiated in
1982 when the Institute of Korea Antipollution Problem was established by
a group of dissentent, mainly the religious and students. However, they
were rather politically conscious people than pure environmentalists, since
the inmost thought for environment preservation activities is to criticize
the authorative government and to strike a blow to energy related policy.

Since the Chernobyl accident in 1986, a lot of antipollution groups have
been organized ith almost same nature as the previous one, and changing
of agnfaents has been ade within those gruaps dependhig oil ideology,

struggle for supremacy and individual desire for fame, etc.

Antinuclear movement, anyway, has become serious social issue with
increasing numbers of groups, and the influence has been expanded up to
the general public.

One of the notabe characteristics of these groups is 'collaborative action"
to demonstrate their capacity and to attract public's attention. In 1994,
antinuclear groups extended the collaborative action to the international
organizations, and two major international antinuclear events were held in
my country - Visit of Greenpeace and No-Nuke Asian Forum

Joint activities with Greenpeace
On the occasion of te 24th Earth Day, the Korea Federation for
Environmental Movement(KFEM), one of the most active antinuclear group
in Korea, invited Greenpeace. On April 12, 1994 Greenpeace made its first
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tour of Korea with their boat named MV Greenpeace. KFEDYI declared April
as 'Antinuclear Month' and organized 12 days antinuclear campaign with
Greenpeace in major cities and towns where nuclear facilities est or are

planned to be built.

All these moves were causing worries among energy officials of
government and nuclear industry since it was obvious that our nuclear

program must be severely affected in case their instigation resulted in
success.So e took a frontal attack strategy against the antinuclear

activity, targeting public and newsmedia as follows 

* Regimitation of all the capability of nuclear industry and taking a share
in the responsibility of countermeasures.

* CaM-ing out as diverse pronuclear activities as KFEYI in order to convey
the message to the public

- Peaceful use of nuclear energy should be differentiated from nuclear
weapons

- Greenpeace has no action against north Korea's nuclear suspicion
which was an international hot issue then and real target for antinuke

movement
- Nuclear energy is the best alternative to resolve energy problem with

the coming into effect of Convention on Climate Change.

As a symbolic countermeasure, nuclear industry declared April The Month
for the promotion of Atomic Energy Project" and executed strengthed PA
activities based on the carefully planned program.

Mass media are the most powerful communication instruments and can play

an important role as a mediator of social disputes. Therefore we tackled
newsmen and editorial staffs of mass media individually to ex-plain

unreasonableness of Greenpeace's visit, and tried to convince them to make
a fair and objective report. We were much concern about the public ho
might be possessed with the illusion that energy and environmental problem



would be solved by the visit of Greenpeace.

In the meantime, nuclear industry organized various events aiming at
public's attention, and disseminated diversified information and materials.

* Opening of mobile nuclear exhibition facility at national park areas
* Held an open forum for nuclear energy and environmental preservation
* Held an oratorical contest with the theme of Antinuclear and Peaceful

Use of Nuclear Energy"
* Nuclear plant tours for opinion leaders, journalists, and students
* Commercial advertisement(TV, radio, newspapers, subway, local bus etc.)
* Publication and distribution of specially made information materials

(Itemized explaination on antinuke arguments)

By virture of nuclear industry's collective efforts, the joint attempt by
Greenpeace and Korean antinuclear group to launch a mass anti-nuclear
offemwive fwl'led to realize te anticipated req0t. Instead, it- nffered ar gmat

opportunity of binding nuclear industry's potential capability and improving

mass media's recognition on nuclear energy.

The campaign to collect 100,000 signatures from citizens opposed to nuclear

power was not successful. Local rallies and events were either curtailed or

executed in poor condition. Mass media except a few local newspapers did
not give significant meaning on their activities.

One meaningful news was reported one eek after Greenpeace had left my

country. Greenpeace had an ocean demonstration in the open sea near the
territorial water of orth Korea.

No-Nuke Asian Forum

From October 14-21 1994, another international antinuclear activity, the
Second No-Nuke Asian Forum, was held with the participants from six
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Asian countries such as Japan, Taiwan, Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia,

Phillippines. The sponsoring domestic antinuclear group was in a position

to compete ith KFEM for taking the movement leadership. The nuclear
industy decided to take totally different countermeasure at those event.

We completely disregard the value of their activity and paied no specific
attention except close observation for public and mass media's reaction. As
we expected the major newpapers did not carry any article on the antinuke

activity and local people's blind following was evaluated as minimal

Conclusion
According to a survey conducted in October 1994, public support for

additional construction of nuclear power plants has tended to rise from 61.1
percent in 1989 to 73.7 percent in 1994. Eventhough many Korean still feel
a strong sense of attachment to the place they five and oppose the
construction of nuclear facilities near their backyards they do not show
kee--i interest on anflnuclear advitics in gLC.-al.

The lesson we learn is that wars are not -von by defensive strategies,
however soundly based. A merely defensive response to antinuclear group
will not do. We must concern ourselves with positive measures, based on

our own initiatives both to maximize and promote the advantage of nuclear

energy.

It was reconfirmed that building trust and creating positive relationships
with the media are the very essential task to achieve in nuclear PA
activity.Advanced preparedness depending on the opponent's strategy and
concentration of available resources ill greatly helpful to win the game.
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Case Study - Paper Title: Creating Acceptance for Nuclear Power in the -New
South Africa.

ffark 'Joyd
"Y 8�zlti
Ex ve Chairman: AMGS (Pty). Ltd

There is one nuclear pwer station o the African continent. It is on the South
Western coast, 35 km north of our second largest city, Cape Town. It is called
Koeberg.

It is a PWR station m4th a capaclt� of 1820."MVVe from two reactors. It has had ten
ye�rs of incident-free operation. It is one of 21 operating power stations'in a
national grid, most of them. coal-fired.

In terms of communicating positive messages, Koeberg has some unique inherent
disadvantages. It was built under the apartheid regime. It was licensed under an
Act of Parliament which shrouded its activities in secrecy. Some of its fuel was and
is still sourced from South Africa's Atomic Energy Commission Mich is now known
to have built 6 nuclear devices.

South Africa has some of the biggest and cheapest coal esources in the world. 'The
coal mines employ members of one of the biggest unions (the National Union of
Mine Workers) in thp country and are a vital source of income for a largely unskilled
workforce.'

Until South Africa's political situation changed in 1990 there was not a great deal of
public opposition to the estence of Koeberg.

Then, in February 1994,. the African National Congress, the political party with the
largest epresentation in our parliament, set up a conference about the nuclear
industry in South Africa. The majority of participants mere anti-nuclear and they said
they felt that a nuclear power station was'undemocratic. Also, the suspicion as
voiced that the povsr station had been built a. a front for the development of
military uses for nuclear expertise. And, of course, it was suspected that those
military uses would have been aimed at maintaining white supremacy at the foot of
Africa.

On a different front Eskom, the national utility which operates Koeberg has. a
policy-making body called the Electricity Council. Last year union representatives
were appointed to that Council for the first time in the Council's history. The union
representation is heavily biased in terms of blue collar workers and coal mining and
so there was little empathy or understanding for the high-tech activities of a nuclear
power station.

Also represented, on the. Council wre organisations hich had either been banned
'under the apartheid regime or had had no-official recognition during the past 40
years.

In Council meetings early last year it was demanded that Eskom statq unequivocally
what the costs were of running Koeberg, what sort of health threat it posed in terms
of radiation exposure to workers and the public, and what its links were to the
Atomic Energy Commission, past and present.
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It was obvious that Koeberg was viewed with hostility and suspicion by the new
decision-makers in our country. Hardly surprising, as they had never been
consulted in respect of either Koeberg or the Atomic Energy Commission.

Contributing to the hostility was the fact that our inequitable education system had
resulted in, a population that is 'still 70% functionally illiterate Wth no hope of
understanding the complexities of nuclear physics even if they were explained to
them.

I do not understand the complexities of nuclear physics. I am an art$ graduate. I
dorYt know what happens inside the rods - nor do I want to know. All I Mnt to know
is that the people who should know what happens inside the rods are responsible
and caring human beings who will under no circumstances endanger me or my
family. I need to trust nuclear physicists, engineers, technicians and managers to
keep me safe. I can't do their jobs for them. I have to be able to trust them to do
their jobs properly.

And Wien' Eskom called in my rganisation to help them with the behavioural
communication of the messages they needed to convey about Koeberg to their new,
suspicious and hostile audience that was where we started: trust.

Our experience has been that conventional communication techniques will no longer
do with today'S udience, especially a hostile audience. And w also know that
transparent integrity communicates better and faster than any other method.

Therefore, we recommended that the presentation not be made by professional
Presenters or with expensive visual aids, but that the key messages be presented,
simply,' by ordinary workers from the rganisation. The only. presentation
qualification those workers needed was the knowledge of their. subject.,

rhis in spite of the fact that our first audience - the Electricity Council - had many
)eople on it who viere engineers and scientists who could understand physics:. It
vas our view that whatever material went to the Council should also be able to be
JistribOted unchanged to the mass media and the public. We viewed the Council as
)eing representative of the new South Africa. The only information that could not be
ransferred was material of a commercial contractual nature that no company in any
)usiness environment could be expected to make public.

'he two staff members who were chosen to make the verbal' presentation to the
'ouncil were an accountant (a young man) and a nuclear physicist (a young
YOM2n). Neither was, at the time of the presentation, very senior in the rganisation
)ut they were epert at their jobs.

Ve put them through a presentation training process, but not in order to turn them
,,do professional presenters. Smoothness of presentation was not our aim.
credibility of presentation was. Why train them then, you might ask?

'oday's udience, no matter how naive, is not easily impressed by any message
Yh1ch looks good on the outside but has no heart. Television has spread its
ffluence to wide. CNN has reached too many people with the raw and visible pain

ind suffering of Chechnya, Herzogovina, Tianamen Square and the war in Iraq (to
iame only the ost famous examples) for people to be easily swayed by any
iessage wrapped in a glossy.package.
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For that reason paid professional presenters are not often useful in -bringing about
attitude reform. They can report on the attitude reform but they cannot initiate it.

And so our two young presenters needed to be coached for two very simple reasons
only. The first was that they had to make their case in a specified amount of time
and so they had to be clear about what they would say and how much they would
say about it The second was that they had to be guided as to what were the most
effective messages and how to communicate those messages as effectively as
possible.

That meant their being encouraged to sift through their very extensive knowledge
and getting them to highlight for themselves and therefore for their audience what
wwe the most important facts for the audience to know in order for that audience to
be able to make not only an informed but also a fair judgement about the facts.

To achieve credibility it was fundamental that they should believe inwhat they were
that they could not simply write a speech and read it.
come from their inner conviction not from a sheet of

natural logic or no-one else would be able to believe it. 

It is our experience as behavioural communication consultants that if you can see
'hat the person you're talking to has thought an issue through, you are more likely to
Follow his-or her advice than if you think they are making up their answer as they go
along or are working to a hackneyed formula.

k presenter has therefore aways to think first in terms f the way the audience will
eceiye his message rather than simply deciding on hat he wants the udience to

<now.

1%�o it is important to put all facts into a context that is comprehensible and
Comfortable for one's audienoe.

-his focus on the audience as istinct from a focus on the message is often a new
approach even for established omunicators. A bit of training in technique is all
hat is needed to help them over the initial hurdles of restructuring what they want to
my.

Nhen our messengers finally made their presentations to the Council they had gone
hrough a process of understanding why they as the messengers were important.
iot because they were responsible, on behalf of he rganisation, for keeping
�oeberg alive. But bemuse their opinions 29 to why Koeberg should be kept
Operational were valid. Their opinions were valid because they were responsible
adults who had given the matter great thought and had made rational declsion�.
hey knew they had the moral high-ground because they were decent people, just

ike the rest of us sifting here in this room. They knew absolutely that the anti-nukes
lo not have an exclusive or automaic claim to the title of Caretakers f the Planet
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As a result of their presentation, the following happened:

They received applause from the Council - something unheard of in those stem
circumstances and not looked for in what we knew to be a hostile audience.

There have been no more questions from that quarter regarding the cost or Wety of
Kosberg.

There have been no further public questions regarding non-pea0eful use of nuclear
expertise in onnection with Koeberg itself,

There has been no further discussion in the Council of shortening Koeberg's
operating life.

And our messengers have been invited to make the same presentation to the
Executive Committee of the National Union of Mine Workers.

In a communication opportunity of just on two hours, by highlighting the honour of
our messengers, we were able to tur a hostile opinion tide into reasonable
receptiveness.
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Nuclear Power: Public Opinion in Social Crisis
A. agarinski
RRC "urchatov Institute"

Nuclear power in Russia found itself in new conditions, if compared with
first five yrs after Chernobyl. It is coming out the technogenic crisis f
1986 nd the plitical csis of 1991, going deeper and deeper in the hard
economir crisis, when the uclear power plants receive about 1 of
payments for ectricity, produced and supplied to the customers.

Ecomonic crisis forms the public attitude on nuclear energy in conditions,
when the society is gradually gtting rid or i oion formed in the revious
decades, that practically free of charge energy supply is a duty o authorities.
These rcalitics have moved ecoligical problems to the periphery of public
conscience. This was, in particular, shown with all evidence during the
parliamentary elections in Pussia in 1993, when the Russian analogue of he
Green Party hadn't overcame the minimum barrier ;and had received nu seats
i h State Duma. This is also confirmed by sociological polls of Russians,
conducted i h lst two years. These polls show, that the public rinxiety
about the State of environment 26 38 %) and, moreover, about the u. of
nuclear energy (-9 %) cannot even be compared with such factors, as
economic difficulties 60-72 %) or criminality growth 66-67 %).

The changes in pblic opinion re f01l0WCL1 by "pro-nuclear" dcisions of
parlinments and governments of the former - USSR couatries. As it had to
be expected, in 1993 the Ukr;iinian moratorium fr nw uclear -units'
commissioning has failed; and, in spite of international pressing, Ukrainian

authorities do not burry to close the Chernobyl NPP. Tragic mistake of

Armenian NPP decommissioning is also being corrected. More. nnd more of
Russian lands ad regions are willing to conduct design and research works
or construction f uclear power objects (Primorski, hbarovsk and

Krasnoyarsk krals, Voronezh, Kostroma, Murmansk, Chelyabinsk regions,
etc.)

It sems, however, Thai. change of priorities n public opinion ad increased
attention to the problems of environment In the earest future are as
inevitable, as the forthcoming Russia's nd Its nearest neighbours getting out
from the state of economic faildown. In these conditions the pssibility of
nuclear powcr dvelopment will be determined not oly y economic factors,



but also by the factor of public confidence. The progress in the developmeni
of public information programme in the field of nuclear power, if compared
with the first years after Chernobyl, is vident. In Russia exist and work
several governing and coordinating structures (Department of Minatom,
Inter-departmental Council fr information and public relations, similar
Department in Rosenergoatom Concern), regional public information ccntres,
special services at mny nuclear cience and idustry eterprises. Similar
system works in 11kraine and Is being established in Kazakhstan. In
antinuclear Belarus, where, nevertheless, ihe objective need of nclear power
is already reflected in the national power programme, the Scientific,
Educational and Tnformational Centre for the problems of radiation safety,
power engineering and radioecological education, was established. This Centre
has takcn upon itself the functions of p ublic informator.

At the same time, the democratic reforms in the society have helped the
nuclear professionals to understand, that activities of only state organizations
cannot. i rinciple. bt: satisfactory neither for solving te iternal problems
of nuclear community, nor for public relations. Six yrs ago the USSR
Nuclear SocleTy has been stablished. In a short period It has united about
3000 nuclear serialists and about 100 scientific and design orhanizations
and industrial enterprises from almost all the Soviet Union republic R 

important, that, fter the Union collapsed, the Nuclear Society hs managed
to preserve its Status of organization, uniting specialists from the former -
USSR states, and it has promoted establishment of the Ukrainian, the Kazakh
(and, possibly, in the nearest future, the Belarussian.) Nuclear Societies,
which are included in the international association Nuclear Society" (with
headquarters in Moscow).

Since the very beginning of its activities, h NUClear Sciety csidered
public relations as Its principal ask. Soon i became clear. that, having no
funds, given to state structures. the non-governmental organization must se,
to fl extent, the avantages Of itq Pllhl!C STATUS.

Let me give only three examples of the last two years, when, in our
opinion, these advantages were successfully used. We 'understand very ell
the reasons, which make all the world worry about the fate o former -
USSR nucicar powcr industry. However, Western initiatives too often sink
i te breaucracy from both sides. In 1993 te uclear Society has anaged
to ealize the iitiative of Electricite' de France. which hs itiviteJ Elie myors
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of several Russian cities, having NPPs under onstruction, to mke
acquaintance with their colleagues from the communes, where French NPPS
are situated. It's difficult to prove connection of events. but after this vit
we can observe considerable improvement or oic 1ubiic attitude towards NPPs
in the Kostronia ad Ekaterinburg regions, and there re some hopes of the
weakening f the opposition to the ROKTov NPP.

The next example is the informal meeting of the large group of members
of the European Pnrliament with the leaders of nuclear programmes ad
regulatory hodies from Russia, Ukraine, Ka7akhstan, Belarus, Armenia and
Lfthuanin, dedicated to the NPP safety problems, which ws organized n
1994 in Moscow by the Eropean Energy Foundation and the Nuclear
Society. It is evident, that political obstacles wouldn't simply let togather
such a quorum, if it was initiated by ny governmental organization.

Finally, a very actual example is the history of the Nuclear Society's
"struggle" for adoption of nuclear law in Russia. Today, ussian is one of
the few nuclear states without legislative regulation of relalions in the field
of nuclear energy s and. consequently, witho a mechanism, providing
legal basis of safe nuclear energy u, protection of life, health and property
or citizens. Rights, duties and responsibility of organizations, officials nd
citizens In this sphere n1so aren't subject to any legislative regulation. Almost
since i birth the Nuclear Society has begun a campaign for adoption of
the Law "On the Nuclear Energy Use" Dynamic political pocesses
(liquidation of the USSR Supreme Soviet in 1991, then - or tile ussian
Supreme Soviet in 1993) have several times forced the Nuclear Soviety to
begin preparing h draft of te law from t very beginning. Neverthe. I C %s R ,

consistent work of the Society development of several draft. versions,
proposals of the Society's xperts t the parliamentary commissions, campaign
in the mass edia, tc) may come o i sccessful end in the nearest fture.
In November of 1994 The Society has officially received, from the State
Duma for conclusion, the daft of this law adopted in the first reading. Also,
the ndoption of a whole set of "nuclear laws" by the Duma can be expected;
on the radiation safety, on the state policy in the field of radioactive wuste
management, etc. Public confidence in nuclear technologies will. at least be
supported by the proper legislative basis.
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Some Aspects of Public Relations
at the Russian utility Rosenergoatom's NPPs

By Dr. Sergei Ermakov
Direction of Public Relations
Rosenergoatom
Minatom of Russia
Moscow, Kitaisk y pr 7

Summary

Since 1992 Rosenergoatom has managed most of the Russian NPPs. Here in this
report we present its main public relations activities.

1. The leading role of the management of Rosenergoatom (Direction of Public
Relations) is in relations with the public.

2. The main public relations activities are:

- contact with the selected and administrative authorities of different levels,

- interaction with mass media,

- information of employees,

- information of, and interaction with, the people of the areas close to the NPPs
and especially of the nearby towns,

- organising and carrying out opinion polls,

- celebration campaigns at NPPs.

3. The use of NPPs' information centers and groups for PR activities:

- construction and equiping of NPPs' public information centers; organising
excursions, lectures, debates at NPPs;

- publishing of news papers at NPPs and at NPPs' towns.

4. Public information in the regions close to the NPPs construction sites (Far East,
Kostroma, Rostov, Veronezh regions).

5. Conclusions on the activities and plans for the future.
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In the four years since the birth of NucNet there has been a gradual but

radical change In the original concept of the network.

In the beginning, the focus of attention was to make nuclear communicators

better-informed and more efficient. What had been desperately needed for some

time was an Information exchange system which would enable those

communicators to do a better Job whether working P�roactlvely or reactively.

The idea was primarily for positive nuclear news from Europe to be

disseminated to people on the network so that they could pass it on to media

contacts In their respective countries, as part of their regular dialogue

with journalists. That argactive approach is - and should remain - an

important way of using NucNet Information. Even in reactive mode, nuclear

communicators - thanks to NucNe - have the facts at their disposal to answer

media enquiries as fully as humanly possible.

However, once NucNet was up-and-running a strong body of opinion emerged,

arguing in favour of NucNet's most urgent, important or off-beat news - the

'A' category releases - to be sent direct to national and international news

agencies. Quite rightly, It was felt that, in this way, the nuclear community

could clearly demonstrate Its transparency and Its desire to Inform the

public openly. At the same time, It was clear that sending to just a few

national news agencies in Europe would not be enough. It was clear that

NucNet would have to expand into a truly worldwide network and that, to

reflect this, the main International news agencies would have to be put on-

line as well.

In NucNet's first year, only a handful of news agencies were receiving NucNet

'A' category news. But by the end of 1991, in addition to some European

national news agencies, the nternational wire services of Reuters and the

Associated Press were also starting to see NucNet for the first time. In the

next two years, the number of agencies receiving NucNet grew steadily to a

total of 13.

However, a major leap forward was made last October. After the autumn 94

NucNet board meeting, a concerted effort was made by the Central Office In

Berne to send to more agency journalists, especially the International ones

with a worldwide media audience. In some cases, the OX category news now

goes to more than one journalist at the same agency. This is due to the

different interests and responsibilities which the journalists have. It could

be general news, energy, science, the environment or health matters.

The result is that NucNet is now being received by 26 different agencies or

individual agency journalists.
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There are three ways in which NucNet reaches the media, and inevitably the

public. One is the direct route: a NucNet news itern is sent direct to an

international or national news agency, the story is picked up and put out by

the agency, and then used by newspapers and/or the broadcast news media.

The second is an Indirect route: a member of the network sees a NucNet Itern

which he or she thinks could strike a chord wh a media contact. It Is then

fed to the journalist concerned, and coverage could well be the end result.

The third route is not so tangible but just as important. It is the influence

which the steady flow of NucNet material has on the way journalists handle a

nuclear story. These days, in the vast majority of cases, nuclear stories are

dealt with in a more objective manner - thanks to NucNet - and the half-

life" of negative stories is much shorter than in the days before the network

existed.

To demonstrate NucNet's growing impact on the media, some evidence is needed.

Probably the most crystal-clear example of NucNet 'A' news being used by the

agencies, comes from Hungary. This involves the "direct routew already

mentioned. All NucNet 'A' news hems are faxed to the Hungarian national news

agency, MTI. They are regularly translated and put out on the agency's wire

service.

Here is just one example, showing how a NucNet hem rapidly became an article

in Hungarian newspapers. It is perhaps a nuclear Nchain reaction'.

We see first the NucNet ftem (slide 1).

The corresponding agency story (slide 2.

And one of the articles which appeared in the Hungarian press (slide 3.

It appears that In most 'NucNet countries", the network's news Is

routinely relayed to news agencies and major national newspapers.

The Swiss Association for Atomic Energy, for instance, translates selected

'A' news into German and French and sends ft to the Swiss national news

agency and certain major newspapers.

NucNet material is widely distributed in Ukraine, where it is used In

contacts wh the local media.

India is another country where NucNet is distributed to major national

newspapers and news agencies.

NucNet has had a good reception wh the national news agency in the

Netherlands. When asked to comment on NucNet material, the Dutch agency said

it 'complemented' the international news agency material. It was also

Uspecifle, providing a good overview of new developments and a good

explanation of technical matters.
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1 have two examples of NucNet getting Into the print media via the 'indirect

route'. They are both from the UK The first from Scotland, to be more

precise, shows how a NucNet user at AEA Technology distributed a NucNet news

story about radiation and leukaemia to contacts at different Scottish

newspapers, and got great results.

Here are the articles which appeared in both local and major regional

Scottish newspapers - coverage thanks to NucNet.

(slides 4 and )

A further example of the 'indirect' Impact of NucNet has a somewhat religious

angle to ft. On seeing a NucNet piece on how the Vatican is In favour of

expanding the use of nuclear power, the press officer at the British Nuclear

Industry Forum passed this on to a journalist contact at the world-renowned

British national newspaper, The Times.

We are very grateful for what the newspaper calls the Pope's 'Nuclear

blessing' (slide 6.

So much for the past and the present. But what of the future?

One of NucNet's targets for this year is to get better results from the

expanded distribution to a larger number of agency journalists. The NucNet

editors will not just be gathering, evaluating, wing and faxing out the

news. They are now embarking on a marketing effort - alerting agency

journalists to upcoming news to try to generate interest, and stressing the

importance of particular developments, as the NucNet fax 'sends' are

underway.

With a larger readership at the agencies, and with a 'selling job' being done

on NucNet material, the present impact being made by NucNet should increase.

In particular, the big nternational news agencies - Reuters, AP and UPI -

have become a key target audience. They have the power to flash good news and

bad around the world In seconds. Radio has the capacity to get that news on

the air In minutes - even it's negative and inaccurate news about nuclear.

This presents a major challenge for NucNet at every level. In the event of an

incident, the information suppliers have to be quick. So do the editors at

Central Office who handle the input and distribute the output on the network

and to the agencies. Speed is always the Important thing, provided accuracy

is maintained.



There are probably those journalists whose only Interest in nuclear - and

their only Interest in NucNet - would be for what is now the World's Nuclear

News Agency to provide the first report of a serious accident.

For NucNet to have a bigger Impact on the media, the network's reputation for

accurate and balanced reporting on nuclear must obviously be maintained and

enhanced. This is clear. But there is more to it than that. If NucNet is to

make the agency journalists really sit up and take notice', it should at

least report on incidents - and major positive developments - at the same

time as the agencies do. Ideally, as a news agency in Its own right, NucNet

should be fast enough to beat everyone else wh the news.

To sum up, It should be pointed ou t that NucNet's growing impact on the media

is a result of teamwork, and this teamwork takes different forms. It is:

- between the network's information suppliers and Central Office

- among the Central Office staff themselves

- between Central Office and the agencies

- and between network members and their news media contacts.

Through this continuing teamwork process, NucNet will achieve Its goal of

providing the media and the public with a balanced picture of nuclear energy.

[PIME-C]
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UI INFORMATION SERVICE ACTIVITIES AND THE MEDIA

Claire Maden
Information Officer
The Uranium Institute, 12th Floor,
Bowater House, London SWIX XT UK

What is the Uranium Institute Information Service?

The Uranium Institute is the international rganisation for energy from nuclear
fuel. Its membership is made up of companies from all over the world and all
facets of the civil nuclear industry. Some of our members are devoted solely to
nuclear; others have wider ranging interests.

The Ul Information Service is based very much on the Ul library in London.
Enquiries can - and do - come from any interested party, from an 8-year old
wanting information on the nuclear industry for a school project, to a request for
technical data from a member company. We can provide all kinds of information
on the nuclear energy and uranium industries, and on related topics ranging from
energy and electricity supply to relevant environmental issues.

The media forms a major Information Service user group, even though the
Information Service is not a press office. Why does the press come to us? We
think there are a number of reasons.

Firstly, we are able to provide quick responses when necessary, but we can also
give in depth responses and provide background information.

Secondly, ahough we are perceived as a pro-nuclear rganisation, we are also
seen to have a certain distance from individual companies in the industry. As
mentioned earlier, our membership is international and comes from all parts of the
nuclear industry. Naturally, members may have different business interests and
views; some have business interests outside the nuclear and uranium industries.
The Ul is in the business of promoting its members' interests. This means that we
must be able to see more than one side of an issue, without being biassed for or
against any individual company's views. For example, some members come from
countries committed to reprocessing of spent fuel, but we also have members
from countries that favour direct disposal. We have to be able to see both sides
of the issue.

Thirdly, the Ul Information Service works closely with Ul Research Officers and
has access to the expertise of its members, making a worldwide information
network. Their support and assistance provide informed comment and back up.



Key points to remember when addressing the media

At the Ul, we have three key commandments which we try to follow when
addressing the media:

0 Be AVAILABLE.

The journalist can always use other information sources which may not be so
unbiased or accurate, including anti-nuclear groups.

Be PROMPT.

Unnecessary delays when an enquiry needs a quick reply could result in the
journalist turning to less satisfactory sources, or even in publishing inaccurate
information.

0 GIVE EXTRA VALUE.

Giving extra information might introduce the journalist to a new angle or aspect,
and could be persuasive in gaining constructive coverage.

What does this mean?

Our experience of dealing with media enquiries has taught us some valuable
lessons about how to put this into practice.

• Do not make assumptions on the level of knowledge of the subject. Make
sure the necessary background is provided, without implying that the
journalist is stupid! A well-informed journalist who understands the
concepts and issues involved will be better able to produce a balanced,
accurate piece of work.

• Always have a fall-back position for enquiries that you are unable to
answer. It is better to suggest alternate sources than to send the journalist
away empty-handed. Be able to say "I don't know, but I know someone
who does'.

• Be prepared. Be aware of what is going on in the world, and anticipate
likely enquiries. Get the story straightened out as soon as possible, and
have the facts at your fingertips.

• Get the story straight, both with colleagues and other organisations Is
everyone telling the same story?

• If necessary, designate a lead rganisation to refer journalists to for
comment. Don't tread on your friends'toes! It is worth remembering that
suggesting people for the journalist to talk to can be a means of influencing
media coverage. If a journalist wants comment on a news story, it is crucial
to make sure that they get a pro-nuclear one! There will always be
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someone at Greenpeace willing to go on the evening news and expound
the anti-nuclear story. By suggesting other contacts, who we know are
skilled at handling the media and hold the points of view we would like to
hear, we can hope to get the other side of the story aired.

• Find out the journalist's angle on the story - what is he or she really after?
Volunteer additional information beyond that requested. Suggest aspects
that the journalist may not have considered.

• Be kind to stressed-out journalists. Remember that the journalist is under
pressure and needs your help, so make it as easy as possible for him or
her.

Putting it into practice: Case studies

1994 - Year of the plutonium smuggler?

In July and August 1994, the media went mad on plutonium smuggling. A few
caches of various amounts of plutonium, or material claimed to be plutonium,
were intercepted in Germany, and the international media were soon in hot pursuit
of juicy nuclear stories. We realised straight away that, even though the
smuggling stories had no connection with the civil nuclear industry, we would still
receive enquiries about it. If handled well, the plutonium smuggling scares could
show the civil nuclear industry in a positive light, as a responsible industry,
committed to the safeguarding of its own nuclear material and opposed to nuclear
proliferation. Insensitive handling of the situation by the civil industry could be
harmful, though. If the division between the civil and military sectors, and the fact
that the plutonium did not appear to originate from the civil nuclear power industry,
were not made clear, we could easily end up with the widespread misconception
that any terrorist group could break in to a nuclear power station and walk out with
a do-it-yourself nuclear bomb kit.

How did we react? First of all, the Information Service prepared a set of notes
which could be kept by the phone, ready to be referred to when enquiries came
in. The notes summarised various points about the suation that should be made
clear: that mostly small quantities of materials of uncertain origin had been
intercepted; that military plutonium does not come under IAEA safeguards; that,
even if a would-be proliferator succeeded in obtaining suff iclent nuclear material
to make a weapon, a lot of complex engineering would still be needed to make a
nuclear device. Staff were instructed how to deal with press enquiries: do not try
to pretend there is no problem - the evidence may be inconclusive, but to make
out that nothing was amiss would just make the civil nuclear industry appear to be
high-handed and short-sighted; make the point that the problem is military, not
nuclear power-related; stress that the Uranium Institute is involved only with the
use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. Finally, a list of appropriate people
to refer the caller to, with telephone numbers, was included with the notes.

Did our measures have any effect? We think they did, although these are difficult
to quantify. During August 1994, the Uranium nstitute received 10 enquiries about
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plutonium smuggling from British and foreign journalists representing television,
radio, newspapers, journals and magazines. All the enquiries were answered with
the help of the notes and guidelines prepared for Ul staff by the Information
Service. As far as British television coverage was concerned, all the contacts
suggested by the Ul were taken up and used, even appearing on television news
bulletins! Was this a direct result of the Uranium Institute directing journalists to
the "right" people? Who can say? We encouraged journalists to contact suitable
spokespeople; had we not, the media coverage may have taken a different tone.

Interest in later plutonium smuggling stories was noticeably less, and some
journalists asked the Ul whether or not reported incidents were worth pursuing.
This is one of our aims: to help journalists to identify when stories do not merit
coverage.

A journalist is for life, not just for one story

In the UK, a yearly advertising campaign declares 'A dog is for life, not just for
Christmas', in an attempt to curb the number of unwanted pets that are
abandoned every year. In much the same way, a journalist is for life, not just for
one story. Building links with a journalist can be a very fruitful way of serving the
interests of the nuclear industry.

For example, a BBC Radio producer contacted the Uranium Institute information
service for some background information for a programme he was making about
Chernobyl. Of course, the Information Service was happy to help with information
and explanations. In the course of conversation, became clear that the journalist
was shocked to find that Chernobyl was still operational. The Information Service
was able to explain to the journalist that, without nuclear power from Chernobyl,
life in Ukraine would be very tough indeed. Perhaps this was an angle that the
journalist had not appreciated before.

The programme was duly made and broadcast by the BBC in January 1993.
Recordings of interviews with workers at the plant, local residents, Ukrainian
officials and experts and the US ambassador to Kiev were included in the
programme, with studio narration. The programme looked at operating and safety
conditions at Chernobyl, health problems in the population, the effects of
economic collapse and reform in Ukraine, and the nuclear weapons held in
Ukraine, a legacy from the days of the USSR. The transcript of the broadcast
reveals a programme that looked at the suation in and around Chernobyl without
bias and without getting trapped in side issues or generalisations. The programme
finished with the conclusion that, given the state of Ukraine's economy, the
country had little choice but to keep the power station in operation.

A satisfactory result, then, with a fair presentation of a nuclear story which did not
get carried away with emotive issues. However, that was not the end of the story.
That radio producer still contacts us regularly for information, or just to find out if
a story is worth pursuing. He trusts us to provide information and guidance.
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Conclusion

It would be very difficult to quantify the results from our media dealings without the
input of vast amounts of time and money. Even then, the evaluation would be
subjective, as one result of our media dealings would hopefully be to help
journalists to realise when they don't actually have a story at all. However, one
result we can identify is that some journalists are now using the U Information
Service regularly. Our next step will be to maintain the network of contacts that we
are building up.

Media contact through the Information Service is an effective way for a small
operation like the Ul to achieve a positive impact on behalf of the nuclear industry.
We may not actually be responsible for what gets printed in the papers or said on
television, but we can at least do our best to ensure that those who are
responsible are well informed, and give the nuclear industry fair coverage.

We see our activities with the media as a long-term investment. As journalists
become better informed on the nuclear industry, we hope that they will develop
a healthy scepticism when faced with sensational nuclear horror stories, and base
their coverage on science fact rather than science fiction.
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MON'T PANIC - JUST WATCH TV111

CASE STUDY ON NUCLEAR ELECTRIC'S NEW EMERGENCY MEDIA PR STRATEGY

Doug McRoberts, NE Media Relations Manage

First, a true story ....

Dateline: Oxfordshire, England, September 1985. It's early afternoon on a peaceful, sunny Saturday.
Leaning on the bus stop, the football fan watches idly as his local nuclear plant seethes with activity -
police cordons, shielding equipment, environmental monitoring vehicles. It's obviously an exercise.

That's when the TV crew screeches to a halt, right beside the bus stop. The reporter gets it in one take
...there's serious concern here. We've seen special equipment and scientists in heavy protective

clothing preparing for the worst. The authorities are clearly taking the threat seriously, and we do not
expect to be able to report from this location again. Doug McRoberts, BBC News, Harwell ......

It's real - and the fan, white-faced, runs for home....

We had to chase him, and try to get him to understand that it really was an exercise. I'd just left the
BBC, and the nuclear industry had just learnt a salutary lesson. Play the media for real, and the
exercise itself becomes real. People believe TV. Real TV, real broadcasters - and real panic.

Ten years on, TV news technology has advanced with almost ightening speed. Digital
microprocessors have ensured that there can be live images of you and your plant on national TV
before you're even aware you have a problem. And real disasters have provided valuable lessons
too....

VIDEOTAPE - BAND f. PIPER A, LONDON RAIL CRASH, EO(ON VALDEZ

Learningpoints: TVgetsverycloseveryquicklymediaconcentrateonhumantragedymediaresource
is overwhelmingly large and very rapid; images and sounds of death, pain and worry are powerful
within hours, explanations and graphic analysis are broadcast - with or without official input.

That's the reality - and even that has been superseded by new digital technology, as anyone watching
CNN's Gulf War coverage knows. Another reality is that only TV and radio can effectively communicate
key near-real-time information to concerned members of the public - particularly important in nuclear
incidents, where rapid and continuous information flow on fall-out, wind direction and evacuation may
be vital. In situations like that, hundreds of newspaper reporters are a major logistics problem - but TV
and radio reporters are your only real allies. Public information lines cannot be relied on, because
telephone systems crash - as happened in the UK in the hours following the Zeebrugge ferry disaster,
and in Sweden following the loss of the "Estonia".

Here's how not to do it - a Nuclear Electric exercise at Hartlepool Power Station four years ago ....



VIDEOTAPE - BAND 2 HARTLEPOOL EXERCISE

Learning points: Unrealistically tame media (no realjournalists); four-hour response far too late; no live
TV; four !) telephones for public and press - none ringing!

So that was the problem. The answer was not to improve the existing PR emergency plan, but to scrap
it and produce a completely new one. And given the importance of TV, that's where we started learning
lessons. Let's take a more in-depth look at another real disaster, when a Boeing 737, with one of its
two engines on fire, crashed short of the runway on Btain's busiest motorway, the Ml. Rescue crews
were there within minutes - but so were the TV cameras....

VIDEOTAPE - BAND 3 UK Ml AIRLINER DISASTER

Learning points: RAF helicopters landing on motorway graphically illustrate disruption of normal
life; eyewitnesses grabbed and interviewed early.

Wthin an hour of the crash, TV news knew in detail the real cause of the disaster (days ahead of the
official enquiry) from cockpit/ground recordings - and reporters were instructed to interview eyewitnesses
specifically on which engine had been on fire (the pilot shut down the wrong engine on his approach).

In developing our nuclear PR strategy, we obviously had to go to the experts. So we asked BBC, ITN,
Sky News and CNN how they would cover a nuclear emergency - and then we worked with them to
develop a strategy which would ensure that we could meet their needs. I won't bore you with the details
- the whole process took two years and is fully described in the extended Conference Paper provided.

KEY POINTS: There were three key audiences - the media, the public round our power
stations, and our regulators.

By developing the whole strategy alongside the national broadcast news organisations, we have a
product which now meets their needs - they know they will have immediate and continuous information
flows, and access to the right places and people at the right time. We have helicopter contracts not
only to get our technical experts to the affected station, but also our chairman, CEO, and more technical
experts and PR professionals to the media.

And we've found that by working like this alongside the media, we've built up trust in our company even
in its routine operations. They asked for advance briefing - we produced our media kits. They asked
to be involved in exercises - they now take part, playing themselves.

At each of our power stations, local community liaison committees are regularly consulted on
emergency arrangements. They too were involved in developing the new strategy. They asked for
more information in an easier-to-use form. So we developed our Station Calendars - pretty month-by-
month landscapes on one side, and step-by-step emergency information on the reverse. It ensures
regular, updated contact with all our neighbours at least once a year. They asked for easier-to-
understand INES leaflets. So the UK nuclear utilities got together to do it. They asked to take part in
our exercises. So we said yes. And we found that here, too, we were building up public trust just by
working along with our neighbourhood communities.
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Training is all-important. Two-day Media Crisis "masterclasses" are hosted by Nuclear Electric at BBC
TV;s national training centre - an IAEA OSART team highlighted this as a "good performance"; these
include full-scope TV training, input from PR professionals who have been in the front line on rail, air
and ferry disasters, and a seminar with a Professor of Psychology on the stress symptoms of crisis and
how to plan around their inevitable effects.

And, of course, the strategy is tested. It is regularly subjected to inter-organisational peer review at the
UK Government's Emergency Planning College - and it is an integral part of full-scope emergency
exercises, which must satisfy our third key audience, the regulators.

VIDEOTAPE - BAND 4 VIYLFA EXERCISE

Learning points: This is how to do it. Live continuous TV and newswire coverage, using real
broadcasters andiournalists; media-trained technical experts and PR professionals responding rapidly
and continuously to the broadcast media; local people (farmer, pensioner) are involved in exercise roles
and interviewed on T, realistic tense press conference; illicit TV camera shots of controlled areas; TV
crew inally allowed to film on the station provides the fst real reassurance that things are maybe not
so bad ...

That was the exercise which first demonstrated the value of continuous briefing, and of full use of TV -
a vital part of Nuclear Electric's new strategy which has already been described by an IAEA OSART

team as a "good practice".

We've learned a lot. The result is a vastly-improved emergency PR response plan. Developing it has
enhanced trust and credibility with our local communities and with the national and regional media;
exercising it has enhanced working contacts and relationships with professionals in other key
organisations. It works.
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SOME FEATURES OF SOUTH-UKRAIRIAN N IORMATION CENTRE'S

INTERACTION WITH MASS EDIA I POST-CHERNOBYL PERIOD

S.KlyasbKo - PA "South-`UKralnian KPP". UKralne

R.KurilchIK - Scientific and Technical Centre. State Commit-tee

of UKraine for Ruclear and Radiation Safety

Building UP inblassed Public attitudes towards nuclear Power and

Particularly forming the Image of a uclear Power Plant (KPP) in the

off-site area. is strongly affected by the mass media. This complicated

Pr6cess depends on any factors such as olitical or economic ones.etc.

UKraine became an Independent state only three Years ago.. There
are five KPs generating in tertain months up to 40 Percent of

electricity n tis country. Given its experience of the Chernobyl

tragedy, Public confidence In whatever Information Is Published about

nuclear -power Is articularly Important ere. Evolutionary canges of

the media attitudes towards nuclear Power have clearly revealed

themselves in the Post-accident Period.

Since i986, the image of nuclear Power in Leraine has experienced

cardinal canges from definitely Positive before-the Chernobyl accident

to absolutely negative in te ost-Chernobyl tme.- Wth due account of
both oective and subjective factors specific of UKralne,' the

evolution of the KPP image In Urainels media during almost a decade

Is seen as follows.

Before-May i980, the media coverage of nuclear issues was

essentially one-sided and consisted of reports on victories of labour,

nuclear Power units start-ups ahead of schedule, the industry's

achievements bearing no top secret" label, etc. No incidents

were reported, Public opinion was formed based on the conception of

absolutely safe "Peaceful atom".

In 1986 through 198T. , essentially all uclear% stories dealt with

the Chernobyl accident and its mitigation. At first. the true scope of

the accident was understated. but later on exaggerated. Other
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develuiments Di te nuclear 111dUstrY were rarely in e news. and
Incidents at FP sites were nt made .oublic.

T'Lic nxt thVee-yeal' Period of 1983 through i991 reveiiled a ilari3
increase of negaLive information ublished aboul. nuclear Power. Peahed

in Mi. That was because of change of oli�ical Situation i the

ex-USSR Vhen the era of glasnost" (OPeiaiess) began. P'rL,,ss StUdle of

the ve-year eod following te Chernobyl accidenL have hown-

iositlve colourine of only 4 Percent of the media news items.

in August i991. 'Uhraine was Proclaimed -an independent state,

w1iich ws te starting oint for a ew media or_,eritattun 992 through

jqq�;#. n!e nation wlkth llfa.Ltud resources (only 10 ercent oil and 20

Percent natural ais reservies of actual demand) has rviewed its nuclear

LargetL. PEoi,,er naclear developments were clearl'y wanLed to manage this

country-'!,, -fuel arid. rower Pfoblems. which calied for slosittve nlear
j-,u*b1.Lcatiorj.-s. For instance. n the first half 19(3, te Uhrainian :Press

carried an incress.sed sbare (up to 0 i)ercent) ��f io,;iLive mteria on

nuclear :recover.

However. dospite the aPParent "armine air:," tends In the media

attitudes, the uclear Power 'Plant image is sLill ar rom ositive A

considerable amouni: of In-Eormation (abouL 60 ercent) Is, egatively

biassed and in-couiveten-t. uses groundlcss data r msinformation about

Uhralne's RPPs, vssesciallY as concerns t Chernobyl iIarlt. To restore

objectiviL7 nd ehabilitate the NP iage req�iire�; essential effor of

information ontres (IC) -to affect the imedia. Here. pek-U11W., features
of Ukrailie's Is axe to be noted, maKine thee di.ffer from similar

ceritre-_� ,air most countries.

First, te ICs at Ukraine's PPs were et up as late as 99 ater,

the Prestige of nuclear Power ad been undermined by -the Chernobyl

accident and wa�; adly declining because of mor& of egative

Inforaidtion ad misinformation coming -from influential Public and
'polytical organizations, oi� aties. During local ad arlidmentary
election cwmaj9ns, worry candidates ued to ain authollty by Playing

on extreme ecolvoical coru:erns of the vters and by denyinas nuclear

Power.

I.'econd, tbe Is set to action when Uralne's H's had already been

Operated. Me of-f-site Public had not been able to dscuss lant

designs, ad had ad no ba-cKground nformation. F01' nstance. the
r. IL %_ T ILTM T.1 i + v T.1 4.n 83 I- I I n n I if M neAnQj-
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and erestroiXa had awaken the. Public whicb d1d not favour units built

witi, no'T>ublic review.

Third, the media carries mostly negative szues on the Chernobyl

accidenL. which IS over half of all .-the nu-clear rub.1.1cations. With such

a acuiround, Press materials ,released by th,2 ICs, inspection and

Independent oroanizations, 0� objective authors, being capable of

creating a Positive XF Image In rinciPle, olve no adequate results.

The five-year activity of the South Ukraine 1C has developed methods

of o:�,'Xtive intera.�:Zion w)Lth the reeional Media to rabilitate te Her

lmape nd ake it Toore 'trustworthy.

1.'REGuLAnxG XFORMATIOK FLoW RTERDED FOR THE MDIA

Tbe Lriformaiioa forwarded by the South Ukraine IC to -the media covers

sIx main divections:

1. . Operational exit% n-site,

1 2 Plant erforwnce (Information x5rovidQd on - a weehly,

inorithl-y ad/or annual basis).

1 3 Educational Information -to et te Public famillar wlth

the general Principles of the raclear Power. nits

operation, safe-Ly eatures. etc.

1. 4. Everyday li-fe on-sitc including the international faceL.

semiriars, cultural/sPorts/vublic vents and te IiKe).

:5. SLatus of Urallie'S fuel and r-ower comilex, stressing the
advantages of nuclear Power.

1 6 Status of uclear Power worldwi.de rising relevant

Information released by the Centre of Public Informatlon,
Russia, the Huclear Societies of' UYxaine and IS, the
Eutopean Nuclear Society, HucNet. VHO, and 1AEA.

Incident-rPlated information (1.1) aKes the focus of the IC
activities, is iibllshed shortly after the event, arid. usually.
involves a neeatIve Public ercePtion. Plant Performance 1 also
Includes malfunctions and ndents:. The two oriions should be
balanced wth neutral and Positive information 11-6) Providing for
an appropriate bacKground. The bckground nfornkation share has been
ever icreasing n the media off-site the South LTHralne Plant from I
to ercent In 1990 to 50 In 1993. This allowed for a many-sided
Public image of the Plant as more than an industrial 6bJect

inridpnfs -and alfunctions. Moreover, Increasing the
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bacEground bodY bas be3ped counterbalance the Cbernobyl-related
informal Ion.

a: CONPROMISE WITH INCIDENT--RC-LATED INFORMA'_;'IOH

Major r-4nciples of managing Incident!--relaLod 'information in-tended
for th�e media are well known ad include bt response time.

reliability. brevity ad simplicity of resenLat:,_orl. ultimate oemness.
The iatter,. I.e. ultimate,,% openness. by the experience 6f communication
with the Public in the Soutil-URraine off-site area, is t be modified.
Ultimate openriess. implies bringing to te Public awareness any
deviation -from te KPF ormal oerations, even a minor one, sucb as an
.output decrease agreed upon wth the grid Operator a laraied repair of
non -sa-rety-related equix-)men o ail event ated at te INES level .
etc. excessive nows of the lexind results in a njustified shift of
i)ublic: oinion about nuclcar Pwer to Lhe egative,.

This could be avoided by developing a compromise mode of
SabMiLtiria ln�:idellt-related Information to Le media. The Bit ion
flow should be cut dowxi to exclude te lbvel events. owever, level'O
etrents iXelY to raw or drawlAt; Public attention' shoLdd'also be made
available for the media. Here, a SaIeLyuard Of obj-C'tiV!'L ad

completeness of I.-tiformation iyrovided by the IC -,F(.r the media is the
national reeulator7 body. UKrSOCERS wh1cb i reprL-sented on-site by its
110sident nspectors. A tlebt interface is neede btween the nspectors
and th C.

3. PERHAHENT REGULATOR" IOI.VEMT IN THTFORMATION KAXAGEMM

'nie very articivation of a regulatory body i dealing with the
Public and iL.�, regular apearance i te medla P110vides Peculiar
balance tool and/or safeguard of obJectivity of information used to
foster an unbiased public opinion as to both uclear, oidier and KPs.
The mission of a regulatory body, Prevents t fiom advocating or
rejecting zlucle.ar Power but maKes responsible for Lbe monitoring of
actual safety stated,,, at nuclear facilities. e resuLator should always
have its own view on the burning topics of te day bit say, a
r-ar t 1 c u' . ar K.

The Urainian State Comittee for Kucle-c!r and Radiation Safety
(U.KrSCNRS) Is a fresh regulator in a new colintr"r. Itv media interface
has been a briobt marK''tbough. in the late ost-Cbernobyl eriod.
TTlev-cruvczi 'i-n4prarfinn with the Press is governed by both te common
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sense, Professional approach and statutory requirements n informing
this ountry's top authorities and e Public.

Ur'_rSCHR.S covers the foli0wing ain topAr's:

v uclear Power development and majoi, on-site sFk�ty Iprovements;
* Cbernobyl RPP and obJect "krytte" (Sarcox-hauus);

monthly and annual reporting on oerational safety and-events at
Uhraine's NPs;
RrternaLio'nal Programmes on safety reasses-Ment of UKraine's
HFPs wid i mprovement up to te world's recognized standards.

Positive impact of the.UKrSCXRS upon .be media reveals itself In
two ways. First, 'the regulator's PerlDanenL ap!?ak-anc& in -re!;s mahes
the edia be more btive and careful i handling anY nuclear
material. opinion. oll 'results begin to aipeax instead O.; th bgn
eiDoLlonal negation of nuclear, iower. Second, U'X2-SCHR-0-' ress materials,
especially its incident assessments are. used by Plant Ics to

communicate with the off-site media arid -public. It was severa'1 times
the cse witli the South URralne N2,r wben the regulator's strong
Position helped counterbalance a offensive m.md,,La campaign.

niere is also an Internatlonal asi)ect of dealing with the med'
throush the U]KrSCIqRS. The committee represents Utalne n ucHet,
Providing relevant nformation aid distributine its materials to the
Plant ICS in Eglish (dally,) ad Russian (ontbly). This -forms a basis
for a ew type of activity. Usiw., HucKet' rleases, the s a from
their foreign coantervx-t's experience and re naturally integrated
Into the gobal rocess of fostering h obJPctive Public Opinion.

4. COMERRALARCIRG AD REJWATIOH OF MISIINFORMATION

Me ff-site and central. edia often carry aptial oz- complete
-misinformation, dstorted facts or groundless aterial compromislne
nuclear Power. Behind such information one can see geen leaders,
incorwetent, PolitIcians 'denying nuclew% Power. sensation-orlented
reporters. and informed Public concerned wi.,-,h the )Proxituity of a

nuclear Power station. Unfavourable and/or disadvantageous material on

nuclear sould be counterbalanced.on a dfferential basis.

ffisi!iformation about incidents al. ffacleal, Site:; is bst refuted

tbr`oUgh te IC's nteraction wiLh the, regulatory %:5odY. Presently. the
UKrSCRRS' Position is much more aathoratlve thari that of the IC.
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Other comprising materials can be rfutable or non.-refutable (if

Illogical o inculapetent). Moie refutable- leave room fol- launching

discussion 'to seeK for the truth. In this as-�b the IC's ie-Futing
nvaterifil Provides a source of oNitive -informal ion f or the ublic and
should be Published. It Is to be ited, bowe'-Vell, that, :;haal d a
refutd-tion not be acces,)ted for Publication, bringinp. In retur a
lawsuit to advocate t% rights of. sa�, an 's taff UsuallY does ot-
give positive esiilts ider current Political coriditions In UKralne.

Illogical r ncowetent media'relea3es wili uually be gnored
and recoive n coax).tpr resx;,)n4,e.

PRIORI'rl 1OPITS TO FM PUBLIC OPPRIOU

During recent Years, opinion ollz on iLblic t-LitUdeS to-Wai'ds

nUGIC-ar PW��I' have been rre In Ulzaine. Judg D.-ig fvom the 1993 data of
the Centre of Public fifol-MaLion, 'RU.SSi-c-i, aor Public areinnents
against nu.-Jear PoWr;.- S&I[lons re follows:

r I sK and accident Potential oy)--site;
nuclear wa.,t ad Its future;
negativ halth effects (even Under nrmal KRF oeration).

Da S e d on cra (.! S t I 0 n S asKed hy v1sitors of -the South Uhraine
IC. Public ain)rehensions bring bout imilar orical rriorities. bealth
and evironmental effects elrig singled out, though. This helps focus
public comftmication in the off-site area o the topic Rdiation and
ilea 1 th". Relevant reports by, doctors and sclentists are submitted to
the off-sitt regional media. reflect incidpixv rates -n the town o-f
Yu2hnouXra1nsX# set"Llempnt of te South URraine nuclear operators,
administrative. districts of te 30 Km zone. Xil�olayev City and
wiholayev Region, host of the lant. Satistical data how no cause and
e-Efect relation etween case rates aud the 53outh TJKraiT1e-KPP. e topic
should be ven more expanded to, include Chernobyl effects. Appropriate
information for tbe media disposal shall be Provided by the National
Academy of Sciences. the Ministry of Health. and the Ministry of
Environmental Protection.

similar attention sould be Paid to the'toptc "RisKs of Nuclear
Power", stressing thaL uclear% :Power stations are In te lower. 1. e.

less dangerous, Part of the ealth r1sha SPeCtrum diauram unliKe
conventional heat Power'Plants Which fall into ts uPc-.,Y, Part.
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6. SELECTION OF AUTHORS AND BASE KEDIA

Any noclety, observes different OP1111orls, including those

unfavourable. for Tniclear Power. In he Post-Cbernoby'l Uaine, tere

has beca a articularlY trona oosition drawing non-nuclear advocates

from all walKs of if�- here-fore. authors reporting !xi favour of
n a c I ar Powell stations shou I d be competent, obJective-minded
In.d.I.Vidtials mplemeiiting an emotional and tran-4varent style o material
,presen'tation. Based on these requirement -s, af+,e'r reviewing a set of
s3ublications of te of-site media the South lArxaine IC selects a team
of Permanent aa-thors to Xoer close busine:;s a-rid personal ontacts witb.

A simllftr ap�)roach Is used i choosing base inedia (periodicals,
etc.) to dl with. In addition Lo he above! rf-qUirements, the
circulation of a Periodical Is taRen into accounts FresentlY, tlie base
newspaper, for the South Uraine HFP 13 off-31te regl.onal daily
wyazhnaya Pravda" (South Truth) crculated n 200 thousand copies. Te
national regulatory, body UKrSCHRS uses service-, of both the official
Parliamentary newspaper "G61os LTKrakny" [Voico of Uraine) nd dally
"KievsKie Vedomostift (Kiev Hews) widely read troughout tbis country..

SUMMARY

Usino te ave methods of interaction With the off-site media
helped tie South UYraine K Information centre achieve mcaningful
resulL i restoririg te mage o naclear vower ad maKing ilt. more

trustworthy. 12.iis is upported by a review of media Publications since
i989. Ouantl tative and cualitative modifirzt-tions o-f -Llxe information
flow to the media have Yielded substantial chanf.,es of the tcture of
news releases about te South LTKraine EPP and naclear Power. BacKgrourid
Information has increased :from 1. 5 to 50 Percent. Rega-Elve
informaition Is o longer dominating, and he Chernobyl topic is
CoUnterbalanced with diverse ucKet materials about -nuclear from
tbrouahout h world.

.Alfred<4v'�



THE RELATIONS WITH THE PRESS A MATTER OF
INFORMING RATHER THAN PERSUADING 8 0

Speaker Ms Lafrance - Cogema
XA04C1425

According to sorne old fashioned theory regarding the rlations
with the press the important issue is to find ie wy of convincing
the journalists of the rightness of your cause so ht ley can then
be able to convince teir readers.

This way of dealing with the press is a istake in the nuclear field
like in any other field.

Why ?

a) As for the nuclear, like for any other opic, it is easier to be
against it rather than to be favourable to it; nd when someone has
no dfinite opinion like 90% of te journalists, he will be inclined to
reflect the natural tendency which i to be against something you
mistrust.

b) Journalists usually write about the trains which Tun off tile
metals rather than about te oes which are on ie. As long as the
nuclear won't be vulgarized it will be a appraised uect for te
press.

c) There are some journalists w] versed in the nclear field who
are not always systernatically favourable lo This idustry bt just a
few of tem are strongly opposed to it.

d) Trying to convince a fw undecided journalists, or with greater
reason hostile, of te benefits brought by h uclear idustry in
order to make them fight steadfastly and with enough talent so that
they ay be able to influence their reading public is totally
unrealistic (as a matter of ft less than oe Frenchman out of two
is reached by te press).

e) The eergy spent in trying to convince h journalists wo arc
against te nuclear worths respect but is completely wasted 
managing to convince a few of tent to bcome. uconcerned (or
even pronuclear) won't change anything. The essential ting is to
focus on the immense majority of journalists who hve no opinion
about nuclear and who don't reproach the nuclear idustry with its
nature rahter than with its mysteries.

f) Willing' to convince at all costs (that is to say everybody) is an
intellectual terrorism which consolidates those who pretend tat
nuclear engineers practise a tecnical terrorism.
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NUCLEAR WASTE INFORMATION IN SUPPLEMENTS
OF LOCAL NEWSPAPERS

Veijo Ryhanen
Teollisuuden Voima Oy

The utility Teollisuuden Voinia Oy (TVO) is conducting site investigations in
Finland to select a final disposal site for spent nuclear fuel. Site selection
studies, including deep drillings and other field investigations, have been
carried out in different parts of the country since 1987. Now there are three
areas in which detailed studies are continued. The programme aims at site
selection in the year 2000.

Before the construction of the final disposal facility can be started around the
year 2010 a precondition in the Finnish legislation is that the council of the
local municipality accepts the facility. Hence, an essential task is to distribute
information of the studies and of the principles of final disposal to the local
decision-makers and public. Information work has an important role already
now in order to make people familiar with the long-term project and to build
confidence on the safety of final disposal.

TVO's information programme includes several types of actions to different
target groups, such as press conferences, contact group meetings, open
houses, exhibitions, lectures to different groups, visits to the drilling sites
and to the existing nuclear waste facilities as well as use of various written
material.

In January 1994 a new method was applied in the distribution of TVO's
written information directly to local public. Four-page supplements were
prepared to the local newspapers to inform public of the stage of the site
investigations and other topical issues. After that, new supplements have
been published in six months intervals.

Own supplements have been made for different municipalities in which the
candidate areas are situated. The form of the supplement is same as that of
the newspaper. As a matter of fact, TVO's information forms a special
advertising section in a single issue of a newspaper.

The topics handled in the supplements are for example present status of the
local bedrock studies, other topical information of TVO's waste management
programme and co-operation between TVO and local enterprises, sports
clubs etc. Partly same articles are used in the supplements of the different
municipalities.
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An advantage when using supplements of local newspapers in the
distribution of nuclear waste information is that information is easily
delivered to all households of the municipality. Furthermore, the supplement
is in the same form as that of newspaper, to which local readers have got
used.

In the summer of 1994 impressions and opinions of information in this form
were studied by telephone interviews of local residents. According to the
results, 70 - 80% of the readers of the newspapers remembered the
supplement. As to the contents of the supplements, the readers remembered
best the articles dealing with local field work. These articles were also
considered the most interesting ones.

Most of the readers, 50 - 60%, had a positive attitude towards this form of
information distribution. However, there were differences in the credibility of
information between the different municipalities; stronger local opposition
correlates with lower credibility of information delivered by TVO. Further
issues studied were e.g. comprehensibility of the articles and attitudes
towards sponsorship of local sports clubs.

According to the results of the study and also on the basis of the other
response received, the supplements have mainly a avourable reception in the
municipalities. Hence, the publication of supplements will be continued.
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cooperation with Environmentalists

as Part of tility's communication Strategy

Marie Dufkovd

�;EZ a.s., Czech Republic

Environmental organizations are the most zealous opponents to

nuclear power and utilities. However, different organizations,

although all having the word "environment" or "environmental" in

their names, actually behave in different ways. As a rule, those

organizations which loudly clamour demagogical phrases about the

environment do nearly nothing for it, whereas those which are

really active in helping Nature and the environment do not

protest against nuclear power plants. This is a fact on which the

Czech utility dEZ has built up its strategy of communication with

the environmentally oriented part of the public. INEZ has been

making efforts to enter into friendly contacts with reasonably

thinking environmentalists who are open to a positive dialogue

and cooperation. We try to make the difference between the true

environmentalists and demagogical loud-mouths such as Greenpeace

obvious to the public.

The communication programme is meant to convey the following

message to the public:

* 1OEZ utility is making efforts to generate electricity in an

environmentally friendly manner.

* dEZ people also want to breathe healthy air and live in

* healthy environment.

• Nuclear power plants are environmentally clean facilities.

• Temelin will be the safest nuclear power plant in Europe.

• dEZ supports alternative energy sources and energy savings.
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In preparing some of our information brochures we directly

cooperate with environmentalists, so that they are the authors of

the texts (of brochures dealing with alternative energy sources

for instance).

We support activities of environmental organizations. For

example, together with the Czech Nature Conservancy Institute we

are going to publish a map of protected landscape regions, whose

reverse side will bear information about the dEZ's environmental

programme.

We have been issuing information materials describing the

advantages and disadvantages of alternative energy sources, the

greenhouse effect, nuclear power, etc.. We provide the materi;�'-

to those environmental organizations and their information anL:

education centres that ask for them.

We have been supporting an environmentally oriented secondary

school in northern Bohemia.

We support energy savings. We have been testing electric

appliances and recommending the power-saving ones to the public.

Twice we organized the sale of power-saving fluorescent lamps at

substantially reduced prices. We have been taking part in

environmentally oriented exhibitions, presenting there dEZ's

programme to help the environment.

Within its educational programme, dEZ has entered into

cooperation with the TEREZA group, which is active within the

Czech Environmentalist Society. This group promotes the

introduction of environmental education at schools. Together with



TEREZA we developed a project named "What you learn when you are

young ... 11, which encourages classes or groups of children to

contribute to the improvement of the environment in the

surroundings of their school, in energy savings at home and at

school, and which teaches them how to handle wastes properly.

I would like to talk about this educational programme in more

detail. The parts of the project have names inspired by Czech

proverbs. The name of first part is "If you are not lazy, your

garden will be green". It gives advice on how to work with

vegetation - grass, flowers, shrubs and trees - for the school to

combine with nature and to become the most beautiful in town.

Children will learn to transform a piece of land into grass, to

make a hedge row, to make the walls of a building more vivid with

creepers, and to make a roof green. The second part of the

programme is named "Saving is having", where "saving" means

energy saving. The children try various concepts and ideas to

save energy at school or at home and to reduce energy waste, and

calculate the resulting money and energy savings. The third part,

"What you can recycle today ... 11, is aimed at wastes. The

children learn to sort wastes, to recycle and reuse them. The

most important part of the whole project is the methodological

part named "Just really try, and you will succeed", which

instructs the teachers on how to set up the project, plan its

activities, recruit collaborators and raise funds, inform about

the activities, and evaluate the results. This methodological

part will assist the teachers in guiding children in their work

and implementation of their own ideas. The programme has the form

of worksheets with auxiliary materials - illustrative posters and

brochures dealing with wastes, energy savings and vegetation. In

connection with this programme, children will receive a special

1995 diary which, in the form of an all-year game, will stimulate
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them to save energy. Small coloured "energy men" are the

children's companion through the diary, explaining to them the

physical laws and properties of energy sources and encouraging

them to save energy. 

The first reactions from schools show appreciation of our

cooperation with the environmental educating organization.

Special training seminars are also organized for teachers. So

far, 250 children group throughout the whole Czech Republic have

been taking part in the project. This first year is a testing

year. The experience from it and its feedback will be

subsequently evaluated, and teachers' comments will be taken into

account when upgrading the programme.

This project is a manifestation of dEZIs commitment and

willingness to support energy-saving programmes.- generate

electricity in an environmentally friendly manner, and

communicate with the environmentally oriented public.
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PIME 95

Video English

OThe Environment - Can Britain meet its Environmental Targets
without Nuclear Electricity"

1. The video is one section of a four module package produced as part
of a "Presenter's Toolkit" for the British Government's Nuclear
Review during 1994.

2. The video has been produced to supplement face to face meetings in
such a way that it is thought provoking. It actively seeks to
engage minds by posing questions which are then discussed as fully
as the audience requires. This novel approach has proved
demanding, but when used in conjunction with the full
toolkit,(which includes notes, audio tapes and brochures) it has
proved an effective way to communicate with small groups of key
players and opinion formers.

NB: Please note, all four modules are on the enclosed video and The
Environment is module 3 Other parts of the toolkit are available if
required.

Martin Kay
Nuclear Electric plc
UK

12.7.94
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Trust us Trust Thorp Campaign

by John Kane, BNFL Sellafield, England

The history of the nuclear industry in the UK has been dominated
by Sellafield reprocessing site in west Cumbria. The site, formerly
owned by the United Kingdorn Atomic Energy Authority was
transferred to the newly-fon-ned British Nuclear Fuels plc in 197 .
Although trade union representation existed at Sellafield before the
emergence of BNFL, it is only after this date that collective trade
union activity began to emerge.

In 1977,, after a long running dispute with management about te
issue of radiation dose uptake, the workforce went on strike, forcing
the management to question their previous 'need to kow' attitude
and to improve industrial relations. In 1984, it was recognised that
the lobbying influence of trade unions within politics, and
especially the Labour party could be used to greater effect to
challenge potentially -damaging influence of anti-nuclear
campaigners. The National Campaign for the Nuclear Industry
(NCNI) was bom, combining nine industrial and non-industrial
trade unions within the uclear industry.

Its task during the last ten years has been to put forward the
interests of its members collectively and to secure the, role of
nuclear power. within a balanced energy policy in the political
arena. In dome so, it has gained a credible voice within both the
trade union movement and the Labour party.

The new Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP) received
strong support frorn the NCNI during its construction and
commissioning phases. When it became clear that the anti-nuclear
lobby had gained the upper hand and were beginning to seriously
delay the necessary legal instruments required to start the plant, the
power of collective action was once again recognised, and the



TRUST US campaign was born. The campaign wasrun and
organised by a clerks committee and fronted by the Trade Unions at
Sellafield., and turned out to be one of the most SLLCCCSSfU] trade
union campaigns in recent history.

The first task involved gettinc, the entire workforce on board,
achieved through regular news releases, organized letter writing to
the relevant authorities and the collection of signatures for petitions.
Once the workforce was behind the campaign, TRUSSIT US was
taken to the west Cumbrian community, providing qality
information through news releases, i-nedia advertisements and a
specially produced brochure which highlighted the rasons behind
TRUST US. This was sent to all MPs, MEPs, councils and Trade
Unions throughout the UK and Ireland. The campaign also targeted
MPs and MEN with specific letters setting out the cse for
THORP.

However, the organised opposition' to THORP did not come from
the local area, but from the rest of the UK, Ireland and Europe, lead
by nuclear free local authorities and green pressure groups, which
severely limited the effectiveness of the campaign. It was decided
that yet aother new approach was needed.

On 2 August 1993, proposals for a national tour of the- campaign
were presented to the Sellafield Trade Unions. The tLLr objectives
were to take the TRUST US campaign to the rest of the UK,
demonstrating that the plant had strong support with two key areas:
the workforce and the local community. The overriding tone of the
entire tour was to 'trust us' as workers in the nuclear industry,
which was backed up by the tour message: "We, the Sellafield
workers and the west Cumbrian community have trust in THORP.
The new plant is economically and environmentally sound. We
have the work; let us get on with that work."
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The tour would target the media centres of the UK, he Nuclear
Free Local Authority (NFLA) areas and Sellafield's suppliers within
these areas. A group of five workers plus a member of the clerks
committee would make up the tour messengers, each to be given
extensive media training. The tour would be given a high profile
with a specific logo, designed to ensure that the tour aid its
message of 'trust us' was given image prominence. Posters, leaflets
and badges would also carry the logo. Given te ojectives of the
tour, it was recognised that extensive funding would be required
and that national trade union sponsorship was essential.

The trade unions agreed to these proposals and three months later,
on I November 1993, the TRUST US tour took to the road, calling
on 13 ma' nd cities up ad down the UK ad Ireland. The
tour concluded on 2S November with a rally and meeting in
Westminster Central Hall which was addressed by the Secretary of
State for Energy, and the General Secretaries of the GMB and IPMS
Trade Unions.

Her MEkiesty's Government gave approval for THORP on 5
December 1993. The plant began operation on 27 Jartuary 1994.
On 4 March,, at the end of the Judicial Review brought by
Greenpeace and Lancashire County Council, Mr Justice Potts ruled
that the government had not acted unlawfully i granting the
authorisation and the plant sheared the first batch of oxide fuel on
27 March.

The Trade Union movement, te NCNI and the TRUST US
campaign had triumphed.
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Mr. Miroslav 4ovdk, dEZ, a.s., Czech Republic

Gaining Public Acceptance for Temelin NP

The beginning (till 1989)

At the beginning, there were no Public Relations because no were

needed. The construction of the Temelin nuclear power plant,

which initially was planned to consist of 4 units with the

Russian VER-1000 reactors 1000 KW power each but later the

number of units was reduced to 2 began in 1986. There were no

public opinion problems, because then, in the communist

Czechoslovakia, public opinion was no issue of major importance.

The first problems emerged after 1989 when Czechoslovakia began

to seek it place among democratic countries. Then it turned out

that the nuclear power plant had its opponents, that it aroused

fright in the uninformed people and could become a tool for

political 'manipulation. Generally, public opinion was in favour

of nuclear power but the voice of the opponents had to be taken

seriously.

First steps 1990 - 1992)

It was not later than 1989, during the political changes, that

the first germs of Public Relations departments began to form at

Czechoslovak nuclear power plants. The technicians and

economists, however, were to say the crucial words.

For the dEZ utility, with its Temelin under construction, to

become a credible partner for the public in Czechoslovakia and

abroad., efforts had to be made for the plant to be completed so

that it should meet safety requirements which are conventional in

'Western Europe and in the United States. There came IAEA 'missions

and international audits, which confirmed that the power plant

would be able to meet international safety standards provided

that some upgrading and changes in the Russian design are

implemented. In particular, the instrumentation and control
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and the region straightforward and put a stop to the situation

where the power plant was blackmailed, where representatives of

the towns and villages demanded from the plant funds for their

community chests while, simultaneously, struggling against its

completion. Currently, limited funds can only be obtained from

the dEZ management, and then, only for selected minor projects.

Communities can apply for normal bank loans, and dEZ is willing

to help the communes pay the loans-after Temelin is put in

operation.

3. ooperation with regional media people

We foster and expand personal contacts with edia people and

make efforts to keep them informed. We arrange events through

which they can get familiar with nuclear power problems abroad.

4. The emelin Newspaper

The Temelin ewspaper is a monthly through which we inform the

population within 20 km from the power plant about all important

events. Every family within the 20 km zone receives the newspaper

regularly. The newspaper is an important tool for making the

power plant closer to the population, and even stimulates some

events such as the "The Temelin Newspaper Cup' football

competition, competition for children whose winners will spend

a day at the plant with the General Manager, and a competition

for adults whose winners can visit nuclear power plants abroad.

5. Information Center

We have expanded the Information Center which, following the

modelo f the French EdF, employs external female guide

staff. Over 13 thousand people visit the Center every year:

mostly school children but also adults, and several hundred

interested people from Austria as well. In addition to lectures

and discussions and inspection of models, the Center offers

numerous promotion booklets, brochures and other materials.
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years may not understand why we were so glad. Well,, let me only

say that even a decision against Temelin would then have been

better than the absolutely unclear situation in which dEZ

had to operate.

So, this gave the dEZ utility the opportunity to efficiently

communicate with the public about nuclear energy and Temelin in

the way Western European and American utilities do. dEZ became

a recognized partner and was in a position to begin gaining (or

losing) credit.

How to gain public credit 1993-1994)

By always telling the truth, of course. But we also made some

efforts after the Government announced its decision and INEZ

became responsible for the development.

.Z. Discussioas with community epresentatives

We resumed discussions with representatives of towns and villages

around Temelin, who initially were against the completion of the

plant. We began to meet regularly every two months. They asked

questions and we answered them. Their attitude changed: they were

no more resolutely against but demanded supervision of the

construction and securing absolute safety. currently, we are

jointly preparing a civic commission which will have 15 members,

each of whom will have his or her professional partner at the

plant. This will make for a more efficient work. We believe that

in this manner the power plant will be more involved in the life

within the region - because this, too, will be part qf activity

of the ivic commission.

2. Sponsoring and inancial support to the communes

We have adopted rules that prevent appreciable financial help to

be given to the communes before the power plant is put in

operation. This made the relationships between the power plant
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system was to be replaced and fuel of a new design used. Today,

both are supplied by Westinghouse.

There was another aspect that had to be confirmed, namely, that

the zech Republic really needs electricity from Tmelin and that

Temelin is the cheapest option in the new political and economic

environment.

Public opinion as a whole continued to support nuclear power but

the voices of opponents, among whom were important persons such

as the prime minister in the first Czech post-revolution

government Mr Pithart, were gaining in strength. Communities in

the surroundings of Temelin formed an association against

completion of the plant and began to exert pressure on the

government to put a stop to the construction.

The public was kept informed about nuclear power, the Information

center at the plant was active, but it was vital that the

government should support the construction and say its clear and

unambiguous "yes". The utility on its own could not affect the

state of affairs.

nuclear power is the right way for the Czech Republic 1993)

In March 1993, the Czech government discussed the completion of

Temelin and gave its nearly unanimous consent. So, for the first

time since 1989, the dEZ utility got into a position which the

majority of utilities operating nuclear power plants worldwide

enjoys., In fact, discussions on: "Temelin: yes or no", have not

ceased; on the contrary, they rather gained in strength. But

something very important was different. The rules of the game had

been set, an orientation system, a scale of values existed now;

in other words, there existed an environment where the dEZ

utility had its clearly defined place. Somebody from a country

where a stable and defined environment has been existing for many
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The Unknown on the Doors!M.
Hong Kong's fears concerning Daya Bay,
China's flrst major nuclear power station

and the Public Relations challeDges

by

Albert Chan,
Assistant Public Affairs Manager of Hong Kong Nuclear Investment Co Ltd

January 1995
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Background

The Guangdong Nuclear Power Station at Daya Bay is located east of the Shenzhen
Special Econon-dc Zone in Southern China. It is a joint venture between Hong Kong's
electric utility, China Light & Power Co Ltd and various Chinese partners including
the China National Nuclear Corporation and the Ministry of Electric Power.

China Light Power, through a subsidiary, Hong Kong Nuclear Investment Co
(HKNIC) owns 25% of the twin 985 MW nuclear power station while Guangdong
Nuclear Investment Co owns the remaining 75%. China Light Power have an
agreement to acquire 70% of the electricity output from Daya Bay for the Hong Kong
grid, while the balance will be taken up by the Guangdong Province.

In terms of construction schedule, budget and performance, Daya Bay ranks amongst
the best plants anywhere. This achievement is even more apparent when one takes
into account the fact that Daya Bay is the first major nuclear power station in China
and that a large amount of interface and co-ordination is required to bring together
French and British technologies in a non-English speaking environment.

This Paper addresses the varied and challenging public relations issues faced by Daya
Bay during the last 15 years (from feasibility study stage).

2. Phase One (late 1970s to mid-1980s - Daya Bay viewed as confidence booster

The Guangdong Government indicated to China Light Power in 1979 for the first
time that it was interested in jointly developing a nuclear power station in the
province with electricity supplied both to Guangdong and Hong Kong. A feasibility
study ensued and concluded in 1980 that such a proposal was sound in principle.
Detailed negotiations followed and continued until 1983 between China Light 
Power and the Chinese authorities, and between China Light Power and the Hong
Kong Government. Finally, a joint venture contract was signed in early 1985
following formal approval from both the Central Government in Beijing and the Hong
Kong Government.

The negotiation for the Daya Bay nuclear power station project coincided with the
political negotiations between China and Britain over the future of Hong Kong - the
1997 issue. (The political negotiations commenced in September 1982 and concluded
in late 1984). The Daya Bay project was seen at the time as a symbol of joint
cooperation between the Chinese Government (the country's first nuclear power
plant) and the British Government (GEC being a key equipment supplier) for the
long-term (20-year contract between China Light Power and the Chinese partner)
benefit of Hong Kong (secure and reliable power supply to Hong Kong at a relatively
stable price). The signing of the joint venture contract in January 1985 - one month
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after the signing of the Sino-British Joint Declaration on the future of Hong Kong -
was considered by many as "icing on the cake". In short, the power plant project was
a confidence booster for Hong Kong which had suffered from a confidence crisis
during the course of the political negotiations between 1982 and 1984. The project
could not have been possible, many believed, without the full commitment and long-
term confidence (in Hong Kong's future) from the British, Hong Kong and Chinese
Governments as well as the private sector (i.e. China Light & Power).

Concerns over the nuclear project were heard during this phase but were limited to
local enviromnental groups rather than the general public. The focus was more on the
environmental and radiological impact of a nuclear power station than specific
technical and safety issues. As for the general public, the project wasn't much of an
issue ... until April, 1986.

3. Phase Two - post-Chemobyl 1986-1993)

3.1 Anti-nuclear campaign and public jittery

This was the period of construction of the Daya Bay nuclear power station.
The Chernobyl accident in April 1986 was a watershed in the shaping of Hong
Kong public opinion on nuclear energy and the Daya Bay project. An anti-
nuclear campaign was launched by a few local activists who claimed to have
collected signatures from one million people in Hong Kong urging the Chinese
Government to shelve the project. Debates were heated and at times
emotional in the press on the pros and cons of Daya Bay. Issues were often
politicised as "anti-Daya Bay" was labelled by some as "anti-China". The
general public overwhelmingly believed that the nuclear power station (5 km
from Hong Kong) was too close for comfort - and for a good reason:
Chernobyl showed that radiation knows no boundary. If an accident in
Ukraine can impact on Western Europe, Daya Bay can bring an end to the
whole of Hong Kong, many thought. With over 6 million residents living in
Hong Kong which is surrounded by the sea, the prospect of evacuation was
simply unthinkable.

The Hong Kong public did not understand the difference between Chernobyl-
type and PWR-type nuclear reactors (Daya Bay is equipped with PWRs) nor
were they aware that even in the case of Chernobyl, only residents within 30
km needed to be evacuated. These rational arguments and facts could not
compete with the horror stories and news photos appearing in the news media
on the worst nuclear disaster. What the public did realise was that Chernobyl
occurred partly as a result of poor regard for safety in a Communist country.
In that respect, the People's Republic of China and Daya Bay for that matter
suffered a much more severe blow than a similar plant in the west. The poor
safety record of China's civil aviation and all the other negative attributes of
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Communists rule over China (the Cultural Revolution, alleged widespread
corruption, secrecy etc) only added to the mistrust of the Hong Kong public
towards Daya Bay.

3.2 Public education campaign

a) The PR challenges

The Daya Bay project presented a unique PR challenge for China Light
& Power (and HK Nuclear Investment Co) for two reasons: First, we
(a private company established in Hong Kong) are only a minority
shareholder 25%) of the plant although we are the main consumer of
nuclear power (taking 70% of the output). Secondly, the plant is
located in China, not Hong Kong. Pressure from the public (either to
stop the project or their demand for full disclosure of details of the
project) came from Hong Kong, not China. As a minority shareholder,
we have to be sensitive not to take up the role as the spokesman for
the project otherwise we may risk damaging our relationship with our
Chinese partner. In reality, however, we have to defend the project in
public all the time. The concern of the public has less to do with the
technical aspects of nuclear plants (many do realise that Daya Bay
uses imported technology and equipment) but more to do with
scepticism of and lack of confidence in China. It was almost as if a
private company in capitalist Hong Kong (under British colonial rule)
were taking up the burden of changing the perception of the Hong
Kong public towards a communist country.

b) Targeted public education rather than mass advertising

In the aftermath of Chernobyl and against the above background and
restraints, we have gone for targeted public education as our main
strategy for nuclear PR. The resulting change in public perception was
slow but impactful. Typical programmes include visits to the nuclear
power plant (by invitation) which involve certain logistical problems
because visitors have to go through immigration/customs formalities
(non-Hong Kong residents need a visa) just to go to Daya Bay. The
situation is very much different from a utility company in the west
opening its door to the public to visit their nuclear plant anytime any
day.

We have also staged exhibitions in shopping arcades, given
presentations to secondary school students (aged between 13 and 18)
and published a wide range of leaflets and pamphlets for distribution to
opinion leaders, the media, visitors to the plant, professionals
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(teachers, architects, nurses, lawyers, engineers etc) and students. Our
experience tells us that the most effective means of getting our message
across was to visit he plant, including a slide presentation and a tour of
the exterior of the site as well as the full-scope control room simulator.
But due to the complications involved in arranging a group visit
(manpower and resources implications), the number of people from
Hong Kong who can take part in such visits is limited to roughly 3000
per year.

We have also produced a 13-part video documentaries (5 minutes each)
and put them on TV as paid commercials. This year, we've opened a
Nuclear Information & Exhibition Centre in urban Hong Kong which is
an alternative to going on a trip to the Daya Bay plant.

In summary, we have implemented since 1987 a public education
programme that is clearly different in tone and style from a nuclear
promotional campaign which is more commonly seen in some western
countries. We aim not at promoting nuclear (at least on the surface)
but providing hard facts about nuclear and we let the audience make
their own judgements. The choice of our targets (students, their
teachers, the media and professionals) was made based on our
assumption that they are the ones in our society who are relatively
open minded and are prepared to listen to us. One of the difficulties
we encounter is the lack of interest of many people in Hong Kong in
the subject which is basically dry and technical for the laymen (interest
level would rise sharply in the wake of any adverse news about nuclear
or Daya Bay such as Chernobyl but that sort of interest always failed
to sustain for very long).

4. Phase 3 - Post commissioning 1994 to present)

Unit I of Daya Bay entered into commercial operation in February 1994 and Unit 2
three months later. Unit I has experienced several shutdowns during its first year of
operation though none of these were nuclear safety related. Most of the problems
occurred in the conventional part of the power station as is the experience in France.
However, since this is the first time the Hong Kong public has had a nuclear power
station on its doorstep, any trivial incident (which would be ignored if it occurred at a
coal-fired power plant) becomes headline news.

There were automatic shutdowns during the first year of operation but none were
significant in terms of nuclear safety. If for instance a technical fault occurs on the
conventional part of the plant which does not affect nuclear safety, the operator at
Daya Bay does not see the need to inform the residents nearby (i.e. mainland Chinese
nationals) - let alone those living 50 Ian away - i.e. Hong Kong residents. On the
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other hand, the public in Hong Kong (especially the media and politicians) insist on
being told of all such shutdowns as soon as they occur. It has taken us considerable
effort to convince Daya Bay management that for PR purposes, we should be seen to
be as open as possible and that the prompt release of information is essential to
achieve this. Since it sometimes took a few days to a few weeks before a technical
problem was clearly understood, the Daya Bay operator would inform the Hong
Kong public of such shutdowns after having been able to establish the full details.
We, as a part owner as well as the operator, have been criticised for "delaying" the
release of information under those circumstances.

The several shutdowns brought about a series of critical news articles on Daya Bay in
the local English media in August and September 1994 (several months after
commercial operation). These have resulted in considerable damage to the image of
the nuclear plant. The public seemed to be all the more convinced that China is
incapable of running a nuclear power station safely whenever they read from the press
that "Daya Bay shutdown again". China Light Power has also been adversely
affected by virtue of its involvement in it. One of the leading stocks analysts Merrill
Lynch published a report in early August in which the risk factor of China Light &
Power was raised in response to the growing concern for safety at the nuclear plant.

Even without the latest round of negative publicity, there is real concern among the
Hong Kong public (including the media, investment community and the general
populace) regarding the safety of Daya Bay. Much of that was due to inadequate
knowledge of nuclear energy and the safety aspects of Daya Bay (hence the public
education programme); but the crux is the lack of confidence in China's capability to
manage the plant, and the fear that China would hold back information about
problems of the plant particularly in the event of a nuclear accident.

This concern was further exacerbated by the fear of the unknown - the average person
in Hong Kong does not know what would happen to the territory and what he or she
should do if a nuclear accident occurs. In fact, the Government has spent some effort
in publicising its contingency plan (i.e. what the 29 different departments will do in
case of an accident) but obviously it needs to do more to inform the public about what
they should or should not do in such situations.

The agreed objective now - during the post-commissioning phase - is to make Daya
Bay a non-issue by projecting the plant's image as open and as transparent as
possible. This will be achieved by increased frequency of press briefings on Daya
Bay, publication of updates on the plant's performance and radiological and
environmental monitoring data.

We have also proposed to the Hong Kong Government the need to effectively
communicate to members of the public the contingency measures in Hong Kong in
case of a nuclear accident. Although we appreciate that residents living 50 km away
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from a modem PWR nuclear power station need to do nothing even in the worse case
scenario, the majority of the people in Hong Kong would not find it acceptable if the
Government simply tells them not to worry. There are elected legislators who even
call for drills for mass evacuation and there are those who worry about getting their
first air tickets out of the territory when the plant goes wrong.

5. Conclusion

As the cliche goes, action always speaks louder than words. It is our belief that, with
time, people in Hong Kong will come to realise that Daya Bay is not a threat to the
territory, and that they are actually benefitting from the long-term economical cost of
nuclear electricity and the cleaner air by burning less coal in Hong Kong. It may
however take years of safe operation for us to make a convincing case and I look
forward to reporting the progress of our PR work and the changing perception
(changing for the positive, I hope) of the Hong Kong public in a future P1ME
Conference.

END
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JAPAN'S NUCLEAR PA ACTIVITIES IN LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Nobuyuki FUJII

Japan Atomic Energy Relations Organization

I am a staf f member of the Department of Local Cooperation of

JAERO, which engages in planning and implementation of PA

activities to local governments.

Today, I would like to raise some points of PA activities, based

on my experience through our "cooperation projects for local

governments".

1, Involvement of local governments.

As you have well known, public consensus of nuclear energy in

Japan has shown considerable progress in these few years. There
seems to be a consensus, among Japanese people, which favors

nuclear energy.

However, a consensus has not been reached among local people in

regions where siting of new nuclear power plants is attempted,

and the siting problem is still very difficult to solve. The

reason that public acceptance is not gained at proposed sites of

new power plants has very much to do with the involvement of local

governments.

In Japan, the central government and the electric companies have

almost all authority and responsibility associated with the

construction and operation of nuclear power plants, while the

local governments do not have any.

Therefore, local governments tend to show a negative attitude to

construction of nuclear power plants in their area because it

requiresa lot of effort to obtain public consensus.

2, Development of the region
Recently, local governments have been securing their own

financial resources under the stringent economic situation, and

they are changing their attitude towards nuclear power plants, as

Japan's industrial policy now provides the planned sites with
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various measures, such as grants or subsidies to assist in

promoting the construction of nuclear power plants.

The role of the local governments is to promote the development

of the region, as well as to secure the health and social welfare

of the residents.

If a local governments somehow places an emphasis on this role,

it must invite industry to the region in order to raise or

maintain the living standard of the residents.

Please keep in mind the changing situation that surrounds the

issues I am speaking about.

Let me focus on two projects to examine our PA activities.

3, An attempt "Forum in Aomori"

First is the "Forum in Aomori." This project started 6 years ago,

in 1988, aimed at obtaining public consensus in Aomori prefecture

where the nuclear fuel cycle facility is being constructed in

Rokkasho- mura. We have had 88 forum there seeking to convince the

residence of the necessity of the facility, the safety of the

facility, and the foreseeable contribution of the facility to the

development of the region. JAERO has supported the project since

the first forum in the form of expert mission, etc..

I will show you some slides of the forum.

Members of the team, officers of the Science and Technology

Agency (STA) , and Ministry of International Trade and Industry

(MITI) make direct contacts with the residents to explain the

planned nuclear fuel cycle facility.

Famous experts in the field of radiation or regional development

give lectures to them. Members from the Undertaking and officers

of the prefecture also join the forum and answer questions from

the residents.

This "Forum in Aomori" played a significant role in gaining

public acceptance of the facility. This was vital because the

nuclear fuel cycle facility is indispesable for Japan to maintain

the independency of its nuclear policy and to secure the stable

operation of nuclear power plants.
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Even though all the anti-nuclear groups regarded Aomori as the

decisive battlefield, and even though the Chernobyl accident had

recently occured, the nuclear fuel cycle facility has been

constructed on schedule, and is now starting operation.

4, Nuclear Study Courses for manpower development

Second is the manpower development project which is directed

towards officers of local governments. JAERO initiated this

project in 1990 and has, wihthin the last 4 years, held 23 courses

with about 350 participants.

I will show you some slides of the courses.

The aim of this project is to systematically provide officers of

local governments. Duties of such officers are to draft reports to

the local congressesto answer the questions from the residents,

to engage in the public information activities,.. and therefore,

the courses should consist of instructive contents for their

duties.

The curriculum and the texts are thoroughly examined to assure

that the courses meet the purpose and provide plain explanation of

topical issues on nuclear energy. The courses are divided into two

categories, namely, the comprehensive course and the specialized

course.

The comprehensive course is further divided into three levels

junior, middle, and senior. Participants can learn overall issues

according to the level of their knowledge. The contents are such

as energy supply, global environment, Japan's nuclear energy

development, the safety of nuclear energy, radiation effect and

management, radioactive waste management, nuclear disaster

preventionregional development, public relations. Each course

consists of a series of intensive lectures given over 4 days.

Specialized course, on the other hand, chooses one theme, such as

the measures against severe accidents, plutonium utilization, high

level radioactive waste management, and coexistence of nuclear

power plants with the region, and provides the participants with

profound knowledge.
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This project has been highly evaluated for its contribution to

improving the level of nuclear-related knowledge of the officers

of local governments.

5, Conclusion

Local governments distribute the public information directly to

the residents. This is very important because officers of the

local government can be the opinion leaders of the region. Local

government exist very close to the residents, while the central

government is a distant and faceless existence for the local

people.

I believe that the local governments play an imperative role in

PA activities. In other words, we must further utilize the

organizations and functions of the local governments to implement

PA activities.

In conclusion, I will offer three recommendations.

Firstly, enough budget and authority should be given to the local

governments as far as PA activities in their areas are concerned,

and most of such activities should be entrusted to the local

governments.

Local governments should place more public relations officers,

and continue the manpower development.

Secondly, with regard to highly technical or specialized issues

which a local governments cannot treat alone, related

organizations like JAERO should support their PA activities.

Thirdly, such related organizations should also cooperate with

local governmentincluding assistance in providing know-how, when

their public information activities focus on educators,

journalists, or the women.

These three points should be given due consideration in our

cooperation projects for the local governments", and JAERO is

doing its best every day.
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Communication Experiences of Taipower's Fourth NPS

- The Lungman Project

by Stephen S. T Lee and Raymond C J Liao
Taiwan Power Company, Taiwan
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� Background of Taiwan Power Company Taipower)

In 1993, Taipower sold 92.1 TWh of electricity, which represented 42.5 of
the total energy demanded in Taiwan. Since Taipower is a state-owned
enterprise and the only electricity utility, it shares a major part of the
responsibility of nation's energy supply. It is also because that Taipower is a
state-owned utility, all kinds of its development projects and annual budget have
to be approved by the Government the Executive Yuan first and then sent to
the Legislative Yuan (the Congress for review. In 1993, Taiwan imported more
than 95% of the total energy needed. As a major energy supplier in Taiwan,
Taipower has to follow the state energy policy to diversify its fuel varieties to
secure the stability of power supply.

In late 60's, Taipower decided to build a number of nuclear power stations
in order to diverse the energy resources and supply enough electricity. Due to
the ruling party KMT had absolutely influence in the country, and whole nation
believed that the major constructions were symbols of progress, the construction
of nuclear power stations were proceeded smoothly. Three nuclear power
stations, two units each, were then built one by one during the decade of 70's
without much effort regarding communication to the general public. Under such
circumstances, the first reactor unit commercialized by the end of 978. While
the sixth unit was turned on in May, 1985, the total nuclear capacity was 5144
MW.

Yet, the seventh and eighth units the fourth NPS, also the Lungman
Project ) faced changing era. Not only the general public became more
conservative to nuclear issues due to the TMI and Chernobyl accidents, also the
nation political structure was changed. A major opposition party - Democratic
Progressive Party DPP ) - was formed in 1987. And its party platform
indicates that they aim to create a nuclear-free homeland. The society of Taiwan
was more liberal and diversified than ever before. Although the ruling party is
still being able to dominate more than half seats in the Legislative Yuan, the
diversity of whole society makes the work of some major constructions harder
and harder. Obviously, Taipower has to do extra work on the communication to
the public.

� The Fourth Nuclear Power Station

The first discussion of the fourth NPS was in 1980. At that moment, the
construction of Taiwan's 2nd nuclear power station was almost finished and the
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3rd one was about half done. In order to build up enough base-load capacity and
to use those construction facilities more efficiently, Taipower submitted the
application for the fourth NPS in 980. In that year, Taipower submitted the Site
Selection Report of the 4th NPS to apply for the permission of locating the
power station at Yenliao area of Taipei County. The Yenliao site, which locates
at the northeast tip of Taiwan, was selected as the preferred site of the
Lungman Project after careful evaluation.

Yet, in 1982, this project was suspended due to the worldwide economic
recession and the slowdown of domestic power demand. In 1984, the economic
turned out prosperous. Taipower applied for the permission of the project again.
But, in 1985, the Government the Executive Yuan instructed that the public's
concerns over nuclear power should be clarified before the commencement of
the project. In 1987, the Congress decided to freeze the initial budget for the
project.

Since the domestic power demand recovered gradually and the reserved
margin of whole power system decreased year by year, Taipower reapplied for
the construction of 4th NPS in 1991. In 1992, the Executive Yuan permitted the
project and the Congress agreed to unfreeze the budget. On Feb. 1, 1993,
Taipower sent out the invitation for nuclear island bit, and it was due on Jan. 7,
1994.

� The Opposition Groups

In Taiwan, the antinuclear movement is part of the against ruling party
movements. In 1985, the voice of ceasing the 4th NPS was first appeared in the
public. Yet, it was not until the foundation of the major environmental group -
Taiwan Environmental Protection Union TEPU ) - in 1987, the movement
became better organized. Since then, TEPU plays the leading role in the
antinuclear movement and has close relationship with the opposition party (DPP).
Although TEPU covers most of the nation environmental issues, it puts most of
its resource on antinuclear campaign. Actually, the image of TEPU almost
equals to antinuclear to the public. TEPU organized most of the environmental
groups, female groups, religious groups, local groups, and consumer
organizations, etc., and held a series of protest activities annually. The
anniversary of Chernobyl accident is the issue which TEPU favors. Besides, the
annual state-owned enterprises budget review at the Congress is also a favorite
occasion for the antinuclear movement.
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Perhaps it is due to the high population density in Taiwan, anything
regarding NPS is easily become a nationwide issue. Also, there are too many
incorrect or exaggerated information make public feel more negative about
nuclear. Due to lack of communication in the past, there are many people
project their negative feeling about reality to Taipower's 4th NPS. The opposition
party and TEPU utilize this characteristic to agitate the antinuclear campaign. In
recent, the opposition is trying to turn down the 4th NPS by holding plebiscite.
Their slogan is Cease the 4th by Plebiscite ". And they collected about 1020
college teachers' signatures to support the antinuclear campaign there are
more than 37,000 college teachers in Taiwan) and make an image that the
academies are all against nuclear. Due to college teachers have quite high
social status in Taiwan, the so called one-thousand professors" do influence a
lot to the public.

Although the antinuclear groups failed to block the budget for Lungman
Project at the Congress, they didn't give up at all. They switched the main battle
field to Taipei County -- where the project site located. In June, 1994, the
antinuclear groups initiated an activity to recall four pronuclear Legislators in
Taipei County. They submitted the citizen name list of required amount to the
Taipei County Election Commission and the Central Election Commission. After
a series of heat discussions, the Central Election Commission approved the pro
& con recall vote and decided that it will be held on November 27. And the
Taipei County Government, which is governed by DPP, announced that the
county plebiscite for the 4th NPS will be held on the same day right after the
Central Election Commission's decision.

Taipower's Communication History

Taipower's nuclear communication system has been experienced three
different stages since 1990. The first stage of Taipower's nuclear
communication system was started from early 1990. A task force - Strategic
Planning Task Force for Nuclear Projects SPTF ) - was formed to put effort
on the unfreezing of the initial budget for 4th NPS, which was frozen by the
Congress in 1987. The major targets in this stage were the news media,
government officers and the legislators. In June, 1992, the Congress voted for
unfreezing the budget of 4th NPS. And the SPTF was then dismissed.
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In March, 1993, some legislators of opposition party launched a proposal
which demanded that the budget for 4th NPS should be reviewed again and
opened for discussion. Consequently, Taipower recalled the members of SPTF
and added some more members to form the 2nd stage task force - Nuclear
Communication Group ". The major task in this stage was to prevent the budget
from freezing again by the legislators. On July 9 1993, the Congress voted 76 to
57 against the opposition party's proposal.

After experienced the annual fight for budget of the 4th NPS, Taipower
realized that it is necessary to perform public communication constantly. On
March 14, 1994 a formal organization, Nuclear Communication Center NCC
was established and the third stage of the communication history for the 4th NPS
commenced. The communication objects were then expanded to aim at local
residents of the project site, news media, legislators, social parties, scholars and
experts. The NCC's short term target is to keep 4th NPS undergoing smoothly,
while the long term target is to make most of the public have correct knowledge
of nuclear power and accept nuclear power as an indispensable energy source
in Taiwan.

� What we have done

(1 ) Opinion Polls

In the past, several nationwide opinion polls had been done. The results
showed that about 60% of interviewees were in favor of nuclear power steadily.
Yet, the latest poll showed that around 60% of interviewees had ranked
themselves as less knowing about nuclear energy. This is a very serious
warning sign to a company like Taipower which has nuclear power for almost 20
years. In order to overcome this phenomenon, Taipower began to invite
extensively the public to visit NPS. We bring visitors to our nuclear exhibition
center and the refueling level of a full powered BWR (which is inside the
containment whenever it is possible. The largest benefit yielded by this visiting
program is not to earn the trust from visitors, but to bring pressures to our NPSs
-- the housekeeping in NPSs is performing better than ever before.

(2) Operation Performance Improvement

Transparency is always the fundamental of communication. Besides of
onsite tours, we setup several toll free hotlines to answer all kinds of questions
related to Taipower. Of course, we have to polish ourselves before opening to



the public. The operation performance indicators of Taipower's six nuclear units
have been significantly enhanced after the completion of the first five-year
improvement program 1988 to 1993 ), and the second five-year improvement
program are being executed.

(3) Modern Energy Workshops

Since 1982, Taipower offered modern energy workshops to high school and
elementary school teachers twice a year. The courses for the workshops are
designed not only to introduce the peaceful use of nuclear energy, but also to
promote public acceptance through the education systems. There have been 28
workshops sponsored for high school teachers, with a total participants of about
31 00. Fourteen workshops have held for elementary school teachers with a total
participants of about 1900.

4 Scholars and Experts

Since the antinuclear campaign has been simply moralized and highly
politicized by some of the antinuclear groups, most of the public choose to keep
silent. As a matter of fact, we have worked on finding some scholars and
experts who are willing to speak out pronuclear opinion in public occasions for
long. Eventually, the efforts came out with few rewards. Besides of these efforts,
we invite not only those who are willing to accept nuclear, but also those so-
called one-thousand professors to visit our facilities, and allow them to see
whatever they name. We hope that the negative feeling regarding nuclear can
be easy somehow through the visiting program.

(5) Lobbying

Since Taipower is one of the state-owned enterprises, budget for all kinds of
power development projects should be approved by the Congress, therefore,
Lobbying i,s an important part of our job. Our targets in the Congress are not
only the Legislators, but also their assistants. In addition to supporting any kind
of information regarding electric power, we offer them services in connection
with electricity supply to solve the problems at their precincts as possible as we
can.

(6) Feedback Program at Site Vicinities
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According to current feedback program, one-hundredth of construction cost
and five-thousandths of generation income will be withdrawn to subsidize the
development of sites'vicinities. Currently, we are working on doubling the
percentage of generation income withdrawn. Besides, we are trying to help the
Yenliao area to form a cooperation in order to make the localized procurement
possible. Also, we are organizing supervision committees at all NPS vicinities to
perform the interface function between the NPS and local residents. The
committee will include the personnel from local government, public
representatives and NPS.

� The Way To Go

Taipower realizes that with limited indigenous energy, nuclear power is an
indispensable energy source to Taiwan, and public acceptance is the vital factor
for the sustainable development of nuclear power. Consequently, Taipower will
endeavor in communicating with the public for our 4th NIPS. The door of
communication won't close after the construction of 4th NPS. Instead, we set
our goal to be an eternal part of sites' vicinities. We understand that there is still
a long way to go and no one can tell when will we reach the goal. Yet, there are
words in Chinese: no matter how far you have to go, it all begins from the first
step". Now, we already stepped out. And the goal will be reached someday.
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Speech by Louise M Whittaker, Corporate Affairs Manager, BNFL, England

ENS PHYTE 95 'It tells you where we want to 1!o and not where we've been'

Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. It is a pleasure to be invited to speak to you today. You

have listened to many interesting case studies so far. I hope that the next 12 minutes, which will

explain the background to my curious title, will be just as fascinating.

Names such as BP,'Shell, Ciba Geigy BMW and Peugeot conjure up images of high quality, well-

respected blue-chip companies. And yet the public perception of the collective industry which

they operate within - such as petrochen-dcals or pharmaceuticals - is often as poor as the generic

nuclear industry. Indeed, these industries are often perceived as environmental pillagers and

profiteers in various guises.

But unlike the nuclear industry, they have used the strength of their corporate image and their

powerful projection as respected, and above all, trusted international companies to escape the

dark cloud of disbelief.

So how have we tried to apply this to BNFL? Whilst continuing to concentrate upon building an

understanding of the company we have now moved on to the next stage of buildin trust and

reassurance. The pivot for achieving this objective is, we believe, the corporate identity of the

company. It provides the 'glue' which holds all of the otherwise separate communication

initiatives together in pursuit of a common goal. And there began an intensive 18-month review

of BNFL's corporate identity and the subsequent implementation of an updated image which is set

to take the cornpany into the 21st Century.

am sure you are all familiar with the BNFL logo displayed on the screen. But did you know that

this identity dates back to 1977 at which time BNFL was primarily focused on the UK nuclear

market. Since then, we have become much more sarply focused on the international marketplace
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and are now diversifying into new areas including the non-nuclear sector. We now'do business

with around 17 countries and nearly alf of BNFL's turnover will soon be con-drig from non-UK

markets.

This is the fundamental reason why we embarked upon an extensive review of BNFL's corporate

identity to ensure that it would complement our present market situation and future long-term

aspirations.

A thorough investigation into every aspect of the company's visual identity was launched. This

began with the company's name and identity structure and transcended all the visual

manifestations such as te logo, its application and its ability to consistently project a statement

of quality and professionalism.

We adopted a five-fold approach: interviews with BNFL senior management, BNFL employees,

a company-wide photographic audit, and desk and market research amongst small focus groups

involving key members of the general public.

The result was a detailed insight into the 'personality' of BNFL and the breadth to wch this

'personality' has changed in recent years. As you can see from this slide the picture has changed

significantly. In essence we are now much more commercially aware, forward looking and

entrepreneurial in our management style.

But the most powerful research results of all came from the visual audit. Here are just a few

samples of the photographs which were taken across the sites. We compared these with the

vision statements of the company. They served to illustrate a wide perception gap between our

vision for the future and the way the Company projected itself visually.
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In summary; BNFL's current visual identity was, amongst other things, dated,'fragmented,

inconsistent and poorly maintained. More importantly these results suggested a range of issues,

surnmarised in this slide for us to address.

Quite simply, the existing identity did NOT say where we were going - only where we had been.

The research also revealed three interesting conclusions regarding BNFL as a company name. It

was clearly a very strong brand but there was distinct confusion over the acronym BNFL and the

full registered company name of British Nuclear Fuels pc. In addition, 'British' was felt to be too

restrictive for a company focused upon a broad international marketplace and the word fuel

implied we concentrate purely on the fuel cycle, dismissing our unrivalled achievements in areas,

such as engineering, fluorochernicals and environmental clean-up. The solution was to promote

the company as BNFL and de-emphasise the use of the full company name during all promotional

activity.

So, where did we go from here? How could we use all of these fascinating insights to the best

advantage Was it simply a case of managing the existing identity more carefully or did it signal

the need for a complete change. Only further research could give us these answers. However,

one thing was quite clear and that was the need for the company to achieve consistent standards

for all visual material, whether it be workwear, signs or vehicles.

So, there we entered stage two of the review process. We developed three options for testing -

three visual representations. Firstly the existing BNFL logo, secondly a refined and more modem

version of the existing BNFL logo and finally a complete change of logo.

As you can see from these slides each logo was put into the context of corporate identity and

applied to various visual material - signs, stationery and workwear. We were also keen to

establish the strength of the three options in relation to other well known and respected identities.
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Here we embarked on a programme of widespread research. Each option was tesied amongst

our key audiences including BNFL personnel, key opinion formers and our customer base. These

three display boards travelled the length and breadth of the K and across the globe for

consultation with our key audiences to achieve in-depth and meaningful research data. Many of

you here today, I know, have played a vital role in assisting us with this research programme.

After much hard work and detailed data analysis, the result was an inch thick research report with

very interesting results. What I am about to show you are the majority findings.

We took the opportunity of asking questions of a more general nature as a 'scene-setter'.

Interestingly, the responses endorsed many findings of other independent research studies that we

conduct in regular waves. In summary, it was generally believed, (and I must qualify at tis point

these are findings amongst the general public), that BNrFL was a key generator of nuclear

electricity. The role of BNFL was unknown amongst other general research groups. Secondly,

whilst the company was perceived to be powerful it was also seen as secretive.

Focusing now on the three options posed to the interviewees, the current identity as you can see

was seen to be cold, clinical and unfriendly - a style which communicates very little and is

basically low key, and low profile.

Interestingly the second option conjured images of a bomb and even a receptacle for waste

products!

In contrast, the third option - the new identity - appeared stronger, more positive and dynamic.

And for us, the most significant finding (and one which presented us with a tremendous

breakthrough in achieving public acceptability) was the potential for this new concept to help in

eroding current negative perceptions. The new identity with its open and welcoming nature was

perceived at least as strong as the identities of the telecommunications company BT and stronger

than the computer firm ICL and UK-based airport management company BAA.
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We had no doubt that the new identity was the right way forward for BNFL. And following a

presentation to the Board of BNFL and approval to take it forward we embarked on a detailed

programme of employee communication to implement the new identity aong,%hrith guidelines for

all the company's visual material.

It must be stressed, however, that the policy we adopted for implementation has been one of

cost-effectiveness and gradual transition. In general, we are working within a policy of replacing

items as they wear out, rather than changing merely because items carried the old logo.

Here you can see the identity applied to stationery, signage, vehicle livery, literature, and a variety

of promotional items. The long-term success is dependent upon the education of the workforce

to act as ambassadors of the new identity.

Throughout the review and now at the implementation phase, we established a group of site

representatives to act as a focal point for employees to pose questions regarding the new identity.

We utilised all the employee communication tools open to us within the company from regular

articles in the company newspaper to employee briefings and formal company notices.

In addition, we have developed a comprehensive corporate identity manual whiqh details every

current and likely future application of the identity. In addition to pre-printed stationery, we

recognised that information technology would play a key role in the success and consistency of

the identity. To this end we spent numerous hours developing computer-based templates for all

standard stationery and presentation material.

Also as part of an on-going education programme we have developed practical workshops for

employees to attend and to learn more fully about the full implications and the advantages of a

consistent corporate identity programme.
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A common message throughout all the employee communications initiatives has been to stress

that the new identity is now a registered trademark. Indeed, it is much more than simply a

trademark - it is a comprehensive design system.

However, 100% compliance will not happen overnight unless each and every member of the

BNFL workforce is fully committed to its consistent application. But I believe that everyone is

now ready for that challenge and I am convinced that they are committed to its success.

This sharper image for BNFL symbolises the company's vision and values as they are today and

not as they were yesterday. We believe that the identity communicates a positive belief in the

future to employees and to key external audiences. We believe it is a statement of our

professionalism and quality and that it communicates a better understanding of the company's

operations. We believe it is an image worthy of a world class company which is diversifying into

new and exciting markets. And above all we believe it will lead to a more successful ana

profitable business.

To finish at the beginning, I would like to sum up with the quote from our research findings - 'It

says where we are going, not where we have been'.
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Klaus Sj6blom, Loviisa Nuclear Power Plant, Finland:

NUCLEAR EMERGENCIES PROTECTIVE ACTIONS

INTORMATION TO LOCAL U�HABITANTS

in the nuclear field have a firm thrust on the safety of nuclear power plants.
echnical improvements have increased the safety of new and old nuclear power plants. Many
imultaneous component failures and/or human errors are improbable but possible. All operating
.uclear power plants have large quantities of radioactivity in the core; the reactors produce
.ecay heat even after a successful shutdown and this decay heat is large enough to melt the fuel
,the thermal transfer is not adequate. Thus we have to admit that a risk of nuclear accidents
_oes exist and we have to prepare us for emergencies. There is a Finnish proverb that could be
.-anslated as
"Preparing for emergencies is wise; It does not show that an accident is coming.

loth the plant (on-site) and the nearby area (off-site) have emergency plans. Rescue service
uthorities are responsible of the off-site. The main protective actions are sheltering, evacuation
nd iodine ingestion.

'he Loviisa off-site emergency plan assumes that a major part of this population takes care of
ieir own protective actions; Rescue service authorities can then concentrate on the coordination
-tivities and to those people who need help. To be able to carry out the protective actions
mely and effectively the people should have information on radiation risk and emergency
Tanning. In case of a potential accident the local population should follow the rescue service
iformation and know how to shelter and how to evacuate themselves. Though there are many
,ockpiles of iodine pellets in the area the rescue service authorities recommend that each
ousehold should purchase iodine pellets for their own need.

he utility and the rescue service authorities have distributed information brochures to all
ornes within 30 Ian from Loviisa NPS since 90. Within this area there are 25 000 inhabitants;
bout one third of these live in the town of Loviisa and the rest in smaller villages or in the
aral area. This brochyre gives information on radiation and protective actions in case of an
ccident. Because the brochures might not stay available and so also the local telephone
atalogue contains this information.
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he local and national rescue service authorities with the utility planned the information to the
3cal inhabitants. This information made use of existing off-site emergency plans. Each page
ontains three columns: text on Finnish on the left, illustrations in the middle and text on
;wedish on the right side. The illustrations were designed by radiation specialists and drawn by

freelance artist.

'resenting instructions for evacuation and other rescue services requires careful emergency
Tanning: Do the plans work not only on the paper but also in practice? Is everything updated?
low are special groups taken care of9 Are there enough resources? The distribution of this
rochure has neither increased fear of nuclear accidents nor criticism to rescue services raised.
active information policy is a sign of consciousness of emergency preparedness responsibilities,
.iough the probability of nuclear accidents is very low.

VISUALIZATION OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS E\TORMATION

"How are you prepared for nuclear emergencies?"

'his question is presented to us by many professional and nonprofessional plant visitors. The
-scue service authorities and local inhabitants often want to have seminar presentations on
uclear accidents and emergency preparedness. To maintain the attention of our audience we
-iould avoid gray text overhead projections. Modem PC graphic tools give the emergency
lanners the ability to prepare color pictures. Now we have illustrative information material
jout nuclear accidents, emergency preparedness, rescue services and conduction on drills
:exercises. This graphical information is available both on viewgraphs and on A-papers. Text
recessing systems can attach PC graphics to text files.

. is easy to collect an appropriate information
ackage for each target group and for each
-ssion. For the plant visitors this information
zys on the walls of the plant emergency
perations facility (EOF).

Ve have used this information material in
arious seminars and meetings. Instead of falling
) own thoughts the audience pays more
ttention to the topic of the lecture; afterwards
iey ask extra copies for their uses and our
nswer is usually "WITH PLEASURE!".
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18
Marcel A. Untensperger, Nagra (Swiss National Cooperative for the Disposal of Radioactive Waste)

The breakthrough
In June 1994 two-thirds of the voters present at a community meeting in Wolfenschiessen agreed
to host a repository for short-lived low- and intermediate-level (LLW/ILW) waste in the nearby
Wellenberg mountain. Wolfenschiessen, located in a farming region in central Switzerland, is a
village of 1900 residents. Nagra, the Swiss National Cooperative for the Disposal of Radioactive
Waste, was able to celebrate a breakthrough at last.

Nuclear opponents criticised that the community had, essentially, been bought by Nagra. But
agreements for free electricity, grants and annual payments only represented the culmination of a
decade of intense effort by Nagra towards winning local public acceptance for its repository. The
host community came to trust Nagra for what we are - a technical service rganisation with a
federal mandate but with no political power.

it was a long way
As a matter of fact, Nagra has encountered much more opposition than acceptance over the years.
Our scientists were greeted by residents carrying pitchforks and sticks when attempting to begin
experimental field work at one site; due to exhaustive use of Swiss democratic rights, permission
to drill at another site was delayed by opponents for eight years.

In 1978, Nagra issued a first report listing potential host rocks. In 1981, the inventory of potential
sites for LLW/ILW disposal numbered 1 00; this was later reduced to 20. By 1983, there were three
candidates. Nagra lateradded Wellenberg -this site is similarto Oberbauenstock, one of thethree
finalists, but is more accessible and easier to explore.

In 1985, Nagra requested the Cantonal government of Nidwalden for permission to explore Wellen-
berg as a fourth site. The Canton seemed f riendly f rom the start - a rather pleasant surprise. How-
ever the Cantonal government's acceptance of Nagra's request provoked opposition and an orga-
nisation called MNA, consisting of Greens, environmentalists and nuclear opponents, was founded.

MNA had some success and pushed opposing initiatives, but Nagra proceeded and obtained local
permission for test drilling and a wide range of scientific studies. This resulted in countless hydro-
logical and geophysical tests and generated 20 technical reports. Some 25 million Swiss francs
went into investigative work and the drilling of five boreholes.

Hundreds of Wolfenschiessen residents attended orientation meetings, where Nagra's emphasis
was on trying to maintain dialogue and seeking consensus face-to-face or in small groups.

What did Nagra learn from all these obstacles?
On its waytowards gaining public acceptance, Nagra was confronted with problems in three areas:

Fear and safety,
NIMBY-syndrome (not in my backyard)
Manipulation of public anxiety for individual political gain and as a substratum for
arguments against nuclear power.
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Fear and safety
The only way to diminish fear is to inform, correctly and honestly, over a period of many years, to
keep one's word in the long run and to show that results are based on serious, careful and trans-
parent scientific work. As the fruit of these efforts, hopefully, we gain credibility and we prove to
be trustworthy. If somebody in the street is asked "why is it safe?" and this person answers
"because Nagra says so", then you know that you have done a good job. In its public information
activities relating to the fear issue, Nagra has concentrated on three topics: the safety of the
installation against all possible risks, including earthquakes, ice ages and other natural disasters,
the efforts towards minimising the negative effects of construction and operation of the facility
and the scientific reasons for choosing Wellenberg as the site.

NIMBY-syndrome
Even when the community is persuaded that the repository will be safe, the question still remains:
Why here? Why should we accept a repository on behalf of others? The answer lies in remuneration.
Remuneration for public services is usual in Switzerland for site-specific facilities which serve the
public interest. Forexample, mountain communitieswhich maketheirwater rights and land available
for the generation of electricity receive remuneration, as do the communities at the location of the
Swiss centralised interim storage facilities. With money, all that can be achieved is mitigating the
NIMBY-syndrome; financial remuneration can never make up for lack of safety. This conclusion
was confirmed by an independent public opinion poll.

The community will receive a one-of indemnity of SFr 3 million to cover the disruption and incon-
venience caused by construction. When all construction permits have been obtained, annual grants
of SFr 25 million to the community will begin and continue for 40 years; a special fund of SFr 25
million is to be established in the name of the community to earn interest so that residents will be
able to maintain their lifestyle after the 40 years are up. Also for 40 years the Canton of Nidwalden
will receive annual grants of SFr. 1.0 million and free electricity worth Fr 35 million yearly.

The total amount of direct payments to be made to the Canton and the community will be equiv-
alent to a little over one Swiss Franc per resident of Switzerland per year. This seems a reasonable
sum for all short-lived radioactive waste, including thatfrom medical, industrial and research sources.
The proposed payments are already included in the current price of electricity.

Arguments of the opponents
"Prodding the sack but meaning the donkey" is a technique often used by our opponents. They
claim that final disposal is not possible and that the NPPs should therefore be closed down. To
deal with this kind of misrepresentation we argue on an ethical level. Responsibility fortheweilbeing
of future generations is ours, the benefiting society should accept the task of disposing of the
waste it produces. Action speaks louder than words! We try to show the politicians that there is a
benefit in supporting waste management activities and agencies - it's ethical, noble and responsible.

Conclusions
While we at Nagra concede that Wellenberg represents a "green light", we also know that not all
lights ahead will be green. Some will be amber. Is the Wellenberg story one of success? The future
will tell us, but a few doors have been opened along the way towards realising a repository for
short-lived LW1ILW in Switzerland 
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"Building Trust with the Public in Site Selection

of Radioactive Waste Repository in Croatia"

Mirjana ter'kov Kka

Antun SchaUer

Sociological and similar investigations of ecological and energy problems in

Croatia and abroad have shown that almost a issues related to radioactivity,

nuclear energy and - above a - radioactive waste disposal are accepted

distrustfully and doubtfully by the public. Therefore it is essential how to promote

the public as an active participant in decision making process related also to the

site selection of radioactive waste disposal facilities.

It should be emphasised that the Republic of Croatia ought to fd solution

to dispose not only radioactive waste generated on its own territory, i.e. waste

derived from diverse medical, industrial and scientific nuclear applications which

does not exceed some 70 cubic metres: in total. It is also obliged to fnd acceptable

solutions for disposal of a half of total radioactive waste accumulating in the

Kr'ko NPP which is situated in Slovenia, but represents a joint venture facility

of both countries, Slovenia and Croatia. Therefore, one of essential duties of the

APO - Hazardous Waste Management Agency is just performance of these

activities in Croatia.

APO was established on 2 June 1993. In fact, it started operating already

on 2July 1991 as the Croatian Radwaste Management Agency, which has been

created by the Croatian Electricity Generating Board according to a special

governmental decision. The Agency has meanwhile broadened its competencies to

other types of wastes and consequently changed its name into APO - Hazardous

Waste Management Agency. In spite of broadening the scope of activities to al

hazardous waste, one of the most essential targets remained preparatory actions

for low- and intermediate radioactive waste disposal.
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The site selection process of low- ah d intermediate radioactive waste disposal

in Croatia started in 1988. The process encompasses a activities which are

necessary for a competent selection of a few preferred (candidate) sites. The site

selection process itself is organized in two stages: (1) site survey stage; and 2) site

evaluation stage. The fst stage, being currently in progress, is related to al

activities directed to inclusion of preferred sites into the Regional Plan of Croatia,

whilst the second stage includes a necessary on-field investigations at few

preferred sites and identification of the most suitable one, i.e. the fnal repository

site. Eight potential areas containing even 42 potential sites have been determined

so far. Promotion of several preferred sites is expected to be done until July 995.

Official announcement of preferred sites will be followed by public debate on

their acceptance at a level of political-territorial organization, including local

communities. Inclusion of preferred sites into the Regional Plan will follow this

public debate, respecting its conclusions. Performed researches have shown that

the public is not yet quite familiar with issues related to radioactive waste

management. Therefore, it gets obvious that considerable efforts of experts from

different professional fields are needed to raise public education level and thus to

support the public to be promoted into an active and competent party in decision

making process.

The people working in APO - Hazardous Waste Management Agency have

been aware of considerable public resistance to most of activities the Agency is

dealing with since the very beginning of its operation. Consequently, permanent

education and honest information to the public have been taken as the Agency's

high priority tasks. Namely, if the public is treated as a competent participant in

decision making process then it gets obvious that publicity of work is not only a

technical matter, but indeed a necessary condition of the Agency's regular and

successful operation.

APO - Hazardous Waste Management Agency has drafted and started the

following modes of communication with the public:
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(a) permanent co-operation with mass-media in order to give continuous, full,

precise, synchronous and honest information to the public;

(b) weH-organized research of public opinion related to environmental issues;

(c) various sponsorships referring to environmental protection;

(d) public participation in improving both the Agency's activities and the

complete radwaste disposal management.

AU performing activities are conceived to support our basic idea: APO is an

independent, unprofitable, ecologically interested, competent agency ready to

arrange different radwaste management actions in accordance with the most

important and latest achievements practised in the world. For this reason the

APO srted following activities:

(1) Issuing the publicly comprehensible publications directed to raise the public

education and information levels in the field. The following issues have

been published by the APO so far:

- 'EnergyGenerationOptionsandLbniwionsinCroatial-Y

"Glossary of Nuclear Terms'-

"Radioactive Waste: What is It? How Does It Generate? How to Manage It?'

The authors of these publications are prominent experts in concerning

thematic fields. Co-operating with sociologists, they made publications which do

not impose the final solution; it is up to every single reader to develop his own

decision-making mechanism.

(2) Issuing of bulletins. A-PO has recently started the issuing of the bulletin

"APO-News" which info on the Agency's current operation but also

gives the most important information on respective events in the world.

(3) Organizing of conferences, round tables and lectures of domestic and

fo which are referring to activities of the APO.

(4) Visits of particular groups (experts, journalists) to facilities of interest in

Croatia and abroad aiming to get acquainted with concerning experiences

and practise in the world. For example, the APO organized a visit of
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eminent Croatian journalists (press, radio, TV) to Spain in June 1994. They

were acquainted with the operation of ENRESA (the Spanish National

Radioactive Waste Management Agency), but also visited the low- and

intermediate waste repository at El Cabril, the closed uranium tailing dump

at Andujar and the Vandellos 11 Nuclear Power Plant. The journalists were

also fully informed on basic radiation safety principles being in practice in

treatment of radioactive waste in Spain.

(5) Sponsoring some environmentally related projects Particular attention is

given to schools and school projects.

(6) Informing mass-media about all relevant Agency's activities. All current

APO projects of interest are presented to the public through press

conferences, TV-programmes, discussions with journalists, expert debates,

interviews etc. All employees are always ready to give relevant information

to the journalists respecting our slogan "no question must stay without an

appropriate answer".

In addition, the Visitor (Information) Centre, as a further improving action

of public participation programme, is foreseen to be established at the APO as

soon as it will practically possible.

We are aware that building trust with the public is a very tiring and long-

term process which should be carefully planned and performed. World practice

shows that public involvement in radioactive waste disposal issues is treated as

high-priority task. Although every single country creates its own programme of

public participation in concerning issues, it is obvious that general methods and

approaches to the programme implementation are basically same or similar.

Anyhow, the APO's high priority tasks are creation and performance of an

honest� correct� synchronous and complete public information programme.
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The Role of t)inion Research in Communications Programmes

Background by Tom Curtin

First, I would like very befly to put Nirex in context. Nirex is a company financed by the UK
nuclear industry to dispose of intermediate and some long-lived low-level radioactive waste. The
company has no responsibility for high-level radioactive waste.

Most low-level waste is disposed of at a shallow site owned by Btish Nuclear Fuels, one of Nirex's
shareholders. It is expected this will have capacity well into the next century. At present, all of
Nirex's shareholders are state-owned, although privatisation of certain parts of the industry is under
consideration.

At Nirex, we use opinion research in a number of ways:
as a map'to guide communications programmes
to set baselines and targets
to isolate issues of concern to our publics

The Company carries out market research covering three key audiences:
the general public
politicians
journalists

The General Public

Through the industry rganisation, Nlrex has access to opinion research on a UK-wide basis. This
shows that radioactive waste is not high amongst the list of concerns on an unprompted basis.
When asked: "What do you yourself feel are the most important problems facing Britain today?"
Nuclear waste does not appear in the top ten concerns. "Only 1 of the sample cite nuclear waste
as such a problem, and this does not vary between sub-groups. Even those who are "not in favour"
of nuclear electricity are no more likely than others to mention nuclear waste spontaneously as a
concern'.

Even when respondents were asked specifically about types of pollution of concern, nuclear waste
disposal figured sixth in the list, with only 7 stating it gave them most concern, and 21% listing it
as another type of pollution also causing concern. Car exhausts/traffic was top of the list, with 45%
and 67%, followed by industrial/chernical pollution, 14% and 40%, then air pollution, destruction of
the ozone layer and sea/river pollution.

However, when asked about aitudes to specific environmental problems, nuclear waste disposal
was rated as an extremely serious problem by 58% and quite serious by 36%. The comparable
figures for destruction of the ozone layer were 46% for both categories, for greenhouse effect/global
warming, 37% and 53%, and for acid rain, 32% and 59%.

But more important to Nirex and its plans are the people in Cumbria - the county in the north west
of England where the company is investigating a site to test its suitability for a deep underground
repository. The County is the planning authority. Focusing down further, the aitudes in the district
of Copeland where the repository could be located, are also of keen interest.

Nirex conducts its own opinion polls, but also has access to those undertaken by both Cumbria
County Council and Copeland District Council.
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The most important communications issue currently facing Nirex is the increasing public awareness
of the rganisation without a corresponding rise in understanding of what Nirex does.

At the end of 1993, 88% of Cumbria residents were aware of Nirex. Yet despite this very high
public awareness, 40% of residents didn't know what Nirex does (even when prompted). In fact,
50% of respondents believed a decision that the repository would go ahead had already been taken.

We have just completed another survey in the Copeland Council area near Sellafield. The top line
results are encouraging, even though I must stress that different sample sizes are involved:

Attitude towards a repository (Copeland only)

1992 1994

Completely oppose 16 14
Tend to oppose 20 21
Don't know 14 8
Tend to support 31 38
Completely support 19 20

The support is encouraging, but leaves no room for complacency.

As to local concerns, the research showed that the most important action that Nirex could take to
make the repository project safe would be to "Monitor carefully all the time". This was supported by
nearly twice as many respondents as the following two items: "Barriers that will contain the
radioactivity until any eventual leak is safe" and "a clear, well c;mmunicated van in the event of a
real emergency".

We have tended to concentrate our efforts in the Copeland area and this is reflected in the figures.
However, when we asked about a rock laboratory which the Company proposes to build, there was
much misunderstanding. Ahough intended purely as a research facility, many people believe that it
is an actual repository as the table shows:

Awareness of Proposed use of
Rock Characterisation Facility TOTAL Copeland Other Areas
Unweighted base: 489 117 372
(All aware of RCF) % % %

The disposal of radioactive waste 78 71 74
Assessing the suitability of
Longlands Farm as a permanent
radioactive waste repository 56 64 54
Scientific research 38 55 34

From this opinion research, we can help guide our future communications programmes.

Journalists

Last year, Nirex took part in a poll among journalists who specialise in environmental matters.
25% of the journalists questioned in 1994 considered Nirex was causing a major amount of damage
to the environment, compared with 4 in 1990. This would seem to reflect their views on the
business which we are involved in rather than what we actually do - drilling boreholes into the rock
would not seem to rank among the 20th century's great environmental crimes.
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32% claim to rate our press relations in 1994 as very/fairly good, but 29% rated them as very
poor/fairly poor. Perhaps, the most worrying statistic from all of our points of view is the fact that
93% find voluntary environment organisations the most useful source of information on companies
such as ours.

Unprompted, the environment journalists rated nuclear waste 20th in a list of the most important
environment issues. Their main concern was air pollution 54%). When the issue was prompted, the
response was very different. To the question, how serious a problem do you think each of the
following is for Britain, for disposal of nuclear waste, 61% said very serious and 75% very/fairly
serious, and for the treatment and storage of nuclear waste, 43% very serious and 75% very/fairly
serious, with 25% saying not very/not at all seious for both categories. For comparison, 54%
thought air pollution very serious while 96% thought it very/fairly serious.

We obviously have much more work to do amongst this group to dispel ignorance of what we do.
Programmes are already in place.

Politicians

Let us now look at some top4ine results of research Nirex conducted last year among 100 Members
of Parliament (MPs) - the lower of the two main legislative houses in the UK. We asked MPs how
familiar or unfamiliar they were with the activities of each of the following organisations?

Table 1.
very quite not very very
familiar familiar familiar unfamiliar

Greenpeace 23 64 10 1
Nirex 9 38 44 6
British Nuclear

Fuels pic 23 54 20 1
Friends of the Earth 24 60 12 2

As you can see, the results are not very encouraging, particularly when compared to those of the
pressure groups.

Then we asked, how favourable or otherwise are your impressions of each of the following
organisations?

Table 2.
very fairly fairly very
favourable favourable unfavourable unfavourable

Greenpeace 13 38 33 13
Nirex 1 46 35 9
British Nuclear

Fuels pic 10 48 28 8
Friends of the Earth 16 44 29 8

Here, the Company does better, but given that many of the respondents had earlier admitted they
were not overly familiar with our activities, the results are still worrying.
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Then, we asked how effective or ineffective are each of the following organisations in
communicating with you as a Member of Parliament?

Table 3.
very quite not very not at all
effective effective effective effective

Greenpeace 23 59 14 3
Nirex 3 34 51 8
British Nuclear

Fuels p1c 14 54 27 2
Friends of the Earth 21 59 18 1

The figures, I think, speak for themselves.

The simple and obvious conclusion is that a strong communications programme is vital if we are to
keep politicians informed. Because if they are not informed they cannot make measured judgments
on our programmes.

And, if we do not supply good relevant information, then those who oppose the industry, in particular
the green groups, will be able to advance their positions without opposition.

Also by not communicating, we are paradoxically giving strong messages which could be interpreted
as:

that we do not think politicians are worth communicating with;
that we are secretive and refuse to communicate;
that those who condemn us are, in fact, correct in their assertions.

The opinion research also sets baselines from which we can monitor the progress and success of
our communications programmes.

CONCLUSION

For Nirex, opinion research is a map. It guides our communication programmes in dealing
with our key audiences. Without it, we would be driving blind.

Opinion research allows us to isolate key issues for communication.

It also allows us to measure performance and to see which initiatives are successful and
which are not.

The broad solutions we are putting in place to address the issues raised in our opinion research, are
beyond the remit of this paper.
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OVERCOMING NATIVE TENDENCIES, CONCERNING PUBLIC

ATTITUDE TO POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS TECHNOLOGIES

A.BARINOV, S.SHMELEV

(SIA "RADON")

The Moscow Scientific ndwitrial Association RADON is an enterprise with potentially

dangerous technology. RADON fulfils the collection, transportation, trcatmcnt and

disposal of radioactive waste rom Moscow rgion. The inhabitnns of thit; region consider

it, and that io true, to be ec-Gentially dangerour. They re not aware of modern methods,

which allow to ensure safe isolation of radioactive waste from evironment. That is why

people e prejudice. M RADON 'v. rictivity. Thiq prejudicc, iq r;m.,rd hy uperfirial

knowledge. The latter gives brth to rumours and distrust.

With social changes in Russia nd oppoitunity to spcak franklynbout sccrct enterprises

activity, we understood, that it is ncessary to Chang te situatio ad givo the public

the true information about RADON's activity, to dictroy te old dogmas nd hence step

by step to overcome the public negative attitude to radiation dangerous technologies, or

at least. to reduce it-,, level to remonahle limil.q.

For this purpose 4 years ago we developed n he structure of he firm a new

Department: te Department or External Relatioll"Y. oi thib pcrivd Lilt starr or this

Department accumulated great xperience in work with public and Trust Building with

Media. This experience under conditions of modern Russia hau itt; own features. But the

main tendencies of work with Media can be emphasized s the most effective for

services, erformingsimilar functinng.

We guess. that he frst rule n the work with journalists is never to refuse te contact;

LU truk Lt uunLact. wth pluasurc und bcilovolunco. ILI thiS caso vcII if a juunialisL scts

himself critically against you, he will do his best to be kind ad amiable, and to catch the

idea of -specific radiation technology better. So his materini will be prepared more

qualifiedly, without any preconceived notions nd ies.
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The second: the journalist can arrive unexpectedly. niaL is why oe should be rady

to the ontact. with journalist every minute. Ad one must always havc at hand a

materials which can be presented to tbe journalist - xerox of articles and reports,

protocols of ho imponant metings, pictures and photoes. Russians say :"A porridge.

can't be spoilt with butter". That's why it is better to supply the imirnAlist with the exstra

information than to let hirn go without necessary mininiurn. In such a case he will be

able to make a choice and won't make Insinuations.

The third: the true journalist is always uagcr fbi sensation. That is the explanation of

his aspirdtion to giyt out a street cidont for a global catastroph ad an unimportant

nuclear incident - for he End of the World. We uess, one should not prevent this

decision. One should have at hnd a re-liable fact, whith c-n b eivpn nut if necessary as

a sensation. it is very eisy in Minn to RADON. because the greatest part of the public

is not good in quantitative radiation doses and considers any radiatiOLI lvel to be

dangerous, even if i ducs IwL cACOed atural background.

The fourth: it is the bst of all to present ready made material to the editory. For this

purpose enterprises should have in its taff an employee, wo can write articles for a wide

range of issues: from serious official oes to yellow prevq.

The fifth. After one or two years of regular work with Media a number of Moralists

whom one has to make contact permanently with emerges. Mainly thest; arc.luumalists,

who make a speciality on eological problems or rporters, peparing top news Oe must

inake ontact with both oes. Particularly it is important uder Russian conditions. As

it is known, in Russia the superiniportant deciGion, are made i the process of informal

discussion - t the cup of tea, can of bear or the est of ll il thehnttlp. nf'vnd1,.,k The.

importance of such contact hecornes clear we te necessity to make in press a

dNewmion of important question or put in press he desirable information. appears.

For sure, one should not l'orget that tlicJuuFLLUliS1-s file 3IWaYS prcsscd for iformation.

So they must be regularly fod with it. And one must take into account t iterests of

newspaper genre, it desirable that thit; information should have te tint of sensation.
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There Is a crtain ri;�k, because mny journalistq nd eitor,, are inclined to eUgg,11-UC

this sensation to univema proportions.
III ULUM tv V&Lvwxt Lhia habit 00%Ald do ny harm to 11-b frn, Ano-. miuct hAve n

PrCH111111ULY aeement on publishinp, of inforrn3tiOll WithOLIt arnendirients. Or with

insignificant abridgernents, which do not distort tao.,

If whoever of the journal ists does not flfill this agreement one 411UL11d better break the

Contact with him. For example, RADON broke te connections with the

News'Departinent of the newspaper Musuovskij Konisomolcts", bcause it distorted the

given information twit;c. But we continue our collaboration with the oher journalists of

this newspaper.
Rut one Should collaborate and with those jourtinlists whom he doesn't sympathize.

with. Because sometimes the incidnnts, which in case of facts distortio cn promote a

negative pblic reaction..ta�e place. It Is better to pblish the reliable informatio in

advance, than to wait with huisvrs 0C tlic, when it will bc distorted by the hunters for

sensations.

And te last. Even if you don't like the publicatiOTI YOU shoul ntmake a ereat

scandal about it. It won't do you ay good. YU should hetter try to find a reasonable

compromise, andasktheaLithomfnrptibli�Iiijigaiiycompeiisatoryinfon-natiori.A-s rle

it is a sccess. So, the newspaper Izvesda" 4.06.94) published alse ifirorniation about

RADON's activity. First we prcparcd Li mful-uLivii, but it was not published, bccausc no

uno editoiy refutes his information ad dous it oly i extreme situation. Then we

prepared the article of neutral content, but included the reliable information 2bout this

incident. ThiSarticle was published 23-07.94). What is the. most imporlam, the contact

with journalists was remade and we could use' it tbrOUr Furl lie. r Work.

There are. still other niiance.,; in the work with Media. but we consider that the Main

principles of Trust Building rnmt be based on flic racts mentioned above!
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TRUST ARGUMENTS XA04C1440

Public Infamation Centre of JSC 11 Mashinastroitelny Zavod!l
("Elemash") was founded in 1990. Before tat any information about the
enterprise (being, by the way' manufacturer of nuclear fuel for 20
NPPs, of Russia and a nmber of foreign countries) were forbidden to be
given in massmedial conventional conversations outside the factory
and even in the families of the employees. This'caLtsed the most
fantastic ideas about materials and technologies used here as well as
Cbomt �bhcir i M pac A; on 4.ha VnViromeni; and h e I b h of POOPIC in
9: 1 00�4- "n C 4 a I MIS L. # ^ + k " M.% a ^ f M es v. r-'n A.1 I vah ga W, s + h 42 a"*a"n";CO a

situated. Since the moment of its creation the Centre is not only
informing the population about the technological and ecological
peculiarities of nclear fel manufacturing, but eilso forms positive
Mtbitudus both, tovqards the activity of the e n t e rpr i -� e ay-Id 4%tomic
energy as a whole. During the 4 years of its existence te Center was
visited by' more than 5.000 people; the majority of them are
schoolchildren students with whom we are in close contact because we
.realize that the pro-nuclear" orientation of the mentality sould be
founded in the early age when humanys world outlook is-formed. In the
more aged roup the majority are the workers of the factories nearby,
military nd retired people aTid eporters of te to�jnls newspaper5.

We've good amount of dmonstrational materials, which spea in
favour of the atomic: energy and eterprises of te nuclear fel cycle,
engaged in.it. These are NPPs schemes, mock-ups of nuclear reactors,
A r, c� a va h I i 4z, Hy tf-va -FQc-tcY-19 n c A La i d cm v - i a y . oF f I n c are

nuclear energy. Video films made in th 'e main workshops are of peculiarinterest; automation of the technoloE qpical process, providin. ot oly
for nuclear- fuul qucti!Ly U�.%t also f ay- h gh level of nuclear and
riid i rt i o safety cur-InU its prodvction. We py attention ot only to
traditio 'nal auments in favour of the atomic energy, but d ra w the
attention of the public to the fact tat a factary engaged in te
nu(--I Ar- f4tal e-vc I a H.= Li Ja O-ftmpl a V a M a a I M i n CD-b4 I I L 

technologies which permit, if necessary, to organize in a vry sort
period, production of non-traditional aticles and avoid limitation of
Work no places. Th i s is well-p'roved by the experience of "Elemash".
where in connection with the decrease of demand for nuale'a'r fuel after
the accidL�nt in Chernobyl, different prodUCt S are now produced
equipment for dairy industry, tubular, heating elements, hard-alloy
tooling for metalcutting and mining industries, a variety of domestic
appliances. Tis peculiar ' "conversion" permitted not only preser�e the
staff but provide for employment of V ut h We concentrate our
.Attention on one more social side of activity of our enterprise, otie
of a few in the town having stable iterior and eterior market for
its products; this is very impryrtant in the period of newly-born
market economy in Rus s i a. Annual turnover of �'Elemashll, only for�
export of nuclear fuel, is more tan 200 mln dollars. It is natural
t h t the majov-ity of this sum comes as tanc,_ to the municipal b"dgatj
where it is sed for developping social infrastructure of the town
(culture, port, health protection% education, i.e. for the welfare of

a PC % I -14; a 

Evaluating te general reaction of the population and public,
which was discovered as a result of communicating in the Centre with
th(Wsands nf i n h A h i t A n t c nf the town we L-an state that it is quite
favourable and our task is to strengthen the trust to the enterprise
in the future.

Head of te Pblic Information Centre
JSC " Mashinostroitelny Zavod
Dr. Gelman S' M 
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I WAS A TEACHER - I WON AN EXPERIENCE
by Mihaela. Stiopol, Aurelia PauneSCLI

It is the third finie I have the pleasure and honour to be with you and let you
Iformed on the thinking, tendencies, achievements and perspectives of the

lublic Information and Communication Programme n The Nuclear Field, in

Zomanla.
And for the second firrie the Subject matter I have chosen to present to

rou, Is related to the young generation.
My last year paper was titled "Teenagers and Nuclear Communicabons to

ind it included, among some other things, two questions:
-To whom sch an activity (the communication oe) should be addressed

it first? and
'Wat factors should be selected in order to perforn) and develop such an

louvity?.

The answers were sort. Based on some experiments onty, they were

ather theoretical but: even so, the future tendencies n e direction were yet

)bvious.
"The young ones represent that segment of the society and population

itways thirsty for information, willing to know more and nderstand better the

)henomena surrounding thein' .

Another remark I was making than, was referring to the "linking bridge" that

,an be accomplished starting with the very school years: enabling to y ung people

.0 know, to understand and even accept the nuclear wth ils entire complexity and

associated aspects.

And a last remark I will further consider', is tial the young people, by their

Avidness and spontaneity, can become equal partners in our activity to Inform

and promote the nuclear".

But, all these statements should also be substantiated and we have to see

Nhich is their degree of accuracy or better said, which is the practical aspect of

ftse remarks.

Even since the beginning I can say we started with "the right step". Before

establishing a "work plan", we were required to deliver ome lectures on nuclear

Briergy and mainly, on he uclear power plant at Ceniavoda.
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The interest of the teachers in schools, their desire to enlarge the children's
(novAedge, to offer hem other new things than the Manuals, directly combined
vith their own interest in the Subjects, constituted a great help to us and at the
3ame ff me, they encouraged us i our future activity.

As I have already mentioned the beginning had no strategy on its basis. Our
ectures addressed to an audience made-up of grammar-school pupils, hgh-
3chool pupils, vAth a general eucational profile, energetic profile high - schools,
nclusively.

The first conclusion of a practical activity was: he younger the audience,
-he higher the interest and criosity."

For the pupils in high - schools and mainly for those in senior classes, their
3oncern for their future rofession is decisive. There is sorne interest in the
iuclear problems but it is quite low. The pupils' iterest is mainly directed to the
iuclear power plant in Cernavodca, and to a certain dgree, to the future of the
iuclear energy. For this age 17 - 18 years) the interest in the issues discussed
s very tightly connected to their option in choo5ing their future profession.

Another aspec I could notice following to these experiments, was one

connected to the manner in which the young people, namely the senior classes in
ligh - schools, understand te nformation giver, in newspapers and on W

Since not always the information is correctly nd clearly released, the
Janger of ml&-reception and misunderstanding sorne gencral aspects as waf as
)articular aspects, such as the ones related to the nuclear power plant at
.0ernavoda, is sll existing.

So 3we were decided to continue Ur promotion aivity among the pupils.
::or that purpose, we gathered and elaborated a minimum aount of materials to
)elp, us to our lectures and experiments.

So 3now I would like to tell you briefly about arl Liflusual experience which
ilso offered us a great deal of satisfaction.

Not long ago, I was very pleasant to have been im4ted to a school in
3ucharest, in order to talk to the pupils there. They wre first class pupils, that
neans, they averaged 7 years old.

My first reaction was one of esitation since what could I have talked to
3ome kids viho could hardly know lhe alphabet and v4iose life experience was
3triotty connected to the children gmes -

So, having a computer and a short story titled The ABC of energy
sources", but particularly with hLJge emotion I came in front of those about 50 kids
n whose eyes, curiosity was ore than obvious.
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Frankly telling you, all my plans, all y reasons Y had in stock, have
suddenly lost any importance to me.

In a short story, imagined on the spot and completed by the animation on
the computer, have realty captured the kids' attention and finally, what had been
initially concieved as a monologue, ended to be a large and vivid dialogue.

In fact, y whole cenario, focused round the energy sources, was
constantly connected to facts the kids already knew LA Of their life - experience
during holidays at their grandparents or at home.

I don't want to miss the opportunity to mention the etraordinary impact
obtained on the kids when presenting the animation about the fission
phenomenon, on the computer. It was a real delight for all of them!

At the end of the the experiment, all the Vids were very gay and enchanted
by the news they had just learned.

Subsequently, I found ot they proudly went horne and boasted in front of
their parents about the extraordinary things tey knew.

As concerns me and y lleagues we felt like two "squeezed lemons" but
very happy Yvith our results.

And that was only the beginl7ing!
Starting #Ath the 7 years old kids, we passed to elder pupils, 9 up to 12

years old.. For thern, we prepared some other matetrials, games by whfch we
could test the aMOUnt and correctness of the knowledge they had got.

Finally, we addressed to the 13 and 14 years od pupils. With these pupils,
we had to higher the level of our lectures which, this time, was centred around the
main aspects of the nuclear energy.

Naturally, the coi e of our presentation was the Cernavoda NPP.
The pupils' quesbons evidenced their interest in the subject, the fact ftt

they were not for the first time confronted YAth that issue.
At the same time. we could trace some other Sbjects of interest, namely,

how hsafe a NPP is and epecially,, how safe Cemavoda NPP is.
Another subject discussed was related to nuclear wastes. 'Mat happens to
nuclear wastes and how can they be deposited."

In fact, these two isues were also of great iteres among the high - school
pupils where we organised some lectures and dialogues.

In the end, though few of the classes missed the lectures, we challenged
them to a drawing competition awarded with prizes, titied:'Mat do you know
about energy?"
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When establishing the therne, we had in views that for the youngest, nuclear
fission and nuclear nergy were not the ain subjects of the lectures and they
had been presented in te, general ra[Tiework of energy Urces-

When awarding te prizes, it was the turn of the. kids to be overwhelmed by
emotion. Participation was large and the selection of drawings was indeed very
difficult for us.

And, like with any other ompetition, there were winners and losers. But
nobody was diSCOUraged: the winners took their prizes and the others were
offered the possibility to present their drawings in exhibitions on the nuclear.

That was in short our experience with the pupils in a shool in Bucharest.
Now, since the new shool vear has already started, we have resumed our

activity in schools.
Our lectures are day-by-day ore organised ad better adapted to each

age and class.
We have already prepared new competitions of the"Mo knows, Wins"

type, Mth questions and answers arid of drawings, obviOLIsly awarded with prizes.
The results will indicate both the measure of our efficiency and the quality of

our work.
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SCHOOL-INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP - RADIATION

Mr. Antti Ruuskanen

Director, Communications

IVO Group, Finland

Introduction

'Mere are several well-known obstacles to tolerance of nuclear power

such as wastes and risks of accident. However, there is a single

underlying factor which is, indeed, poorly understood by the general

public, namely ionizing radiation.

Radiation is one of those natural phenomena not taught to everybody in

school. That is why IVO decided to co-operate with schools and

teachers, and arrange lessons about radiation. Considering that some

parents of pupils follow closely what their children are taught in school,

this school-industry partnership may indirectly inform some adults about

radiation, too.

Development of curriculum, a chance to school-industry partnership

During the development of the curriculum, new books in required

physics were introduced to youngsters in high school, aged 16 - 17. IVO

co-operated with a publishing house, and a new physics book together
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with a supplementary volume including a lot of issues on energy and

radiation, was taken in to use during the autumn of 1994. This physics

book, and its supplement, was marketed in the spring of 1994 by the

publishing house, together with the authors and IVO experts, to physics

teachers all over the country, resulting in about 70 per cent market share.

In the supplement, radiation is described on 7 pages, starting from

sources of radiation, radon, and types of radiation, to the use of non-

ionizing and ionizing radiation, such as medical use, and age

determination by carbon-14, the units, and ending with the health effects

of radiation.

To accompany the book, a video on energy was made by the authors

from the voluminous material in IVO's video archives In addition to the

video, which doesn't cover radiation topics, a poster on radiation was

designed by IVO staff and distributed to a number of hi h schools in

Finland.

Educational package on energy and radiation to high s chools

So the book, its supplement, the video and the poster make up a

comprehensive educational package which, we hope, will help the

students and teachers, better understand energy issues and radiation.

This is the very first time all high school students have a chance to learn

the basics about radiation. In Finland, just about half the youngsters
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continue in high school. So, the rest doesn't get any lessons about

radiation in lower levels of their compulsory education. So, in terms of

population of youngsters as a whole, this is certainly not enough. There

should be means available to cover every age group in school.

What about comprehensive schools?

In addition to the book project, a special radiation day, called Ray of

Sunshine Project, has been planned together with nuclear power

companies, IVO and TVO, Economic Information Bureau - the

communications am of industry federations - and junior high schools

teacher associations. This is due to reach all youngsters in the ninth

grade, aged 1 - 16, in comprehensive school, so that everyone would

get at least one day of lessons in radiation during their school life.

The idea is to focus on radiation from different points of view so that

various subjects, such as biology, math, chemistry, civics, home

economics, languages, and not only physics could be included in the

Project. The schools will also be visited by X-ray nurses from nearby

hospitals or by firemen during the day. A nation-wide radon

measurement of ninth grade classrooms might also be a part of this

radiation day. To add attractiveness to the Project, the Sunshine Day will

be a part of the European Science Week in late November, 1995.

Because the schools make their own curriculumn the Project must be

marketed. This will happen in spring 1995. So, a the material must be
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available to teachers already in spring. According to the plans, the

material will include: multimedia, set of transparencies, comic books of

nuclear power or radiation in foreign languages, poster, brochure,

teacher's booklet and pupil's passport. According to the marketing plan,

this material will be presented to teachers in ten cities in May.

The target of the Project is to reach every junior high school in Finland.

That is about 600 schools a over the country, and all together about

65,000 pupils. And, after post-marketing events and evaluation, the

Project will, I hope, be continued every autumn.

Radiophobia can't be cured but by knowledge alone ...

The anxiety about radiation, and even radiophobia, can't be cured but by

knowledge alone. The other possible way rests totally on credibility If

one can't cope with the fear and fight it with rational and factual

knowledge, the only way is to believe in the word of the authorities and

experts, or really consider the situation to be totally out of control. This

alterantive is risky from our point of view. According to opinion surveys,

power companies are not seen to be very credible. So, we have decided

to focus on the first one.

These school projects make up a possibility of decreasing the myths

surrounding radiation, the most important single determinant of nuclear

opposition. The results will be seen, I believe, not very far in the future.
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BUILDING TRUST WITH THE SCHOOLCHILDREN IN THE
NUCLEAR TRAINING CENTRE

Andrej Stritar, Radko Istenie
Nuclear Training Centre,

"Jo�qf Stefan Institute
Ljubljana
Slovenia

Although Kr9ko Nuclear Power Plant has been in operation for more than ten years,
comparatively little has been done in the field of systematic education and public information.
Deficiencies in this field are causing serious misunderstandings about the role of nuclear
Rower and negatively impact its public acceptance. At The Nuclear Training Centre Milan
Copi6 (NTC) in Ljubljana we have prepared a presentation on nuclear energy encompassing
a short description of a PWR nuclear power plant, importance of nuclear power in the world
and in Slovenia, basic ideas of nuclear safety and radioactive waste disposal.

I The information program for students of elementary and high schools

In the invitation to all elementary and high schools in Slovenia we have offered three
possible activities for visiting students:

1 The lecture How do we get Electricity from Nuclear Energy,
2. The visit to the permanent exhibition Electricity from Nuclear Energy,
3. The visit to the research reactor TRIGA

Later, after groups of students have started visiting our Centre, all three activities
were typically merged. Each group was first given a lecture, after that they were shown the
exhibition and finally, whenever it was possible they were also taken to the visit of TRIGA
reactor.

1.1 Th e lecture How do we get Electricity from Nuclear Energy

The lecture presents to students the following subjects:

1. Basics of energy release during nuclear fission,
2. Basic technology of Pressurized Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plant,
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3. Nuclear power plants around the world,
4. Nuclear Safety
5. Nuclear power and environment,
6. Radioactive waste.

In the lecture set there are 35 colored transparencies and additional 20 for detailed
explanation of typical questions of students. Since the matter covered is very broad, the
explanation of every subject is rather brief. However, students are always encouraged to ask
whatever they are interested in. Typical lecture lasted about one hour. The discussion period
was very different, ranging from none to almost two hours.

1.2 The exhibition Electficity from nuclear energy

This permanent exhibition was set up in the basement of the Nuclear Training Centre
in 1991. The nuclear fuel cycle ranging from uranium mining, enrichment, NPP operation
to waste disposal is presented on 47 panels. Until 1993 it had a limited use, since visitors
were arriving quite seldom. The combination with the lecture prior to the visit of exhibition
proved to be very effective. Students could find all lectured data also on panels, they could
study them more thoroughly or copy them for further use. In addition to graphical and textual
information we have set up also a mockup of a NPP Kr9ko fuel element, a complete never
used core barrel of the TRIGA reactor, the barrel for the radioactive waste disposal and an
abandoned basic principle training simulator. During the visit a simple exercise was shown
demonstrating the attenuation of the ionizing radiation through the matter.

In the coming year the exhibition will be extended with the mockup of the NPP Kr9ko
control room in 12 scale and several models of radiation protection equipment.

1.3 The visit to the TRIGA reactor

The visit to the only "active" nuclear facility on site is always very attractive. Since
the space in the control room is limited, normally only the best or the most interested pupils
were selected for the visit in smaller groups. In the control room they were explained the
basics about the reactor and shown its operation. Normally visitors in such big groups could
not be taken on the reactor platform.

1.4 The response of visitors

The response of schools was extremely good. Between September 1993 and June 1994
altogether 107 groups have visited the Nuclear Training Centre. More than 5600 students
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have attended the lecture and visited the exhibition. Most of them (81 %) were from the
elementary schools, the other from high schools, few of them also from the University. The
average group had 52 students, while the largest one consisted of 109 students, which is the
highest limit of the available space capacity. A typical visit lasted about two hours. The
visitors were coming from all parts of Slovenia. Typically the school management has used
a so called Natural day (naravoslovni dan) for this activity. That is a school free day,
scheduled at the beginning of the year, intended for the trips or out of school organized
activities.

Unfortunately it was impossible for us to measure the effect of visit to the students.
Just in the case of one school we have received copies of pupils homework about the nuclear
energy. We were impressed by the work of young people, that have really learned a lot
during the visit and also later spent some time browsing through the literature and studying
this technology. This kind of work of students should be promoted in the future.

In our invitation we have recommended, that pupiis from the elementary schools
should be from the last two years (seventh and eighth grade, age 13 or 14). In most cases
schools have obeyed this request, but there were also some exceptions. It was a great
challenge for our lecturers when at the end of the school year a group came consisting of
pupils from grade one to grade eight. The lecture was correspondingly adjusted to their level
and the response was surprisingly good. The youngest children were very eager and
responsive. They have carefully followed the lecturer and asked number of simple, but very
relevant questions. In view of this experience we will in the future accept children of any
age and offer them a suitable program.

2 The poll of students about the nuclear energy

From the very beginning of the presentations we also polled the visitors about their
opinions on nuclear energy. The questionnaire includes 3 identification questions, 6 opinion
questions that are compatible with the wider public opinion polling on nuclear energy and 2
questions for the measurement of the success of the presentation. About 1800 visitors were
polled during the presentations. The teachers that accompanied the schoolchildren were
separately polled to evaluate the quality of the presentation.

The evaluation of the polls shows that nuclear waste and radiation from nuclear power
plants is considered higher than acid rain and traffic emission gases and about the same as
water pollution on the list of environmental dangers. Spent fuel disposal is perceived as the
most important argument against the use of nuclear power. Nevertheless the great majority
(66%) agree with the operation of the Kr9ko NPP as long as it is safe and economical. This
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opinion of the younger generation is certainly a marked improvement in comparison with the
results of the wider opinion polling in 1990 and 1992 when the operation of the plant was
favored by 35 % and 50 % of respondents respectively.

3 Conclusions

The success of the one year of visiting program for students indicates, that this kind
of activity should be continued and strengthened. In the current school year we continue with
the programs for school children. Since now this possibility is already known around the
schools in Slovenia, we are experiencing even bigger response. We are planning or have
already made the following improvements:

• Distribution of the printed abstract of the lecture.
• Improvement of the exhibition with several new items (control room mockup,

protection clothing, etc)
• Invitation to the competition in writing the homework about the nuclear energy. The

best will be rewarded.
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Building Trust

by Meriel Lewis, AEA Technology, England

A Case Study of activate, the energy magazine for schools.

activate is the energy magazine for secondary schools and is part of the Education
Programme which is managed on behalf of the British Nuclear Industry Forum by
AEA Technology.

What was done and why?

activate is the flagship communication device between the British Nuclear Industry
Forum's Education Programme and secondary schools in the UK. It was developed
from a previous publication, Nuclear Bulletin, which was produced directl by
BNIF as part of a public information programme. When the contract for the
education part of the programme was taken over by AEA Technology in 1992 a
new format magazine was researched and devised and activate was bom.

There is a need for the nuclear industry to build trust with teachers and students in
the UK, where for a long time, everything that the industry has said, written or
printed has been disregarded by school teachers as propaganda. Over the last few
years the industry has put in a great deal of effort to position itself as a provider of
educationally sound and socially acceptable information. activate was an evolution
of this idea and there was a hole in the market for a lively, activity and article based
magazine that could be used in the classroom.

How was it done?

The adience was identified and questioned in groups and individually about their
experience with other publications (including Nuclear Bulletin) and newsletters.
The main industry messages eg the need for a balanced energy policy, the
environmental advantages of nuclear power etc, were also identified and combined
to fonn the topic themes for each issue. The format was to be A3 with lots of large
illustrations and a specifically designed poster spread at the centre of each issue.
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Contributors were sought who could provide information that teachers would find
hard to search out on their own eg the latest cancer fighting techniques or the ozone
hole. One of the main ideas was that activate can be very up-to-date with new
figures on energy use and production, environmental initiatives etc that could take
years to get into text books and so children and teachers could have access to the
latest facts.

Who is the target public?

The target audience is principally teachers of science, mathematics and geography,
but also includes teachers of art,, English and history with students of betwe�n I I
and 18. The text is written at a level that can be understood by their students. It can
be used by teachers in the classroom and for extension project work by students
working on their own. The initial mailing was of 9,000 which increased to 26,000
for a special art and science issue in January 1994 and currently stands at 12,000
with 4000 of those who have requested their own copy.

How was the product tested?

A set of dummy spreads was produced for the initial research to gauge opinions on
layout,, style content etc. Two teachers who worked on Nuclear Bulletin were
retained to provide activities (role plays or leaming'games'that could be used in
class) and their views elicited as to content and approach. The first set of authors
was chosen for their knowledge of teaching as well as their subject field so that
content would be applicable for use in schools. Readers were encouraged to
comment using a form to register themselves for their own copy. A questionnaire
was sent with the ffiffi issue in January 1994 and over 3000 were retained (approx
9%), giving details of usability of layout,, content, curriculum requirements etc.

What were the results?

The results were very positive in that teachers appreciated the colourful and lively
nature of activate and they felt that it provided information and opinions in an un-
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biased and non-propagandist way. Their comments about layout, number of
activities., style of presentation were taken into account and during the summer of
1994 activate was remodelled ready for relaunch in September.
The feedback so far is good with more teachers signing p every week to recieve
their own free copy.
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Building Trust with Teachers

by Kristin Plater-Zyberk, Candian Nuclear Association, Canada

The Bptt2m Line

Industry stresses the need to r6spond to its stakeholders If
industry recognizes that there are stakeholders which serves -
shareholdors, customers, suppliers, employees and the community
where the company operates - they must meet the legitimate
expectations of these groups through a healthy ottom line.
A healthy bottom line. The importance of this cannot ba
underestimated. Helping people understand the role of profits is

a key motivator for business involvement with education.

increasingly the value of informed, external influence, such as
teachers and students is recognized as having a positive impact
on this bottom line and industrial output in the following areas:
economic and industrial unders 'tanding, technological capability,
communication skills, problem solving and other work-related
skills and attitudes.

Education is equally interested in output, examination results
being the way to analyze popular performance and its bottom line.
it to must respond to the needs of its stakeholders - students,
parents, employees and the cmmunity in which it operates.
Helping people understand the role of Academics is critical for
its success.

Thera is a connection between these seemingly disparate worlds
beyond broad concerns related to preparation of a quality
workforce. Increasingly, there is recognition in a fast- paced
rapidly changing environment that both business and education
must encourage and promote the skills required for life-long
learning.

Going back to the premise of industry responding to the needs of
its stakeholders, the Canadian Nuclear Association acknowledged
education and educators as stakeholders.

In a Strategic Plan, the andate for the Cmmunications group in
the area of education was to position the Association as a
credible source of information on the nuclear option in the eyes
of students ahd educators. The desired result was to have
increased input into the schools allowing the industry to
experience a greater demand for participation in nuclear
education.

Industry had targeted education and educators as stakeholder in
a rlationship. However, teachers had never been asked if they
wanted to be part of this relationship or address current
teaching issues such as critical thinking and decision making by
students, cooperative teaching ethods and integration of science
into courses such as language arts, history, geography,
environment and self and socitty.
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Me�iatinq t Differences

That purpose of the esearch was threefold. One, to determine if
educators wanted to build a relationship with the nuclear
industry, is establishing if we had general consent and approval
for our activities. The second was to capture what Junior and
Intermediate teachers teach about energy and energy sues, what
materials they are currently using, and how the CNA can best help
then with this task.

The third purpose? To ensure that the industry responds to the
needs of its stakeholder.

A total of 12 focus groups for teachers and other educators in
Grades 4 - 0 were held. It quickly became apparent that teachers
being task orientated, became bored very quickly with the
standard focus group process - terefore format evolved to a
workshop situation.

The teachers who participated were not a random sample of
Canadian science and social science educators. All had
considerable experience in the classroom and many were
recommended as excellent teachers.

What remains to be done s to determine the attitude of Canadian
teachers in general to nuclear energy. our sample is not
representative so we cannot say if teachers in general are pro,
anti., or just indifferent to the-issue of nuclear industry. To
obtain this data, a differently designed study will be necessary.

The research looked at the knowledge and attitudes that teachers
held, about school/business partnerships, technology, nuclear
energy and the nuclear industry. We wanted to know what teachers
were currently teaching about nergy and the tools they were
using. we wanted to know what materials and activities would be
moat useful to them. We wanted to know how science and technology
does or does not fit into their classroom.

The strongest impression that we received from the research was
that nuclear energy and energy issues are not being as well
taught as they could be in the provinces we visited.

The :reason seems to be that most teachers simply do not hve the
ihfo:fmation nor the resources to be comfortable with this part of
the curriculum.

The research shows that the CNA can be most effective by
providing the educational community with unbiased, factual
information as well as other resources about energy for teachers
and tudents. In order for material to b perceived as unbiased,
it must present all viewpoints in a factual, non-judgemental way,
and encouraga.constructiva debate among students.
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Teachers told us that if we provide unbiased, factual
information about energy from all sources, our material stands a
good chance of being used, especially if it is tied directly into
the curriculum because curriculum in every province is
overcrowded. Professional development however, is essential for
showing teachers how to use materials.

Teachers were unanimous in saying that reading material had to be
basic, easy-to-read, bris and informative because teachers are
poorly informed about nuclear power and therefore avoid teaching
about it wherever possible. Activities and materials must be
clearly designated to the intended audience, is relevant and
understandable. Emphasis was also placed on the importance of
involving teachers in the development of materials or any
activities for the schools to ensure their relevancy to the
classroom and the curriculum.

The concept of science in society is becoming more commonly used
with the integration of disciplines, thus teachers can and do,
teach about nuclear energy in conjunction with environmental
studies or sustainable development.

Talking with teachers out of the classroom setting allowed them
to apply a critical analysis of what is taking place around them,
as well as allowing us to better understand the current teaching
reality and establish issues common to both.

Feelings

No one likes to have their feeling trifled with. Teachers ar no
exception. Teachers feel that education so often seems to be held
up as the answer to society's problems. Society'a ever-rising
expectations are a potential cause for permanent dissatisfaction
with education's performance and a recipe for the continuous
morale-sapping of teachers and their consequent defensive
behaviour.

They feel that education is continually being used as a scapegoat
for problems which are not of their making and which they cannot
hope to solve on their own. They are being asked to take on the
role of "the family, the church and the community."

They are also annoyed that when they talk about school
improvement, industry talks about dismantling the current system.
When teachers talk about professional dvelopment and authentic
assessment, industry talks about total quality management and
measuring outputs.

Commonalities

What are the commonalities? Parallels can be drawn between the
industry and education. Both balieve that the agent of change is
the general public and that the general public is being misled by
the media. The media reports that Canadian schools are failing -
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failing because the education system is not turning out the right
kind of product, which compromises our economic future.

Both believe that disinformation is effective in eroding public
confidence. Educators feel that the public has taken education
for granted. Industry fools that the public takes energy
production for granted - epecially the part that nuclear playa
in ogeneration.

There is also the traditional problem that Canadians face.
Modesty in the extreme. Teachers do not talk about how many
scientific and technical workers we have trained, or how many
artJ 'eta we have produced, or pointed with pride at how inclusive
our system is of human differences. They don't speak proudly
about how well educated they are. They don't boast about how
efficient our system is, despite the expensive overlay of
political choices which have created multiple, overlapping school
systems in each province and territory.

Neither do Canadians talk about nuclear reactor performance and
acknowledge that they are typically leaders-internati6nally in
reactor performance. They don't wnt to be seen a blowing their
own horn about the success of their training programs. Nor do
they talk about the CANDU 6 as innovative nuclear technology.

There is the belief held by both ducation and industry that the
more contact people have with either, the more they will get to
understand it.

one element then in building trust, is inclusion. Include the
industry in education and education in industry. Establish themes
andmessages with both. The key to success in education
partnerships is gaining the respect of the other by 11 conceding
to t'fta influence" teachers seek wth industry and industry seeks
with education.

one aution in all of this. Do not forget students in the
equation. What is the cost for them of growing up corporate?
There is concern among educators that "when critics of education
frame children exclusively as either consumers or future
employees, often there is not a lt of opposition to be heard.11
Teachers may not collectively, yet., bemoan this state of affairs
but there is an unspoken concern. in the focus groups teachers
referred to their students constantly as "my children - y
children do this, my children do that". They care for their
students and their futures. It is important that in this alliance
with teachers that battlelines are not drawn. "Schools are what
they are bcause a public consensus exists that schools do not
belong to teachers, or to parents, or to advertisers or to
corporations, but rather to all of us, and especially to
children. 1
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After the research was completed, the NA became involved in
various projects. We have funded and participated in workshops
for teachers in both the primary and the secondary grades.
Those vere held during the summer, enabling a greater nunlt5e of
teachers to participate.

one workshop was on Sustainable Development. In Canada,
developing a cooperative framework for Sustainable Development
grew out of a National Round Table on the Environment and the
Economy. CA is one of many sponsors who support an organization
called Learning for a Sustainable Future which is a ulti-
stakeholder, independent non-profit organization committed to
facilitating discussion and planning around the principles of
sustainable development in the Canadian school system, in the
primary as well as the secondary grades.

The second 2 day workshop was on education partnerships,
sponsored by Mount Allyson University in New Brunswick
and the Canadian Nuclear Association. This was facilitated by
Peter Skinner who works with a British organization called
understanding British Industry.

CKA is presently sponsoring a pilot project that has 6 teachers
from both elementary and secondary schools seconded to Pint
Lepreau Nuclear Generating station in New Brunswick. This is for
a 3 week period.

A very important part of this undertaking is the external
evaluation that ill be done by the Ontario Institute for studies
in Education at the end of the project. This will involve
students and teachers, the professional staff at the District
School Board and Point Lepreau, as well as the Ministry of
Education. To date, scarcely any research has been done on
teacher secondments. Most stories are anecdotal.

All the teachers on the secondment are developing curriculum
units and related materials.


